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ABSTRACT 
Jazz and Radio in the United States: Mediation, Genre, and Patronage 
Aaron Joseph Johnson 
 
This dissertation is a study of jazz on American radio. The dissertation's meta-subjects are 
mediation, classification, and patronage in the presentation of music via distribution channels 
capable of reaching widespread audiences. The dissertation also addresses questions of race in 
the representation of jazz on radio. A central claim of the dissertation is that a given direction in 
jazz radio programming reflects the ideological, aesthetic, and political imperatives of a given 
broadcasting entity. I further argue that this ideological deployment of jazz can appear as 
conservative or progressive programming philosophies, and that these tendencies reflect 
discursive struggles over the identity of jazz. The first chapter, "Jazz on Noncommercial Radio," 
describes in some detail the current (circa 2013) taxonomy of American jazz radio.  The 
remaining chapters are case studies of different aspects of jazz radio in the United States. 
Chapter 2, "Jazz is on the Left End of the Dial," presents considerable detail to the way the 
music is positioned on specific noncommercial stations. Chapter 3, "Duke Ellington and Radio," 
uses Ellington's multifaceted radio career (1925-1953) as radio bandleader, radio celebrity, and 
celebrity DJ to examine the medium's shifting relationship with jazz and black American 
creative ambition. Chapter 4, "Jazz with Ads," uses the mid-1960s to mid-1970s period, in which 
commercial all-jazz radio had a limited run, as a prism to examine the interwoven roles of 
genre, format, and commerce in the presentation of jazz on the air.
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Introduction 
“Let the facts speak for themselves" is perhaps the 
arch-statement of ideology--the point being, 
precisely, that facts never “speak for themselves” 
but are always made to speak by a network of 
discursive devices.  
—Slavoj  Žižek1 
As a matter of history, jazz and radio have been deeply engaged with one another while serving 
as important icons of twentieth century modernity. Jazz, however one defines its boundaries 
and essential elements, is the influential African American musical genre that emerged from a 
confluence of cultural streams in the century’s first years. The music’s concurrency with the 
United States’ transition from agrarian-rural to industrial-urban to information age-suburban, 
from isolationist nation to global superpower, from Black Codes and Jim Crow through the 
Great Migration to the Civil Rights Movement and the end of legal segregation, allow it to be 
viewed from any number of ideological perspectives and to be imbued with a wide range of 
aspirational payloads, in addition to, of course, being appreciated for its inherent musical 
qualities. The same musical object, say Louis Armstrong’s recording of (Fats Waller and Andy 
Razaf's) “(What did I do to be so) Black and Blue,” could be appreciated for its earnest and 
innovative improvisational explorations, for its value as protest, for its subtextual claims for 
equality, for its appeal for societal inclusion (“I’m white, inside…”), or for its blending of musical 
genres (blues, jazz, and Tin Pan Alley) into something uniquely “American.” These simultaneous 
constructions of meaning and significance, in cultural, social, and political discourses allow jazz, 
                                                     
1 Slavoj Žižek, Mapping Ideology, Mapping (London: Verso, 1994), 11. 
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and related music forms, to illuminate undercurrents of race, class, and power that operate 
within radio and within society.   
This dissertation considers the engagement between jazz and American radio. This topic has 
not been the subject of comprehensive study, so my research takes a broad approach, 
examining the current jazz radio environment and two historical periods; the network-
dominated era, 1926-1952, when general-appeal radio programming commanded enormous 
national and local audiences, and the period immediately following, as radio programming 
became fragmented in its search for more narrowly targeted audience demographics.  As this 
project involves the intersection of several academic disciplines, it takes a multivalent 
approach, employing methods and concepts from musicology, media studies, cultural studies, 
and sociology to explore the practices and underlying dynamics of American jazz radio and their 
impact on the music.  The term jazz is, and has always been, an unstable signifier referring to a 
wide range of music and one that allows this music to be ideologically positioned with respect 
to aesthetics, politics, race, class, and gender while radio is a complex social entity—often using 
cultural products to attract audiences, which can be sold to advertisers or directly appealed to 
for financial support.  As the dissertation concerns both jazz and radio, musicological and media 
studies approaches are appropriate and necessary. Because jazz radio is the site of artistic, 
social, commercial, and political activity, sociological and ethnographic approaches are also 
valuable.   
The dissertation employs the sociological notion of art worlds to attempt to encompass the 
broad range of participating actors, and concepts of actor-network theory to decenter the 
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noted musical figures and institutions—most often the focus of musicological study is the 
musician and the musical object—and identify practices, relationships, and transformations, 
including patronage, that combine to shape the presentation of jazz on the radio.  Thus, this 
work is positioned at the intersection of jazz and the radio industry: the jazz radio art world. 
Project Description  
This is a critical and historical study of the presentation of jazz on American radio. The 
dissertation's meta-subjects are mediation, classification, and patronage in the presentation of 
music via distribution channels capable of reaching widespread audiences. I investigate the 
relationships among artists, advocates, institutions, listeners, and other interested parties that 
result in jazz music’s highly mediated access to and presentation on broadcast radio. I address 
why and how this mediated access is selectively granted or denied to styles or genres of jazz 
and how jazz musicians construct their work in response.  A central claim of the dissertation is 
that a given direction in jazz radio programming reflects the ideological, aesthetic, and political 
imperatives of a given broadcasting entity. I further argue that this ideological deployment of 
jazz can result in conservative and progressive programming philosophies, and that these 
tendencies reflect discursive struggles over the identity of jazz. Starting in the mid 1920s, 
American commercial broadcasting became dominated by media corporations, and similarly 
American noncommercial broadcasting, which evolved from educational broadcasting 
beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s, came to be dominated by non-profit educational, 
cultural, and religious institutions. Overwhelmingly, these "noncommercial" broadcast 
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operations are thoroughly professional, with paid or salaried staff at almost every level.2  
Today’s noncommercial radio environment sits between the musicians and their audience and 
presents music in a manner compatible with certain ideological templates that fit the 
broadcasters' management and ownership profiles.  As jazz is heard primarily on 
noncommercial radio in the U.S., the more powerful of these institutions and their broadcast 
entities exert a significant influence in the promotion of selected musical styles.   
The current environment (the dissertation considers developments at late as 2013) of jazz radio 
is the subject of the first two chapters. “Jazz on Noncommercial Radio” (Chapter 1) examines 
the types of jazz programs available on radio today and the reasons behind jazz’s dwindling 
fortunes on listener-supported radio. Jazz was one of the original cultural gems that 
noncommercial radio, which organized on a new, large, and effective basis with the 
establishment of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and National Public Radio in 1967 and 
1970 respectively, could proudly support, while pointing to the music’s neglect and even artistic 
dilution on commercial radio.3 Over the intervening decades, public radio listening grew to 
substantial cumulative audience shares, even achieving top ratings in some markets, on the 
basis of quality arts, news, and entertainment programming. However, its growing audience, 
attracted by high-quality and expensive network-distributed programs led to ever-increasing 
need for still larger growth in order to pay for these programs, and professional radio 
                                                     
2 In addition to the following sources, staffing and salary data is available from a variety of sources including IRS 
990 filings of 501(c)(3) corporations, the type that operate many public radio stations. Jack W. Mitchell, "Lead Us 
Not into Temptation: American Public Radio in a World of Infinite Possibilities," in Radio Reader: Essays in the 
Cultural History of Radio, ed. Michele Hilmes and Jason Loviglio (New York: Routledge, 2002); Jack W. Mitchell, 
Listener Supported: The Culture and History of Public Radio (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2005). Douglas Gomery, A 
History of Broadcasting in the United States (Malden, MA: Blackwell Pub., 2008); John Witherspoon et al., A History 
of Public Broadcasting (Washington, D.C.: Current, 2000). 
3 Witherspoon et al. 
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consultants began to recommend practices ever closer to those of commercial radio. While 
some recommendations were aimed directly at program content (i.e., what kind and range of 
jazz the station should program), since the 1990s stations have been urged by these consultants 
to de-emphasize omnibus or variety programming. Jazz radio (like classical) was disfavored 
while news and information—a clear programming strength of public over commercial radio—
has been ascendant. In short, spiraling financial concerns have exerted pressure on the 
“missions” of noncommercial stations. 
Chapter 2, “Jazz is on the Left End of the FM Dial” concerns itself with how those missions 
relate to a noncommercial radio station’s ownership and management profile, as well as the 
impact on music programming.  I maintain that a radio station generally reflects the ideology of 
its owners, managers, and staff.  A great many public radio stations are associated with 
educational or cultural institutions, and it seems reasonable to expect these stations to reflect 
the ideological stance of their parent entities regarding music, culture, community service, and 
worldview. In some cases, however, the educational institution either views the radio station as 
a vehicle for student expression or has a tradition of holding the station license for its student 
body, resulting in a radio station that reflects an ideology or potentially wide-ranging group of 
ideologies closer to that of students who staff the station. Finally, there are radio stations 
owned not by educational or established cultural institutions, but by community groups wishing 
to provide an alternative programming voice. Most of these stations come out of a progressive 
political movement—certainly the political priorities vary from community to community and 
from rural to urban settings—with a paramount mission of providing radio access to the 
politically and economically disadvantaged and those opposing the status quo.  Chapter 2 
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examines a number of each type of noncommercial station in some detail and suggests how 
their programming philosophies reflect ideology. 
Jazz radio's noncommercial present is informed by its commercial past and the final two 
chapters of the dissertation examine issues of patronage and genre in two distinct eras of 
commercial radio broadcasting. Chapter 3, “A Date with the Duke,” looks at a prominent case 
study of radio as patronage—the live radio career of Duke Ellington, whose struggle to control 
and present his personal image and that of his music serves as an example of the historic 
negotiation of African American jazz musicians with the constrained expectations about blacks 
on U. S. network radio.  Ellington received valuable airplay at the very beginning of the network 
radio era, and this exposure, without doubt, enabled him to reach large U.S. and European 
radio audiences. Nevertheless, prevailing notions about race and radio’s own constructions of 
race and modernity threatened to paint Ellington into a restricted corner of audible blackness. 
Through shrewd media strategies, Ellington was able to largely write his own unique identity, 
one that never denied his blackness, but that celebrated it on his own terms. His resistance to 
post-minstrel stereotyping, combined with his support of social causes within the black 
community, resulted in Ellington achieving a uniquely high standing for a black entertainer, one 
of being an artist. 
The fourth and final chapter, “Jazz with Ads,” considers radio as a site of discourse over the 
genre boundaries of jazz.  After the emergence of the innovative radio format Top 40 in the mid 
1950s among an avalanche of ever more specialized formats occurred—many organized around 
musical genres (country, gospel, easy listening, show tunes, album rock), others eventually 
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around non-musical programming (news, business news, sports talk, all-talk), and still others 
around listener demographics (oldies, middle of the road, urban contemporary) but prior to the 
ascension and maturity of public radio in the late 1970s, a relatively small number of 
commercial radio stations tried all-jazz (or substantially all-jazz) formats. The all-jazz 
commercial radio era affords several aspects for study. In contrast to the radio station with one 
or two jazz programs or programming that is left to the discretion and taste of the jazz DJ, the 
all-jazz station must focus management attention on jazz. This attention includes the 
differentiation between programs at different hours, increased attention to the musical 
material aired, and the engagement of record promoters with the program and music directors, 
rather than directly with the jazz DJ.  A commercial station’s mission is profit, and an all-jazz 
format is but one potential means to achieve that mission. Thus, flexibility, rather than 
aesthetics-driven orthodoxy, is more likely to be valued at commercial stations, and my central 
claim of this chapter is that these all-jazz commercial stations were more amenable to record 
company executives who sought to promote musical styles such as soul jazz, jazz-rock fusion, 
and rock and R&B instrumentals, which were not necessarily favored by so-called jazz “purists” 
who tended to prefer "straight ahead" styles such as bebop, hard bop, cool jazz, and even 
avant-garde jazz. In the 1970s, the collaboration of record companies and commercial stations 
gave voice to business concerns that encouraged an expansion of jazz’s genre boundaries to 
encompass potentially commercially popular styles such as jazz rock, jazz funk, soul jazz, and 
the precursors of smooth jazz.  This development, however, offered little to more experimental 
styles developing at the same historical moment, such as free jazz or the jazz avant-garde, who 
had few commercial champions. The commercial radio environment shared a profit-oriented 
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ideology with record labels and jazz promoters, providing the latter, I claim, a significant 
alternative discursive voice to jazz connoisseurs, expert fans, and advocating writers. When this 
commercial environment collapsed, the advocates of these more commercial styles essentially 
had nowhere to go.   
The disciplinary walls around music and media studies have limited the degree of cross-
influence between the two disciplines.  Musicologists have been especially reticent to engage 
radio and other media, quite possibly because some influential scholars were generally 
disdainful of mass culture and its objects. Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s influential 
Dialectic of Enlightenment (1944) contended that radio "turns all participants into listeners and 
authoritatively subjects them to broadcast programs which are all exactly the same,"  
presenting an implicit contrast with the image of the discerning, skilled, active listeners of the 
high art music which the authors preferred.4 Andreas Huyssens calls the discourse that 
reinforces these high/low distinctions, the “Great Divide,” and notes its long shadow in 
academia, institutionalized by such organizational separations as between literary studies and 
mass communications at the university level.5 Although the mid-century critique of Adorno--
Huyssens’ great theorist of the Great Divide--seems dated, it accurately represented an elite 
view of mass culture and its echoes can be heard in subsequent scholarship. For example, 
Lawrence Levine described five attitudes that hamper the serious study of popular culture. 
First, the tendency to assign all agency to all powerful cultural producers and none to the 
"helpless, unknowing, unreflective, all-absorbing consumers" was the source of the enduring 
                                                     
4 Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, John Cumming, trans. (1944; rpt edn. New 
York, 1987), 122. 
5 Andreas Huyssens, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism, (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1987), viii.  
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image of the purely passive mass audience "ready to absorb, consciously and unconsciously, 
whatever ideological message those controlling the mass culture industry want to feed them."6  
  The second attitude, which claims that popular culture alone among all culture is formulaic, 
leads to the third, a failure to link art to the greater world by considering popular art "escapist" 
and fine art detached. The fourth attitude, "the notion that because popular culture may not 
generally be on the cutting edge of knowledge or style, it is therefore not truly an art form," 
leads to Levine’s fifth attitude that historians, when concerned with art, defer to the subject 
matter specialist for whom the “kitsch” of popular cultural products prove disqualifying.  He 
cautions that "the  aesthetic quality of  an artifact does  not  necessarily determine  its level of  
complexity  or the  amount  of analysis essential to comprehend  its meaning." 
Even though the turn from mass culture to popular culture studies reflects a new respect for 
the agency of the audience, musicologists have only recently and reluctantly taken up the 
challenge of the mass media. According to Marcello Keller, "probably the number-one reason 
why musicology is little inclined to deal with mass-media is that doing so would be tantamount 
with facing primarily the question of 'music listening,' tout court," which clearly challenges us to 
develop a different set of tools.7 Fortunately, the interdisciplinary field of sound studies, which 
includes some participation by a new generation of musicologists, is beginning to pay significant 
                                                     
6 Lawrence W. Levine, "The Folklore of Industrial Society: Popular Culture and Its Audiences," American Historical 
Review 97, no. 5 (1992).  Also, Beau Bothwell investigates relationships between audiences and programmers 
under conditions of anticipated reception of radio programming in Syria. Beau D. Bothwell., "Song, State, Sawa: 
Music and Political Radio between the US and Syria," (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 2013). 
7 Marcello Sorce Keller, "Musicologists and the radio: A shortlist of questions, problems and issues," in Talk about 
radio, pour une histoire sociale de la radio, Theo Mäusli ed. (Zürich, Chronos Verlag, 1999), 116 
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attention to radio and related sound technologies. Important texts by Katz, Sterne, Taylor, 
Gradeja, Weheliye, Greene and Porcello, and others, have begun to admirably fill the gap.8  
Jazz, Radio, and Records 
It is doubtful that jazz would have had such a dramatic impact on music and on American 
culture had it not been coupled to the technological capabilities of the newly developed mass 
media. For example, one reason jazz was able to project American vitality around the world was 
the availability of jazz records between the Wars. It was radio and records, extending as they 
did beyond national borders and benefitting from the newly emerging concept of international 
cooperation on compatible technical standards, which helped to enable the rapid, 
cosmopolitan development of the music. Jazz was a major part of the mix of “software” that 
enabled the technological possibilities of radio and records to be realized as mature and 
profitable mass culture industries—as broadcasting stations and networks and as record 
companies, each with other affiliated business enterprises. In short, jazz was one—but certainly 
not the only one--of the “killer apps” that lifted radio and records from fascinating and 
promising niche technologies to dominant social institutions; radio all the more so due to its 
ability to function as life's daily wallpaper.  
Jazz and the syncopated music styles associated with it dominated the schedules of early radio, 
especially in metropolitan areas, as Elijah Wald has uncovered. 
                                                     
8 Mark Katz, Capturing Sound: How Technology Has Changed Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004); 
Timothy Dean Taylor, Mark Katz, and Tony Grajeda, Music, Sound, and Technology in America: A Documentary 
History of Early Phonograph, Cinema, and Radio (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012); Timothy Dean Taylor, 
Strange Sounds: Music, Technology & Culture (New York: Routledge, 2001); Alexander G. Weheliye, Phonographies: 
Grooves in Sonic Afro-Modernity (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005); Paul D. Greene and Thomas Porcello, 
Wired for Sound: Engineering and Technologies in Sonic Cultures (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 
2005). 
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In 1928 Charles Merz, later the editorial page editor of the New York Times, 
wrote that over the course of a week ten typical small stations had devoted 26 
percent of their time to "serious and part-way serious music" and 10 percent to 
talk, with the remaining 64 percent taken up by "syncopation," and that ten 
larger stations had given fully three-quarters of their time to popular tunes. "The 
predominance which jazz enjoys is even more impressive than those figures 
show," he added. "For at all the larger stations the usual procedure is to get the 
serious part of the program done with fairly early in the day, so as to have the 
evening free for sheer enjoyment…The saxophones begin at seven."9 
Music of all kinds, but jazz in particular, was a key element in the financial profitability of radio, 
even in the heyday of radio drama and comedy programs, which of course used music liberally 
in their productions; moreover, music was a cheaper but popular alternative to these costlier 
scripted programs. In the 1950s, when television hyper-decimated the mass audience of 
network radio, local radio found a new, highly successful business model built on records rather 
than on scripted programs and live music performances. As for the record industry itself, the 
1930s saw the modest sales of classical, opera, show music, and race records eclipsed by the 
jazz subgenre called swing. Like a multi-stage rocket, swing powered the first “big business” 
stage of the record industry, from which successive stages--R&B, rock and roll, soul, rock, disco, 
pop, and rap--each propelled the industry higher until the onset of its long-term slump in the 
late 1990s. Even after jazz had lost its place as an important part of the music economy, by the 
time educational broadcasting began evolving into public broadcasting, the music still had the 
cultural cachet to serve as one of the major building blocks of a new sector, noncommercial 
radio. 
The strengths of the mass media included economies of scale that permitted content to be 
distributed (and sold) at costs astonishingly small when considering the numbers. A record that 
                                                     
9 Elijah Wald, How the Beatles Destroyed Rock 'N' Roll: An Alternative History of American Popular Music (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), 92-93. 
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sold tens or hundreds of thousands of copies cost only a few hundred dollars to record and 
manufacture yet could be sold at profit margins sufficient to cover the losses of all the other 
less successful records. As jazz fans, we appreciate this legacy; big-selling records supported a 
large number of records that are considered classics today, just as the strong sales of jazz and 
popular music supported the expenses associated with classical music recordings which had 
great prestige, but small sales volumes.  Radio became a singularly important means of 
promoting records; by similar economies of scale, a radio station serving a major metropolitan 
area could easily reach a potential audience of more than million people; a radio network could 
multiply that by a factor of ten.10  
For a variety of reasons however, the process of getting music from the performer to the 
audience cannot be looked upon as organic, automatic, or transparent. For one, the demands 
of the media have always left an imprint on the music.  As I show in Chapter 1, the earliest 
examples of the “crooning” style of singing—even predating its development as a strategy for 
use with the amplification of PA (public address) systems—were associated with the limited 
dynamic range of early radio equipment.11 Once the style was in place, crooners could hold 
their own with blues shouters, operatic and Broadway singers, and vaudevillians, as the 
potentiometer (the volume knob on the control board), as Wald suggests, "leveled the playing 
                                                     
10 For example, the top rated program of the 1940-1941 radio season, the NBC Red network's "The Jack Benny 
Program," airing Sunday nights at 7:00 PM garnered an average 30.8 rating. In 1940, each rating point equaled 
285,000 homes (the 28.5 million radio homes was estimated to cover 81.1 percent of U.S. homes). So the Benny 
program was heard in about 8.78 million homes. Source: Jim Ramsburg, Network Radio Ratings, 1932-1953: A 
History of Prime Time Programs through the Ratings of Nielsen, Crossley, and Hooper (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & 
Co., 2012), 98. 
11 In 1932, William Cardinal O'Connell pronounced crooning a "degenerate form of singing," and asserted that "no 
true American would practice this base art." Taylor et al., 319. 
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surface" between loud and soft.12 Finally, there is considerable question about the origins of 
the three-minute length of early recordings, but there can be no doubt that this limitation 
shaped several generations of recorded popular music. 
Another reason is “gatekeeping,” or controlled access to distribution channels or resources.  
One of the salient features of “old media” such as radio and television is the fierce competition 
for production and distribution resources, as opposed to the fierce competition for the 
attention of the consuming public in “new media." Despite the relatively low cost of record 
production with respect to potential sales revenue, those costs, plus much higher distribution 
costs, require a significant amount of financing.  The most significant expense in selling physical 
recordings (LPs, CDs, etc.) is distribution, which places the product on shelves in individual 
stores. 13 This distribution cost has been the primary expense (hence competitive barrier) for 
independent record labels.  For either major or independent record labels, their cost structure 
ultimately plays a large role in shaping their artist roster.  
Gatekeeping continues at every opportunity for choice in old media, from decisions about 
which recordings to sprinkle with promotional resources to which tracks and artists to play on 
the radio. John Hartley notes that even in the flood of information and music on the Internet, 
gatekeeping can be valuable not only to the enterprises that carry them out, but to consumers 
as well: 
                                                     
12 Wald, 95. 
13 This is always the case in a 1:n branching network where n is a large number. The cost of operating a branch 
must be less than the revenue earned using that branch, and the capital costs associated with the branch must be 
recoverable in a reasonable time period. How then could a record company afford to send a truck to a store when 
the cost of the truck run is $75 if they aren’t reasonably sure they will get ≥ $75 in sales from that truck? However, 
for a multi-client delivery service, called a distributor, that truck could carry $1000 of potential sales product or 
more for the $75 cost. In turn they charge the record company an amount more in line with the expected record 
sales, but they do this for all the other clients on the truck as well.  
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Further it is clear that there is an economic value in gatekeeping: people 
want information checked, evaluated, and edited for them by 
professionals. Despite the huge amount of freely available information on 
the Internet, many of the most popular websites are those that edit, 
organize, and manage information on behalf of consumers; indeed, they 
belong to brand-name media titles such as major newspapers, and TV 
stations.14 
For record labels, the signing, producing, promoting, and supporting of musical artists are 
gatekeeping decisions that control access to scarce financial resources, decisions which have 
revenue consequences. For broadcasters, gatekeeping includes the selection of records, artists, 
guests, programs, and programmers, and these choices are believed to have audience—and 
ultimately revenue—consequences. Ostensibly independent decisions can result in business 
success all around, as I argue in chapter 3 regarding the case of Duke Ellington. Early on it was 
recognized that radio was good for business at live venues, and that being heard on the radio 
was beneficial to musicians’ careers, despite the music business’s concerns about “free” music 
compromising live attendance and record sales. Although many wish to be featured on radio, 
one of broadcasting’s core functions is programming, which involves the selection, and 
rejection, of material for use on the air. Radio began as a scarce resource, with a relatively small 
number of radio licenses available. This scarcity had a technological basis—avoiding 
interference between stations—but anti-competitive desires drove policies that ensured that 
                                                     
14 John Hartley et al., Communication, Cultural and Media Studies: The Key Concepts, (London: Routledge, 2002), 
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scarcity. As a result, radio gatekeeping, which extended to radio ownership, involves the 
interaction of artist popularity, social and political ideologies, economic pressures, and the 
individual preferences of programmers. 
Finally, musicians, artists, and performers themselves are aware of their limited access to these 
media, and the ideologies of influential gatekeepers, even as they consider such access as 
crucial, or at least helpful, to their careers. Not only do gatekeepers influence the success of 
individual artists, but they also participate in genre-defining discourse as I shall discuss further 
in Chapter 4. Fabian Holt describes how these ideologies come into play in Chicago, the home 
of the AACM and a hotbed of experimental music. 
Ideology also shapes the boundaries of jazz discourse in the city 
[Chicago], though some gatekeepers pretend to be neutral. The 
influential voices of Chicago-based Down Beat and Chicago Public Radio 
favor mainstream jazz over experimental jazz and do not provide a broad 
perspective on jazz culture and the life-worlds of individual artists and 
listeners. Magazines and textbooks generally ignore politically engaged 
music such as Ed Wilkerson's "jazz opera" about Harold Washington 
[Chicago's first African American mayor] and Ernest Dawkins’s large-scale 
work about a 1968 trial of anti-war activists. These are just two examples 
of a Chicago tradition of politically engaged jazz. It had beauty and 
spiritual power, and musically it belongs to the core of jazz, so why is it 
ignored? The fact remains that the systematic repression of politics in 
dominant jazz discourse has implications for how people define jazz.15 
Just as a comic may decide to work “blue” (use offensive language) to reach a certain audience, 
or work “clean” in order to get on television, jazz musicians are aware of which kinds of records 
are receiving airplay, and which are not, and they are aware of the technical requirements of 
the medium. Musicians and record producers know what styles of performance are apt to make 
                                                     
15 Fabian Holt, Genre in Popular Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 106-107. 
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programmers’ playlists, and if they want to be included on those lists, they will attempt to 
produce music that reflects both their creative vision and radio’s needs.  
Although they initially saw each other as bitter rivals, radio and recorded music grew 
dependent on one another. At first, record companies, if not fearful of radio hurting record 
sales, at least saw no reason to simply give records to stations. Pioneering record retailer and 
later record label owner Milt Gabler recalled providing a subscription-like service to the hosts of 
1930s radio programs in New York. Gabler, in the manner of a “newspaper route,” sold bundles 
of all the new releases that he would pick up directly from record manufacturers before they 
shipped them to retailers, for which he billed radio stations monthly.16 Gabler didn’t claim to 
provide hit records or recommendations, but instead promised a comprehensive service in an 
industry that was releasing only a few records a month, especially after the onset of the Great 
Depression. As for radio hurting record sales, Gabler maintained that it did, but not solely due 
to price (music for free), but also to radio’s technological advantage over early acoustic 
(Victrola) record players. Until electronic record players became common in homes, the electric 
loudspeakers in radios provided superior sound quality. 
Although radio and the music industry have mutual dependencies, the disparity between the 
seemingly unlimited number of potential musical artists and independent record labels with 
low startup costs, and the limited distribution channels—radio airplay, physical merchandise 
wholesale shipping slots, and retail shelf space—results in bottlenecks, or value creation points 
in these vast networks where gatekeepers recognize financial opportunities.  Among these 
opportunities are ethical rewards, such as monetary compensation or other exclusive deals for 
                                                     
16 Milt Gabler, Columbia University Oral History, 11-12. 
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preferential access for critics, managers, and publicists--and unethical rewards, including 
payola, bribes, and extortion.  
The sum of all these ethical and unethical expenditures aimed at getting music past the 
gatekeepers is indicative of the disparity in numbers on either sides of these bottlenecks. 
Chapter 2 shows that despite the relative commercial irrelevance of the jazz sector of both 
records and broadcasting, considerable resources are used by musicians and record labels to 
get their music through a major bottleneck—getting aired on noncommercial radio stations. 
Jazz and Ideology 
The question of ideology and music is central to this dissertation and appears in each chapter. 
In the first two chapters, it is proposed that in noncommercial radio, ideology is an important 
driver behind programming philosophies. Even though these stations face increasing budgetary 
pressures, their “mission,” almost always overtly stated in writing, is in competition with the 
listenership and membership goals. Aesthetics competes with popularity mediated through 
ideology, such that a station's programming choices walk a line between serving the mission, 
attracting new listeners, and retaining contributing members. 
Though not always acknowledged, jazz has ideological significance to those engaged with it. 
Music is an artistic product that, once made tangible by performance or recording, has 
meanings to its listeners that can have little to do with the creator’s intentions. How music is 
interpreted is affected not only by the sound of the music in the listener's ears, but also by 
listeners’ past experiences, knowledge (or assumed knowledge) about the performers, and 
other social factors.  As John Gennari put it, "jazz generates new meanings with every 
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performance."17 These past experiences exemplify the first of Terry Eagleton's sixteen 
responses to the question, "What is ideology?"—"the process of production of meanings, signs, 
and values in social life."18  
Furthermore, the ideologies surrounding music are complicated by intersection with a 
seemingly endless set of competing ideologies of technology, economics, and, when it comes to 
jazz radio, the prerogatives of ownership.  Adorno thought this intersection of considerable 
importance, consistent with his concerns about the ideological compatibility of technologies 
with the social structures undergirding them. In discussing Adorno's rocky tenure at Columbia 
University working with Paul Lazarsfeld, Richard Leppert commented on this concern. 
Writing in the [unpublished] "Memorandum" ["Music in Radio" (1938)], 
Adorno bluntly amplifies his concern about the interface between music 
and broadcast technology, and at the same time shifts his gaze toward 
ideological factors shaping music reception: "Music in [sic] radio always 
sounds a bit like 'news.' It sounds like something which is told to you by 
an unseen informer rather than sounding like an objectivated work of art 
with which you are presented. The listener has the feeling, not that he is 
being confronted with the music itself, but that he is being told 
something about the music, or being introduced to music by radio. It 
does not sound like Beethoven's music itself, but like 'now you will hear 
something about Beethoven', a tendency which, but the way, is 
emphasized not only by the way music is announced over the radio, but 
especially in the case of serious music by the ever-reappearing tendency 
to regard it as an 'educational feature' of radio."19 
Perhaps Adorno neglected the notion that the music presented in the concert hall is equally 
"programmed" by someone, his point is valid nonetheless: the presentation of a particular work 
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on the radio to a potentially large audience is purposeful and of value--with clearly identified 
value expressed by the gatekeeping function, certainly not at the instigation of the listener. 
Adorno's observation also brings to mind considerations of the context in which the music is 
presented. Duke Ellington's performances at Carnegie Hall and at labor rallies contextualized 
the meaning of his music differently from nightclub performances serving white or black 
patrons. This contextualizing power is magnified by radio programmers, who provide a context 
of musical variety not only via their programming, but also by placing a particular piece of music 
before an audience sharing demographics, interests, belief, and ideologies. In the racially 
segregated world of 1940s network radio, according to Judith Smith, the mere expression of 
anything other than whiteness—and this included any of a number of ethnicities now 
considered "white"—became an ideological statement.20  
As Slavoj Žižek notes, --"'Let the facts speak for themselves' is perhaps the arch-statement of 
ideology--the point being, precisely, that facts never 'speak for themselves' but are always 
made to speak by a network of discursive devices."21  Indeed the greatest ideological victories 
are unseen, as with Eagleton's "vanishing mediator”; the victors enjoy power at its most 
essential and effective form, a power that is "not something confined to armies and 
parliaments: it is, rather, a pervasive, intangible network of force which weaves itself into our 
slightest gestures and most intimate utterances."22 These ideas, like those of many 
commentators in musicology and beyond, place pressure on the notion of the autonomous art 
object, ideologically free or beyond power relations.  
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Chapter 3, “Ellington and Radio,” traces the role of shifting ideology as Duke Ellington adapts to 
radio’s needs over his nearly thirty-year career on network radio. From the mid-1920s through 
the beginning of the next decade, his music satisfied a voyeuristic curiosity with the ethnic 
other—a function completely consistent with radio’s modernist ability to take listeners from 
their domestic realities to remote and unattainable places. As a novel technological innovation 
of an industrialized culture, radio had a self-congratulatory message confirming the listener’s 
place in modern life.  Radio invoked nostalgia for the simple folk life through adapted vaudeville 
and minstrel entertainments, but at the same time, allowed listeners to “peek” into life in other 
places. Particularly for those living in remote rural areas, the medium could furnish simple 
entertainment or provide a window of aspiration into modern life.  
But in the late 1920s, this kind of radio programming was also involved in an ideological tug-o-
war between commercial interests and those advocating a place for education using the 
airwaves. The educators were allied with advocates of highbrow programming who had little 
use for jazz; it was the almost total victory of the commercial interests that opened the door for 
jazz and Ellington on the radio. By the 1940s, new political realities and urban demographic 
changes fueled by the “Great Migration” made black America important to the mobilization 
effort for World War II and created unique opportunities for the uncategorizable Ellington on 
radio. 
Finally in chapter 4, “Jazz with Ads,” jazz fights for a place on commercial radio, which is 
undergoing its own ideological battle between consumerist mass market formats and the 
reform movement of free form radio. By this time jazz is being featured on radio under a range 
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of conceptions. In some corners it is an aficionado’s music, attracting a mature audience 
underserved by Top 40, while in others it becomes a member of a family of black music styles, 
embedded in the sonic fabric of black music programming. In the all-jazz radio station, 
aesthetics clash with the ideology of the marketplace, reflecting jazz’s own struggles to remain 
commercially significant during the 1960s and 1970s. 
There have been many ideological positions around jazz since its inception.  These include 
positions around modernism (jazz's arrival coincides roughly with the modernist-primitivist 
push and pull exemplified by the arrival of cubism and the tumultuous premieres of Schoenberg 
and Stravinsky) and post-modernism, presaged by such figures as Thelonious Monk, Charles 
Mingus, Ornette Coleman, and Sun Ra.23 
However, jazz's dominant ideological metaphors are those of African American resistance to 
oppression and racism versus an inclusive Americanism, together forming what Ingrid Monson 
calls a "familiar standoff between blackness and colorblindness."24 Yet in the early days of jazz 
on radio, the music's very blackness was the attraction, even if diluted by interpretation by 
white performers using templates familiar from minstrelsy and vaudeville. The "American" 
ideology developed gradually, displacing a narrative of racial essentialism and exceptionalism, 
paced by black social progress, widespread participation by whites in jazz, and through Cold 
War projections of American harmony. John Szwed observed that "in America, critical writing 
on jazz (whether pro or con) began by recognizing that this music was born under the sign of 
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race, and assumed its role to be oppositional, turning national values on their head. Only 
recently have some authors reevaluated jazz and found it reflecting core American values even 
in its subversion and opposition.”25 It is useful to note that the great majority of these critical 
writers were from outside the black jazz community; otherwise, they might have noted much 
sooner the wide potential of jazz to challenge America's segregated status quo, demanding 
inclusion and respect.   
It may not be totally coincidental that the Cold War significantly overlapped with the evolution 
and rapid growth of public radio from the almost dormant educational broadcasting sector. The 
Cold War—an ideological conflict in almost every sense — stimulated investment in education, 
particularly in science and technology areas, but the battlefield extended to matters as far 
afield as sports and culture as well. As Chapters 1 and 2 demonstrate, these educational 
institutions and their allies eventually come to dominate public radio; at a critical moment, jazz 
enters the mix as an intellectual, not merely hot, music.  In Jazz Diplomacy, Lisa Davenport 
notes the deployment of jazz as a psychological Cold War strategy in the 1950-1970s:  
Jazz diplomacy thus remained steeped in both America's cultural realism 
and its cultural idealism. It became a unique and enigmatic instrument of 
ideological and intellectual warfare. In the midst of cultural tours that 
included high culture, science, technology, athletic groups, and many 
other American cultural products, jazz held a unique place in American 
cultural policy. As the United States propelled jazz into new international 
arenas, jazz diplomacy transformed relations between nations and 
created a bold Cold War paradox: the cultural expression of one of the 
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nation's most oppressed minorities came to symbolize the cultural 
superiority of American democracy.26 
Once planted so deep in ideological furrows, and finding institutional cover as America's 
Classical Music, America's unique contribution to the arts, this notion of jazz as "reflecting core 
American values" has barely faded, even though the flip side—"subversion and opposition"—
was just as readily on display.  The United States' Cold War opponent, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, certainly projected this image of jazz. According to Davenport, the "Soviets 
viewed jazz as the music of the class struggle--through jazz, subjugated black lower classes 
struggled for self-expression and autonomy from capitalist oppressors."27 For the Soviets, jazz 
was indeed thoroughly American, since music expressing the "struggle for self-expression and 
autonomy" was obviously unneeded in the "workers' paradise."  
It should come as little surprise that jazz—the music, its recordings, forms, history, players, and 
practices—could simultaneous embody contradictory ideological meanings, being that the 
music emerged from the post-Reconstruction America of DuBois's double consciousness. That 
is, that the music might be received differently by the communities who nurtured it, than by 
the communities which it attracted, even where these communities overlapped. Under the 
extreme segregation of the era, Black America's cultural utterances could only be expressed 
openly if they had a patina acceptable to white America. Even beyond the specific paradigm of 
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U.S. racial dialectics, Pierre Bourdieu demonstrated that even an object as simple as rice could 
have a wide range of social uses, concealed by the "apparent constancy of the product."28 
Ethnomusicologist Travis Jackson, noting the range of relationships that "performers and other 
participants in musical events" maintain with the music, also recognizes that "the meanings of 
jazz are not simply in the music; rather, they are constructed from the ongoing, dynamic 
relationship between what one encounters in musical events, the dispositions one brings to 
those events, and the relationships between the two."29 Meaning in music, and perhaps 
especially radio-delivered music, is intricately tied to how the music is used by all parties--
programmers, listeners, musicians, and the music industry—and how they view one another. 
This dipole of "musical embodiment of American values" versus "resistance to hegemonic 
oppression" has dominated jazz discourse for quite some time. Cultural critic Albert Murray is 
often cited as resisting the resistance.  Murray shared the view of Ralph Ellison, his close 
associate, that the burdens of black arts movement sociology, as exemplified by the writings of 
Amiri Baraka, were enough to "give the blues the blues." Murray’s project of locating the black 
experience at the very heart of the American experience saw jazz as a key in this regard. Baraka 
and Murray were perhaps not so far apart; where Murray saw black music already nestled at 
the core of American culture, Baraka saw an American culture that refused to acknowledge it. 
Both lamented a bourgeois black establishment in denial about the music's power of protest 
and change. Murray wrote of Ellington, the subject of chapter 3, as  
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the quintessential American composer because it is his body of work 
more than any other that adds up to the most specific, comprehensive, 
universally appealing musical complement to what Constance Rourke, 
author of American Humor: a Study of the National Character, had in 
mind when she referred to "emblems for a pioneer people who require 
resilience as a prime trait." Nor can it be said too often that at its best an 
Ellington performance sounds as if it knows the truth about all the other 
music in the world and is looking for something better. Not even the 
Constitution represents a more intrinsically American statement and 
achievement than that.30 
Jazz is a performed demonstration, Murray says, of American values and ideals. John 
Kouwenhoven is even more specific, citing jazz as the art form first and best representing the 
Emersonian ideal of "union which is perfect only 'when all the uniters are isolated,'" as jazz 
musicians are with their respective tasks during performance.  Kouwenhoven, who also likens 
jazz's collective individuality to the New York skyline, extends the analogy between jazz and 
American democracy further. 
One need only remember that the Constitution itself, by providing for a 
federation of separate units, became the infinitely extendible framework 
for the process of reconciling liberty and unity over vast areas and 
conflicting interests. Its seven brief articles, providing for checks and 
balances between interests, classes, and branches of the government, 
establish, in effect, the underlying beat which gives momentum and 
direction to a political process Richard Hofstadter has called "a 
harmonious system of mutual frustration" —a description that fits a jazz 
performance as well as it fits our politics.31 
At the dipole's other end are those notions of the music's inherent resistance to the status quo. 
If the avant-garde music known as bebop propelled jazz from mere entertainment into high art, 
Eric Lott writes that this musical movement breathed the same vapors as the events around it. 
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"Brilliantly outside," Lott writes, "bebop was intimately if indirectly related to the militancy of 
its moment. Militancy and music were undergirded by the same social facts; the music 
attempted to resolve at the level of style what the militancy combated in the streets. If bebop 
did not offer a call to arms, as one writer has said in another context, it at least acknowledged 
that the call had been made.”32 
Going further, Lott maintained that "[T]hese elements originally made up what Amiri Baraka 
called the 'willfully harsh, anti-assimilationist sound of bebop,' which at once reclaimed jazz 
from its brief cooptation by white 'swing' bandleaders like the aptly named Paul Whiteman and 
made any future dilution that much harder."33  
When jazz landed on noncommercial radio in the 1970s both of these ideologies found homes. 
The music of resistance was a welcome constituent on community, free-form, and alternative 
radio—each offering their own critiques of commercial radio and mass culture—and the art 
music that represents the best of America was a featured component of a public radio 
controlled largely by universities and cultural institutions and partially funded by taxpayers. 
What is Radio? 
Radio, the Technology 
As much as “jazz” resists authoritative definition, so does “radio,” a concept that takes on 
multiple meanings in the domains of technology, business, and mass communications. First, a 
distinction is needed between radio the technology, and radio the social practice. Radio can be 
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thought of as a group of wireless techniques able to deliver information over significant 
distances without an intervening medium. Twisted-pair wires, coaxial cables, millimeter 
waveguides, and optical fibers are transmission media, and indeed they support the 
transmission of electromagnetic waves over a range of frequencies from 60 Hz (AC power) to 
light, including what most think of as radio frequencies. Radio technologies capitalize on the 
ability to generate and modulate electromagnetic radiation or radio waves. By modulating 
electromagnetic waves—by altering the amplitude, frequency, or phase—they can be made to 
carry information over large and small distances at close to the speed of light.  Indeed, the 
speed of light is appropriate because light and radio are one and the same.  Such waves, except 
for those whose wavelengths fall in the range of visible light, are invisible and need no medium 
(although there are advantages to transmission through a closed medium); radio waves 
propagate through a vacuum as they do through water, wood or air. Wi-Fi is radio. GPS uses 
radio. Television is radio. Radar is radio. And cell phones use radio. Radio can also be useful 
even when there is a very minimal transmission of information. In its simplest form radar 
operates by simply observing the time that pulses of radio waves take to be reflected and 
returned from a distant object.  By computing the time of the pulses return and the rate of 
change of those returns, the speed and position of objects such as aircraft, automobiles, and 
precipitation can be precisely estimated. Radio transmissions thus can be intended for the use 
of either a single user, such as the police officer measuring the speed of cars or the user of a 
Bluetooth headset, or a small group of users such as a fleet of delivery drivers. Although it can 
be very difficult to prevent unwanted parties from intercepting radio signals, they can be coded 
or disguised in such a way to provide private point-to-point communication channels. 
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What most people think of as radio is the use of wireless technologies to transmit information 
or entertainment to many persons and locations simultaneously.34 This broadcasting paradigm 
did not immediately occur to the early pioneers of radio technology—they were more focused 
on point-to-point ship-to-shore messages, then quickly saw the possibilities in the point-to-
multipoint delivery of messages— but has become so socially entrenched that even the modern 
technology of the Internet has a broadcast mode.35 Broadcasting as a social practice is deeply 
embedded in the mass media culture that includes several parallel large-scale distribution 
modes. Books, CDs, and DVDs through the infrastructure of retail sales allow information to 
reach a mass and diversely located audience. However, broadcasting permits the simultaneous 
sharing of information by an audience that is widely separated geographically. This is essentially 
true of satellite radio, television, and Internet streams.  When a film is in wide release, it is 
available to be seen in almost realtime by similarly wide audiences but in communal locations. 
When a popular record or film DVD is released, they similarly are available for listening or 
viewing.  A key difference in the practice of broadcasting then is its programmed nature. The 
programming function, whether musical selections or news or drama programs, determines the 
content and order of the material presented.  This programming function is one of aspects of 
the radio practice that mediates access to the medium. And radio's very orientation of content 
moving from the center to the periphery leads to ideological consonance. 
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Radio, the Concept 
The radio paradigm then has these two components: 1) the notion of addressing a physically 
dispersed audience simultaneously—broadcasting, and 2) the notion of content that is not 
directly controlled by the user, listener, or viewer—programming.  These two components have 
long been tied together. The model which built the great radio and then television broadcast 
networks combined these two components, programming intended to attract a large audience 
and a technological platform that could reach a large audience. In the early to mid-twentieth 
century, these components shared a strong synergy.  Communications channels to individual 
listeners did not exist because they would have been prohibitively expensive. 36  Yet for a 
time—Thaddeus Cahill's massive Telharmonium of 1897 is an early example—the delivery of 
music and audio programs to listeners via the telephone network was considered along with 
other potential commercialized business models for the nascent mass communications 
technologies.37 
Telephone networks are an example of branching networks which provide a unique physical 
path to each user. But their history illustrates the fact that such physical networks, carried out 
on a large geographical scale, are prohibitively expensive.  Three crucial aspects of the 
American telephone network (sometimes called the PSTN –public switch telephony network) 
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make this very point.  First, the PSTN was built to only carry voice-grade signals limited to 3000 
Hz. The limited frequency range helped constrain the cost of the network. Only recently has 
technology evolved, such as DSL, to allow larger amounts of digital information to be carried in 
that frequency range, or by exploiting higher ranges as available. Second, under the Bell System 
the American network was a virtual monopoly. Since the value of a network is greatest when it 
has the greatest reach, the Bell System used long distance revenues to subsidize the cost of 
local service. Long distance service, despite the long distances, is inherently cheaper to provide 
because many users are sharing the expense of a given facility. For example, a transmission 
circuit between Chicago and St. Louis may be carrying dozens of calls, while the circuit to an 
individual home will only carry one. This cross-subsidy not only applied lucrative long distance 
revenues to local costs, but inhibited competition by rivals that did not have a capitalized 
national network. Finally, universal phone service was a public policy goal of the federal 
government. Thus, not only were monopolistic practices sanctioned, but in some cases phone 
service was subsidized by government spending. 
A proven market for Internet services did develop in the 1990s, and with the expectation of $50 
per month or more revenues for broadband Internet service, the case could be made for 
investing in delivery networks to support it.  With the widespread availability of internet-based 
services, the broadcast paradigm now faces competition from user-programmed models such 
as peer-to-peer file sharing, online mp3 purchasing, Spotify, Pandora, and others. What are the 
access barriers facing the new technologies and how do they differ from pure broadcast 
models? What kind of mediation exists between listeners and musicians (if that is even the right 
pair of actors to consider)?  
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Fragmentation of radio audiences began with the advent of television broadcasting. Prior to the 
introduction of television, radio stations divided the enormous audience among themselves, 
and government policy kept down the number of stations able to share that audience. Although 
there were a number of stations in each market, the three or four network-affiliated stations 
were able to offer more elaborate and expensive programming, thereby attracting the lion’s 
share of the total audience. In the early 1950s television grabbed the mass audience, leaving a 
fragmented radio audience divided among many stations. Radio audience fragmentation 
foretold the current situation in broadcast and cable television, where no station, channel, or 
network can consistently attract mass audiences—live events such as the Super Bowl or the 
Academy Awards telecast are among the few programs that can consistently draw high 
audience shares and ratings—among the plethora of television channels, DVRs, DVDs, internet 
consumption, and video games.38 
Broadcasting in the form of terrestrial or satellite radio or television can reach a very large 
number of users with extremely low marginal cost, but these resources are scarce—there is a 
limited amount of electromagnetic spectrum, to be shared by many competing applications 
(police radio, air navigation, taxicab dispatchers, and radar systems) and a limited capacity for 
satellite services. These limited resources (three to five television stations per large 
                                                     
38 In fact no television program since 1 January 2000 is the 100 all-time highest rated programs that is not a Super 
Bowl telecast. The last five Super Bowls are the highest rated programs of all times. The previous top three 
programs were the final episode of M*A*S*H (1983, 60.2 rating, 77 percent share, 50.15 million households), the 
infamous "Who Shot J.R." episode of Dallas, (1980, 53.3, 76, 41.47 million), and the final episode of the first Roots 
mini-series (51.1, 71, 36.38 million). Pre-2000 Super Bowls dominate the list, occupying 10 of the top 20 all time 
broadcasts. Sources: Bill Gorman, "Top 100 Rated TV Shows of All Time," 
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2009/03/21/top-100-rated-tv-shows-of-all-time/14922/, 21 March 2009, 
accessed 17 March 2014; and James Hibberd, "Final Super Bowl ratings: Most-watched TV event ever!," 
Entertainment Weekly, ew.com, 3 February 2014, http://insidetv.ew.com/2014/02/03/super-bowl-ratings-3/, 
accessed 17 March 2014. 
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metropolitan area, perhaps twenty to thirty radio stations) resulted in large listening and 
viewing audiences.  The combination of limited resources and high startup and operational 
costs resulted in limited access to the apparatus of broadcasting. Social and corporate and 
quasi-corporate structures have been organized to operate and manage broadcast stations and 
networks. These structures control access to broadcast channels according to their own needs 
and desires.  Many of the issues with which the present study is concerned lie in this crucible of 
limited access. 
Jazz Radio Now, and in the Future 
Jazz and radio interact in ways that are scarcely appreciated and have been little studied. Today 
jazz is found almost exclusively on non-commercial radio where the primary factors 
determining airplay are related to aesthetics rather than broad-based popularity—popularity is 
generally thought to be essential in building a large audience—yet these aesthetics reflect 
musical ideologies that in turn reflect the ideology and values of station operators. To explain 
these ideologies we must understand the different types of non-commercial radio broadcasters 
today.  
Generally speaking, non-commercial radio stations with large budgets (Public Radio sector 
stations) are characterized by having professional staffs and programming philosophies that 
avoid eccentric and eclectic programming and presentation styles. In fact, the rise of 
professionalizing trends in public radio discourages eclectic programming. In general, these 
Public Sector stations are operated by universities, state educational broadcast networks, non-
profit cultural institutions, or non-profit broadcasting corporations and tend to have origins in 
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the educational broadcasting movement. Smaller stations are usually either community 
stations not tied to the educational radio movement, or university–owned or subsidized 
operations; both kinds of stations are often staffed by volunteers or students. Just as musicians 
adjusted their singing and performing styles to be radio-friendly at the medium's birth, artists 
and record companies are aware of what styles of music receive airplay and orient their output 
accordingly. As a result, the presentation of jazz to the listener is strongly mediated by the 
characteristics of the distribution channel. While a number of factors tend to center 
mainstream post-bop styles and relegate experimental styles and smooth jazz styles to their 
own respective margins, non-commercial jazz radio has played a role in establishing and 
maintaining the orthodoxy and normativity of the mainstream styles. 
Today, listeners have many alternatives to radio. While the holders of intellectual property 
rights attempt to restrict the free flow of music via peer-to-peer file sharing with varying 
degrees of success, music fans have a number of self-programmed options. They can purchase 
digital music files from online stores, listen to subscription or ad-supported multi-platform 
services such as Rhapsody or Spotify, and they can listen to music—with or without video 
content—on YouTube and its competitors. The latter operate as a form of social media, where 
listeners can share thoughts about music with others, although users are not listening 
simultaneously as in a true broadcast.  Despite these options, the continued availability of 
satellite radio, cable television music channels—these on a subscription basis—and especially 
internet-delivered “radio” streams and podcasts demonstrate the staying power and 
adaptability of the radio broadcast paradigm—widely disseminated programmed information 
content, which listeners largely consume passively—even as the delivery platform of over-the-
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air radio broadcasting loses centrality in American life. Given the vitality of these new media 
offerings and the financial advantages of a fee-based business model, one might ask why the 
broadcast model persists. Put another way, one can understand that radio will continue to exist 
as a legacy enterprise for the foreseeable future, but why are alternative models that embody 
some or all features of the broadcast model continuing to be launched?  
Well-established and profitable media products and industries based on entrenched business 
models have been damaged, displaced or even destroyed by new models, more often than not 
enabled by new technologies. Tim Wu categorizes these technology-based innovations as either 
sustaining or disruptive, the latter if the technology threatens to displace existing products or 
services rather than improve them in some way.39  Disruptive technologies can be harnessed by 
the threatened industry, as when the radio networks became television networks. Although 
television disrupted the radio industry by commandeering its mass audience, and with it its 
national advertising, radio responded by using formatted music as inexpensive programming 
with which to attract local audiences. Radio itself is threatened by new media, by peer-to-peer 
file sharing, by music on YouTube, by Internet music services, and by the Internet streams of 
radio stations from around the world. In addition, the declining fortunes of the record 
companies have severely reduced artist rosters, A&R (artist and repertoire) services, and 
promotional budgets. Radio programmers have relied on these services for years to gain 
awareness of new artists, background information on new recording projects, and information 
about which records are doing well in other markets. Because these services provided value for 
both musicians and broadcasters, some researchers predict they will become the basis of new, 
                                                     
39 Tim Wu, The Master Switch: The Rise and Fall of Information Empires (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2010), 20. 
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independent business with costs shifted to the independent artists or outsourced expenses of 
smaller record labels.40 
It is worth considering whether the restructured culture industry and aestheticians will find the 
means and motivation to re-establish the types of mediated influence in new media which they 
have exercised in current and past broadcasting models.  In the United States at least, radio, 
while still a great source of revenue, is by many measures in decline as a cultural force.41 While 
some studies suggest that terrestrial radio listenership is falling with younger audiences, others 
suggest that as many as 92% of the U.S. public listens to the radio— radio listening includes 
AM/FM and HD radio, and internet streams of each of those types—at some point each week.42  
It seems that the broadcast paradigm—simultaneous presentation to a dispersed audience, and 
programmed content—has relevance in the new media environment. Public radio, which 
commands a significant portion, probably the majority, of the noncommercial radio audience 
                                                     
40 Andrew Leyshon et al., "On the Reproduction of the Musical Economy after the Internet," Media Culture Society 
27, no. 2 (2005); Gary Graham et al., "The Transformation of the Music Industry Supply Chain: A Major Label 
Perspective," International Journal of Operations & Production Management 24, no. 11/12 (2004); John Williamson 
and Martin Cloonan, "Rethinking the Music Industry," Popular Music 26, no. 2 (2007); Stéphane  Debenedetti, "The 
Role of Media Critics in the Cultural Industries," International Journal of Arts Management 8, no. 3 (2006); 
Jonathan Gander and Alison Rieple, "Inter-Organisational Relationships in the Worldwide Popular Recorded Music 
Industry," Creativity and Innovation Management 11, no. 4 (2002). 
41 The largest radio company, Clear Channel Broadcasting, Inc went private in 2008 and is now a subsidiary of Bain 
Capital, LLC along with Clear Channel Outdoor Holdings (an outdoor advertisement business). The combination, 
Clear Channel Media Holdings, Inc. had revenues of $ 6.246 billion in 2012 according to "CC Media Holdings, Inc. 
Revenue, Credit Rating, and Other Financial Data". Hoovers.com. Hoovers Inc. 2013. Retrieved 31 August 2013. 
According to the company's 2012 SEC 10-K filing, about half of that, more than $3 billion came from radio-related 
activities, producing almost $1 billion in operating income. 
http://edgar.secdatabase.com/1389/73970813000003/filing-main.htm. Retrieved 30 December 2013. 
42 For the age group 12-24, the leading times spent daily among media in 2010 were (in hours) Internet 2:53, 
television 2:47, and radio 1:24 as opposed to radio 2:43, television 2:37, and Internet 0:59 in 2000. Radio appeared 
to have lost ground directly to the growth in Internet availability and content, such as social media, while television 
was largely unchanged, though streaming of video over the Internet may next affect television. (Source: Mike 
Stern, "Among the Young, Radio is in Decline," medialife, 4 October 2010, 
http://www.medialifemagazine.com/among-the-young-radio-is-in-decline/, accessed 30 December 2013. However 
Arbitron reported that 92% of consumers 12 and older listened to radio each week. (Source: "Radio Today 2013: 
How America Listens to Radio," Executive Summary. 
http://wargod.arbitron.com/downloads/Radio_Today_2013_execsum.pdf, accessed 30 December 2013. 
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continues to maintain its relative weekly reach at 12% of listeners (age 12 and above). Although 
it constitutes a small fraction of overall radio programming, some general radio trends will most 
likely hold true for jazz. 
Other clues to radio's durability however might be found in its persistent revenue performance, 
about $3 billion in ad sales in a recent quarter. Over the last few years Pandora, with claims of 
more than 200 million users (perhaps 70 million active users), has emerged as a frontrunner 
among Internet music services, outlasting or out-positioning Spotify, Rhapsody, and other 
services.43 Yet radio retains monetization advantages over Pandora-type services, primarily 
because existing advertising market practices are built around terrestrial radio industry's 
capabilities (such as sixty second spots), metrics (a formidable and well understood ratings and 
audience measurement system), sales practices (sales and ad placement through buyers rather 
than direct interaction with clients), and well-understood listener behavior.44 Regardless of 
these structural advantages, online radio is an increasing threat to terrestrial radio because to 
the increasing deployment of Internet-capable mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, 
and Internet-enabled automobiles, all of which contribute to decreased radio listenership, and 
the ability to target advertising to the individual, thanks to the way Internet streams are 
addressed and by using "cookies."45  
                                                     
43 Toni Fitzgerald, "Pandora's not a Huge Threat to Radio," medialife, 21 May 2013. Retrieved from 
http://www.medialifemagazine.com/among-the-young-radio-is-in-decline/, 30 December 2013. 
44 Ibid. 
45 According to a study published by the Pew Research Center ("Audio Digital Drives Listener Experience," 2013) at 
least 17 percent of mobile phone users have at least once listened to an Internet audio stream using their phone 
connected to their car stereo. http://stateofthemedia.org/2012/audio-how-far-will-digital-go/audio-by-the-
numbers/, accessed 31 December 2013. 
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Nicholas Garnham notes that networks, "essentially collaborative social institutions," offer 
opportunities for control and rewards. Noting that media products (music, movies, television 
programs) have characteristics of public goods—the consumption by one person, does not 
"limit or inhibit" another's—and that one way to protect revenue flows is to erect artificial 
barriers or "box offices" to convert public goods into private ones.46  He continues, 
This question of barriers or bottlenecks where the product flows and thus 
the financial flows through the system can be controlled and exploited 
brings us to the issue of networks. The media are primarily distribution 
networks, not units of production. The media have been largely defined 
in terms of, and constructed around, technologies of reproduction and 
the systems of distribution based upon them. …Network economics is all 
about sharing resources rather than about exchanging discrete, 
substitutable, and therefore competitive, products or services. A network 
optimizes its value when everyone is connected, and it can be used by 
anyone to connect to anyone.47 
Garnham raises a troubling notion about extending models of classical networks to new media. 
The traditional idea that a network has maximum value when it has maximum connectivity and 
low transactional costs--the ideology of a classical network--conflicts with the developing idea 
that one possible new media endgame is to erect subscription barriers to content, precisely 
because media goods can move so freely over new media networks. 
Hartley is among many who caution unbridled optimism concerning the brave new world of 
new media.  
New media technologies such as digital broadcasting, pay-per-view and 
the Internet are seen as challenging the gatekeeping role. But this may 
prove to be a utopian assumption. Certainly with the Internet, search 
engines can be understood as digital gatekeepers. Performing the role of 
                                                     
46 Nicholas Garnham, Emancipation, the Media, and Modernity: Arguments About the Media and Social Theory 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 58. 
47 Ibid., 59. 
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deciding what information is relevant to your query, search engines may 
not be bound by personal ideologies, yet they are a product of the 
structural and organizational procedures of the provider who supplies 
them.48 
One such optimistic assessment that holds promise, for jazz fans at least, is Chris Anderson's 
notion of "long tail" economics, which theorizes that inventories of durable but slow selling 
"classics" will have aggregate sales comparable to current chart-toppers and blockbusters.49  
These models sound familiarly like jazz re-issue labels. However, the efficacy of the long tail is 
predicated on a number of features, including maintaining broad product offerings with low 
inventory costs. Such constraints serve music well, particularly music stored and distributed 
digitally. Long tail advocates maintain that there is little need to identify hits or outstanding 
music because if it is all available, in the long run, the winners will be found, and the cost of 
maintaining the all the rest of the music is negligible. While such a state of affairs may please 
fans of established artists, it offers little in the way of helping new artists break through. If long 
tail economics are demonstrated, the music industry's emphasis on finding hits may at least be 
complemented by a strategy of keeping a large and broad inventory, which would benefit jazz 
and classical music. 
One way to summarize these arguments about the relation of jazz and radio is to think about it 
as a problem of the utilization and control of scarce resources, and the reconciliation of 
competing market, aesthetic, and ideological influences on the allocation of those resources. In 
radio’s earliest days, the resources—a frequency assignment, capital and operating funds, and 
radio technology itself--were extremely scarce and access was tightly controlled by a few 
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49 Chris Anderson, The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less of More (New York: Hyperion, 2008). 
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individuals. Jazz was sonically compatible with early radio technology and ideologically 
compatible with the discourse of modernity and primitivity embodied in radio itself.  As 
network radio developed, highbrow culture had the capital to demand representation, but 
America's unspoken ideology of private enterprise and market economics usually trumps 
cultural capital, and high culture took a limited role. Music was being created in venues all over 
the country, but as Garnham points out, it is “cultural distribution, not cultural production that 
is the key locus of power and profit.”50 After the emergence of television in the 1950s, radio 
becomes reorganized along a new, post-network business model, and despite the greater 
availability of the resources--namely, more radio stations--jazz loses out to new music genres 
with greater popularity. Eventually, another reorganization created a sheltered, noncommercial 
market that values cultural capital. By this time, jazz has enough to qualify for a significant 
place, but budget pressures and audience research methods adopted from commercial radio 
begin to squeeze out music of all types. Finally, the Internet challenges the concept of scarcity 
of distribution channels. Without the need to allocate a scarce resource, how do culture 
industries exercise the controls that benefitted them in the paradigm of scarcity? Perhaps this is 
possible only if doing so can provide a synergistic and tangible benefit to the public. 
Conclusion 
The sweeping ability to reach geographically dispersed audiences in real time is of great value 
to both commercial broadcasters delivering an audience to advertisers and to noncommercial 
broadcasters disseminating programming in pursuit of their mission. In addition, programmed 
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services continue to provide value to audiences by delivering content without requiring any 
work on the part of the listeners and by doing the work of selecting program content for them. 
For these reasons, broadcast audio and video are durable communications paradigms 
regardless of the changing technologies and platforms that deliver these services. On the other 
hand, technological innovation has made possible a variety of program delivery alternatives to 
legacy platforms such as terrestrial broadcasting. With these alternatives—primarily the 
delivery of streaming and downloaded content delivered over the Internet—the distribution 
bottlenecks that attracted gatekeeping activity and associated revenue, are diminished.  
The prospects for jazz music and jazz musicians in this re-organized media environment may be 
more favorable than for mass audience popular music. After all, commercial radio, the music 
industry, and related infrastructures have, since the 1950s, evolved to deliver and sell pop 
music. With the shift of promotion costs from record companies to musicians, the artists 
themselves can, within their financial means, influence the distribution of their own musical 
products on a scale commensurate with their audience. It is hoped that the findings of the 
following chapters which examine the relationships of jazz and radio in the present 
noncommercial era, the network radio era, and the all-jazz radio era, will provide some insights 





Chapter 1. Jazz On Noncommercial Radio 
It is an interesting fact that the 
ideals of the owners of a station are 
bound to creep in and be reflected 
in the output from that station. 
Water seeks its own level. Listeners, 
likewise, seek their own level.1 
—Elmer Douglas 
Introduction 
Today, classical music and jazz make up a major but diminishing portion of the music aired on 
noncommercial radio, which also includes alternative, world music, blues, rock, nostalgia, 
bluegrass, and eclectic mixes that resist description.  Music in general is diminishing portion of 
overall programming.  Presenting music otherwise ignored by commercial radio was once one 
of noncommercial radio's core missions, but increasingly this is not the case. In 1995, 54% of 
the public radio sector audience—via CPB-Qualified (Corporation for Public Broadcasting) 
stations, as well as NPR (National Public Radio) affiliates—was listening to music; but by 2005, 
only 39%.  Jazz and classical had their noncommercial audience shares decline from 11% to 8% 
and from 31% to 21% respectively over the same time period.2  Although there are still a few 
scattered jazz programs on commercial stations, usually helmed by veteran DJs that have been 
on the air for decades, the vast majority of jazz—except smooth jazz— is aired on 
noncommercial radio.3 While only a few noncommercial radio stations devote the bulk of their 
programming schedule to jazz, many more stations regularly feature jazz programs in their 
                                                     
1 Elmer Douglas, "Lines from a Listener," in Chicago Tribune Book of Radio (Chicago: Chicago Tribune, 1928), 67.  
2 Walrus Research and AudiGraphics Inc., Audience 2010 Interim Report 6: Losing Our Grip (Radio Research 
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3 According to veteran record promoter Dick LaPalm, among the last commercial jazz DJs are Barry Winograd- "Jazz 
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weekly lineup. Because the music industry considers jazz (and many other music genres) 
marginal, and hence not worth the effort, one might conclude that jazz radio programming is 
largely shaped by aesthetically driven, rather than commercially driven forces. However, jazz 
radio programming is, to a degree, market driven, much like other radio programming sectors. 
In this regard, there are echoes of the connoisseur-dominated discourse concerning jazz in the 
1920s prior to the music’s widespread commercialization.4 Jazz DJs and programmers have 
always been, by and large, advocates, educators, enthusiasts and connoisseurs of the music, 
but like in other sectors of radio, jazz programmers adapt their vision of jazz presentation 
within the mission and direction of their broadcast stations or networks. Jazz radio is responsive 
to market forces after a fashion, but in noncommercial radio aesthetic and ideological concerns 
greatly constrict the actions of market forces. 
Contrary to earlier periods such as the 1970s when jazz musicians, their labels, and 
representatives sought to reach wider audiences via crossover releases, musicians seeking radio 
exposure have responded to the narrower range of jazz programming by conforming to these 
narrower definitions of jazz. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that, by and large, of the 
noncommercial radio infrastructure devoted to jazz, the lion's share is aligned with the 
mainstream jazz economy of dinner and drink jazz clubs as opposed to the DIY music venues, 
bars, and semi-public spaces in which experimental music and other jazz hybrids are 
performed. 
                                                     
4 Some of the earliest serious writing on jazz was concerned with distinguishing "real" jazz from other music 
borrowing the name. Roger Pryor Dodge, "Negro Jazz (1929)," in Riffs & Choruses: A New Jazz Anthology, ed. 
Andrew Clark (London: Continuum, 2001); Hugues Panassié, Le Jazz Hot (Paris, Éditions R.-A. Corrêa: 1934); Hugues 
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Anderson Anderson, "Saving Jazz from Its Friends: The Predicament of Jazz Criticism in the Swing Era," in Deep 
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While there is a great deal of repertoire that most jazz radio stations play, there are 
pronounced programming differences depending on their membership in the public sector/ 
small budget category. The record industry has in turn responded in a targeted manner, 
producing and distributing mainstream post-bop styled jazz for the public radio sector, focusing 
the promotion of more adventurous and experimental recordings on smaller college and 
community non-commercial stations and for Internet music services, and leaving smooth jazz 
and crossover material for commercial stations. 
With jazz enthusiasts determining the programming, but increasingly subject to managerial 
directions influenced by scientific audience prescriptions from public radio media consultants, 
commercial concerns such as record labels have limited influence on programming compared 
to when jazz was on commercial radio. In large part, those noncommercial broadcasters, 
isolated from the financial concerns of large operating budgets, may be free to play 
experimental music and to include a wide range of styles, however, noncommercial 
broadcasters attempting to build and defend a substantial and loyal audience tend instead to 
conform to more rigid stylistic models. The result is the extension of the general broadcasting 
trend to define formats ever more narrowly into noncommercial radio; or rather, ignoring 
genre in favor of unified appeal to the target audience through narrower styles of music. 
Controversial but influential public radio consultant David Giovannoni called this "congruent 
programming," where the music of John Klemmer and [pianist] Bill Evans are considered 
compatible on a sonic and textural basis, and Evans and fellow pianist Oscar Peterson, who 
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share much more in common in musical terms, are not.5 He asks radio programmers, 
rhetorically, what principles guide their selections. 
How about your music programming? Is it serving the listener or the 
musicologist? Are you programming for the mind or the ear….Are your 
segues sensitive to musical texture? Do juxtaposed cuts match mood?6 
Giovannoni based this challenge on a CPB financed study of whether New Age and jazz music 
could be combined in a single format. His interpretation of the findings was that it could, but 
not in certain cases; it could not work in cases where the specific jazz selections were more 
"jarring" than the New Age music it was being paired with. 
Clearly, within formats populated by [Art] Blakey and [Oscar] Peterson, the 
answer is "no." This indicates one of two strategies: jazz programmers should 
either avoid this new music and keep on programming as they have been, or 
they should begin incorporating the new music into their playlist wile 
concurrently culling tracks which do not have congruent appeals.7 
Giovannoni's argument is that if stations are programmed with the way listeners listen in mind, 
they would replace "existing 'genre-defined' programming with 'appeal-driven' programming," 
and that programmers should think less in musical-aesthetic terms, and more in sonic terms.8  
Both jazz and classical music are presented on radio as formats based on musical genre. Not 
                                                     







only is this most unusual—commercial radio formats typically combine a blend of (hopefully) 
compatible musical styles along with a scheme for the music and advertising’s presentation— 
but genre-based formats bring along a degree of rigidity not normally found in the presentation 
of music on the radio. In his memoir of the days of free form commercial radio Jim Ladd rather 
cynically describes formats for his readers. 
Formats can be highly complex formulas usually based on "proven 
scientific principles" of demographics, call-out research, sales figures, 
telephone surveys, and something called "focus groups."…You will notice 
that I did not mention the word music in this definition of the format. 
Songs were thought of not as pieces of music, each with its own mood 
and message, but as product to which you the radio consumer would 
presumably respond.9 
While a CHR (Contemporary Hits Radio, one of the many descendants of Top 40) station might 
play a few punk or world music tracks, or an Urban Contemporary station might play some hip 
hop or gospel tracks, there sometimes seems to be an extra level of agitation among fans if a 
jazz program plays "non-jazz" music. "Serious" jazz fans may be irritated to hear vocals by Sting 
or instrumental tracks by David Benoit mixed in with Gregory Porter and Keith Jarrett. Although 
this case can be overstated, by and large, commercial radio formats are built around audience 
characteristics, rather than musical ones. In the example just given, the inclusion of music by 
Sting and Benoit would likely appeal to a wider audience; there exclusion would likely satisfy a 
smaller, but intense, core audience.  
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Ladd is describing commercial radio, where personnel perhaps feel more connected to record 
sales, concert attendance, music promotion, and the music industry as a whole than do 
noncommercial radio programmers, yet his descriptive critique of formats have some relevance 
to today's public radio. The trend of noncommercial radio formats to move closer in these 
aspects to those on commercial radio is simultaneously responsible in part for the long-term 
rise in public radio listenership and the increasing alarm of the old core of loyal listeners who 
seek alternatives to commercial radio heterodoxy.  The public radio audience, which is by far 
the largest portion of the more general noncommercial audience, has grown dramatically over 
the years within a context of generally declining radio listenership.  From an audience of 2 
million listeners per week in the "early days” of the mid-1970s to 20 million per week in 1999, 
the weekly audience has grown to about 32 million listeners 2011.10 Put another way, public 
radio’s share of all radio listeners has grown from 5 percent in 1984 to 12 percent in 2003.11 
To restate my argument, admittedly without nuance, radio stations concerned with audience 
size and listener financial support are more likely to support conservative music programming, 
while stations that are indifferent to those factors, either because of their commitment to 
mission or political purpose or because the station’s operational scale allows it to reflect its 
programmer's tastes, are more likely to support more liberal music programming. By 
conservative and liberal, I make reference not to electoral politics, but to the range of music 
presented under the jazz banner. Conservative programming will typically feature mainstream 
jazz styles—bebop and post-bebop musical styles, some earlier swing and early jazz styles if 
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11 Walrus Research and AudiGraphics Inc., Audience 2010 Interim Report 6: A Historic Loss of Momentum (Radio 
Research Consortium, 2006). 
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recorded with post 1940s high fidelity, and primarily acoustic instrumentation. Liberal or 
progressive (I use the terms interchangeably) programming is more likely to include other 
styles—free or avant-garde jazz, jazz-fusion, instrumental R&B, and low fidelity early 
recordings. Within these audience and budget categories, that conservative and liberal jazz 
programming on noncommercial radio tends to conform to the station's ideology.   
The range of music styles on a given radio station, then, is dependent on the combination of 
station finances and the ideological positioning of music. If, as William Barlow observes, the 
"dialectical relationship between ideology and social constraints shapes the contours of 
community radio," then this dialectic also shapes the contours of public radio stations as well.12 
In considering a station's ideology, it is helpful to consider what the station or owner declares 
publicly, through mission, vision, and value statements and through slogans, and to consider 
what the sponsoring institution is; it is helpful to look at the larger mission and cultural 
worldview of the licensee.  
Status of jazz programming on radio today 
Noncommercial stations offer jazz in part because it is not heard on commercial radio. It's 
largely absent from commercial radio because of its decreased popularity, marginal record 
sales, and the belief that it does not draw an audience that will support advertising.13 Despite 
these assumptions, the term "jazz" holds a certain cachet with which advertisers often wish to 
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10, (1988): 83. 
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associate their products. In discussing the demise of London's Jazz FM in 2005, Sholto Byrnes 
succinctly summarized the liabilities of the jazz as a format name (and effectively echoing many 
musicians' avoidance of the term as well). 
 Crocodile tears flowed as GMG [Guardian Media Group) Radio's chief 
executive John Myers proclaimed: "We are sorry to say goodbye to the 
name Jazz FM but, in the end, it was its own worst enemy. We have been 
caught between not playing enough jazz to please the purist, and having 
the name Jazz FM, which inhibits trial from other listeners. There are not 
enough people who like jazz music to make it a viable proposition, and 
this has been a fact for 15 years.14 
Byrnes countered, " [T]he fact is that Jazz FM has always tried to get away with playing as little 
jazz as it can, using the name to imply quality and artistic expression but, in practice, trying to 
tap into the soul and easy-listening market instead."  
Within the totality of noncommercial jazz radio, stations mostly program music according to a 
conservative or progressive philosophy, because even within jazz, certain styles enjoy stronger 
sales and more durable audience appeal. What one considers conservative or progressive may 
be somewhat arbitrary. For this dissertation, I consider the most conservative programming 
position to be one that only includes mainstream styles. Those would include cool, hard bop, 
post-bop, Latin jazz, and big band swing styles. Such music would typically feature acoustic 
                                                     
14 Sholto Byrnes, "Jazz Killed by Smooth Operators," The Independent (2005). http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-




instruments, steady tempos, swinging rhythmic playing styles, and functional or modal 
harmony.  A progressive programming style would include free, experimental, or "outside" jazz 
as well as music considered too commercial by many jazz adherents, such as R&B crossover, 
smooth jazz, soul jazz, jazz fusion, jazz funk, acid jazz, and other hybrids.  
The concept of progressive used in this chapter differs from subgenre distinctions by other 
scholars. In his widely cited 1995 report on the U. S. jazz audience, Scott DeVeaux notes 
Billboard magazine's 1987 division of the jazz sales charts between "Jazz" and "Contemporary 
Jazz."15 The former would continue to track recordings "in the traditional genre" while the latter 
would be devoted to "jazz fusion, new age, and other new developments in jazz." For Billboard, 
the "traditional jazz"—"traditional” here not used in the jazz community sense of referring to 
revivals of the early New Orleans style—encompassed "everything from New Orleans jazz to 
post-bop and the avant garde" or the entire spectrum covered by the phrase "the jazz 
tradition."  
“Contemporary jazz," on the other hand, "is a genre of pop music, distinguished from the rock 
mainstream by the absence of vocals and prominent use of traditional jazz instruments, such as 
the saxophone, and continually adjusted to suit the perceived tastes of its targeted audience." 
For DeVeaux, and myself as well, this opposition of contemporary and traditional is "illusory," 
as the jazz tradition is contemporary with a constant ethos of innovation and exploration on the 
part of the musicians, if not on the part of the radio programmers. Putting aside the argument 
                                                     
15 Scott Knowles DeVeaux and National Endowment for the Arts., Jazz in America: Who's Listening? (Carson, Calif.: 
Seven Locks Press, 1995). 
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over which is really contemporary, DeVeaux ultimately agrees to the division, based not so 
much on musical content, but on the demands each type of music places on listeners. 
Semantic confusion aside, the distinction is real and not to be lightly 
dismissed. Traditional jazz requires a commitment from its listeners. Its 
potential audience must be carefully nurtured through such educational 
outreach efforts as college courses, CD reissues with painstakingly 
researched liner notes, public radio and television documentaries, or 
trade books aimed at the aficionado. Contemporary jazz welcomes the 
casual listener--anyone inclined to consider as "jazz" pop music that is 
obviously not rock. The potential audience for contemporary jazz is 
changeable but vast, and the boundary lines separating it from 
mainstream pop are fluid. Saxophonist Kenny G, considered by many the 
embodiment of contemporary jazz but deliberately marketed as a pop 
musician, has alone sold a reported 17 million records since the late 
1980s. "People who don’t know anything about jazz know Kenny G," says 
one critic. "He’s their jazz"(emphasis in original.)16 
As valuable as these distinctions are, I find it more valuable, in so far as understanding jazz 
radio, to insist on a distinction between conservative and progressive not with regard to which 
styles are favored, but with regard to how wide a range of styles are present. By this definition, 
commercial smooth jazz stations are conservative; while they claim for promotional purposes 
the legacies of Miles Davis, Sarah Vaughn, and Sonny Rollins, they play precious little of their 
music and seldom does their programming deviate from typical smooth jazz styles.  
This chapter is primarily concerned with noncommercial radio and its interpretation of the jazz 
tradition. A fundamental ideological difference between conservative and progressive 
programmers is over the uniqueness of jazz; conservative programmers tend to stress the 
unique attributes and qualities of jazz, while progressive programmers tend to place jazz 
contextually in a spectrum of African-American music styles. Therefore, of the two, only 
                                                     
16 Ibid., 9. The source for the Kenny G quote is Hank Bordowitz, "Letter Perfect," Jazziz, January 1994, 32. 
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progressive programmers will welcome the experimental, the scratchy low fidelity, the hybrid, 
and the borderline commercial styles of jazz. While I have distanced my use of "conservative" 
and "progressive" from their conventional political meanings, there is a resonance in that the 
conservative programming philosophy is more consistent with negating the political or 
ideological implications of jazz—positioning it as American music performed by Americans on 
American radio—while the progressive philosophy rejects this "arts for art's sake” stance. 
However, conservative jazz programming is also concerned with a consistency of musical and 
sonic style. A conservative tendency is to have a consistent audio profile of the high-fidelity 
music achieved from the 1950s onward, even at the expense of classic low-fidelity recordings of 
earlier eras. Another is to feature music from a consistent palette of acoustical musical 
timbres—brass and woodwinds, acoustic pianos, acoustic or electric bass, drum set, guitar (with 
an amplified but natural sound—and to avoid the electronic sounds of jazz-fusion, as well as 
aggressive funk grooves. This same mainstream music also dominates progressive jazz 
programming. However, the progressive programmer may be more inclusive of experimental 
music, older low-fi recordings, and jazz that is closer to crossover with other popular genres. If 
this progressive description seems somewhat directionless, it is, and is relatively freer from 
dogma concerning definitions of jazz. 
George Lipsitz touches on this conservative view in his critique of Ken Burns' Jazz, the eight-
hour film documentary that has served as a lightning rod for discourse around jazz 
historiography.  Of Jazz, concerning its heroic historiographical stance and insistence on 
extolling American exceptionalism, he writes,"[I]t paralyzes the present by locating all worthy 
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achievements in the past. In an increasingly cosmopolitan world, it mourns nostalgically for a 
previous provincial nationalism. It minimizes the collective accomplishments of communities in 
order to magnify the reputation of heroic individuals."17 In consolidating its musical range 
around a handful of mainstream jazz styles, conservative jazz programming embraces the 
nostalgic at the expense of the new; it salutes that reigning order and resists engagement with 
current struggles. 
What music is jazz and, perhaps more importantly, what music is not jazz has been a 
contentious issue since the music's early fans started to write about it in the 1920s. The last 
chapter, "Jazz with Ads," discusses the historical transition from commercial to noncommercial 
radio that limited the music industry's ability to expand the accepted boundaries of jazz. While 
the music of artists such as Cecil Taylor, Ornette Coleman, Muhal Richard Abrams, Steve 
Coleman and Peter Brötzmann have been accepted as jazz by some, there is still significant 
resistance to the experimental music traditions that began to emerge in the late 1950s in all 
quarters of jazz fandom, and this fandom includes listeners, writers, label owners, and jazz 
musicians themselves. On the other end of the spectrum, popular music hybrids such as soul 
jazz, jazz funk, jazz-rock, jazz-fusion, and smooth jazz have also been refused admission, as 
indicated by the presence of the qualifier in each case.  
In the current noncommercial environment, the radio station's mission has much to do with 
whether a conservative, narrow range or a progressive, wider range of music is included in the 
stations’ programming. These missions also seem correlated with the aforementioned budget 
                                                     
17 George Lipsitz, Footsteps in the Dark: The Hidden Histories of Popular Music (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2007), 82. 
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and audience size consciousness, as well as the ideological positioning of jazz music within a 
station's mission. Although there are numerous variations, the two major poles of American 
jazz ideology represent the music as either quintessentially American—meritocratic, 
democratic, pluralistic, and a model of America in miniature—or as oppositional, a music of 
resistance to racism, class exploitation, and cultural hegemony. This is an over-simplified 
binarism to be sure, but one that has lived on in various discourses over jazz's history, at least 
since jazz started being considered serious music in some quarters. Mission statements (several 
of which are reproduced in Appendix A—Mission Statements) can give some insight into the 
ideological framing of jazz at many radio stations.  Mission statements that use language 
describing jazz as "America's Classical Music," or "American Art" tend to fit the conservative 
music profile, and are often associated with professionally-staffed stations affiliated with 
educational institutions. The simple insertion of “Black” or “African-American” into these 
phrases reframes the ideological claims of the slogans and pushes them in the oppositional 
direction. Radio stations whose mission statements emphasize that they provide access to 
underserved communities and voices with views rejected by mainstream politics tend to either 
remain silent on musical commentary, or to expressly invoke music as part of "the struggle." 
The latter tend to be student-run or community stations. For one thing, these stations tend to 
have little concern for uniform or consistent programming and leave the music selections 
largely in the hands of the program hosts. In the case of community stations, it may be that jazz 
is viewed in a context of a range of oppositional music styles, including hip hop, blues, folk, jazz, 
and less commercial flavors of rock, a view quite compatible with Baraka's "changing same."18 
                                                     
18 Imamu Amiri Baraka, Blues People; Negro Music in White America (New York: W. Morrow, 1963). 
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Significantly, a common core repertoire can simultaneously have different ideological 
positioning. 
Since the broad reorganization of educational radio that began with the creation of the CPB in 
1967 and NPR in 1970, jazz has been a major programming staple of noncommercial radio, once 
second only to classical music. While some stations had been playing jazz long before the CPB 
era, its adoption on noncommercial radio increased a pace with the ouster of the music from 
commercial radio and the growing recognition of jazz as an art form in U. S. educational 
institutions. Jazz has remained a traditional noncommercial programming staple, but its place is 
increasingly insecure. The social conditions and aesthetic rationales that put jazz music on radio 
schedules in the 1980s and 90s may not seem as compelling as they once were. That is, mission 
statements that prioritized the presentation of culturally valuable music to the public may have 
been amended since that time. Further, diminished Federal funding of noncommercial radio 
has resulted in stations seeking stable, or better yet, growing audiences and funding sources. 
The CPB and NPR themselves gave local stations a strong push in this direction. In 1996, the CPB 
added audience standards to its qualification process. Stations had to meet either ratings 
standards or local fundraising targets to receive CPB funds.19 This pressure is particularly acute 
in public radio stations with large budgets and those facing in-market competition from other 
noncommercial broadcasters. Noncommercial radio has largely avoided offering programming 
fare available on commercial stations, but this doesn't mean all noncommercial stations have 
been satisfied to merely offer alternative programming to small audiences.  Conversely, 
student-run college stations, community stations with small budgets and large volunteer 
                                                     
19 Witherspoon et al., 99. 
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workforces, and stations whose mission is serving underserved communities seem somewhat 
more resistant to translating these budgetary pressures to programming decisions. 
Understanding the distinctions between different types of noncommercial radio stations, their 
missions, and their audiences is vital to understanding the span of jazz programming today. 
Most noncommercial stations are, to some degree, dependent either on listener support or 
underwriting in order to meet their budgetary obligations and remain in operation. Continuing 
to operate and fulfilling the mission of the station or the license-holding organization is the 
essential goal or sine qua non of noncommercial broadcasters. In contrast, ever since the 
corporate ownership model arose to dominate U.S. broadcasting in the late 1920s, operating 
profit and value to shareholders have been the primary goals of commercial broadcasters. 
Naturally, there are exceptions—stations operated at a loss or near-loss by community service-
oriented businesspersons, or reflecting the political philosophy or personal values of an owner 
with a personal interest—but for the most part the given content of a commercial radio 
stations is secondary to the mission of earnings and profit. In "Jazz with Ads," radio formats and 
audiences are considered to reveal that grooming a listening audience is not always a matter of 
sheer size. In commercial radio, the value of the station's audience to advertisers is most 
important, such that a much smaller but hard to reach audience of profligate spenders may 
produce more profit than a larger audience that is perceived parsimonious or impoverished.  
Noncommercial stations, while in the game in order to fulfill the mission, are not immune to a 
similar audience calculus. Public radio consultants, having applied scientific audience research 
to the noncommercial radio sector since the late 1980s, have used models of listener utility to 
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convince station boards and management that public radio stations that offer more uniform 
programming attract listeners who tune in more hours per day and who are more likely to 
support the station by subscribing.   
This “mission vs. market” debate is as old as radio broadcasting, but still plays strongly in 
noncommercial radio. This trend has had a major negative impact on jazz airplay, because 
stations employing these programming strategies have accordingly abandoned omnibus 
programming for consistent programming, i.e., instead of blocks of classical, bluegrass, and jazz, 
turning the bulk of the music lineup over to just one music style or no music at all. By one 
measure, the number of variety music public radio stations has plummeted from 23% in 2004 
to 3% in 2011.20  At the same time, public radio stations and their consultants have recognized 
that quality news and information programming has been attracting more and younger 
listeners as well as corporate underwriting, whereas public radio's traditional music staples, 
classical and jazz, continue to attract a demographically desirable audience with regard to 
income and membership participation, but one that is aging (each year its median age 
increases) and therefore shrinking.  In acknowledgement, and with a note of poorly edited self-
congratulation, one consulting report notes: "As a result, pubic [sic] radio’s service has shifted 
away from local production toward network production, away from music-based content 
toward news, information, and entertainment."21 The result of this second trend, then, is that 
stations that formerly featured jazz programming have abandoned it altogether for news and 
information, or at least relegated music to less important times on the schedule. 
                                                     
20 Arbitron, Public Radio Today 2012: How America Listens to Radio (New York: Arbitron Inc., 2012); Arbitron, 
Public Radio Today: How America Listens to Public Radio Stations: 2005 Edition (New York: Arbitron Inc., 2005). 
21 Walrus Research and AudiGraphics. 
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Jazz Radio Programming 
It is difficult to say just how much jazz music is being broadcast in the United States today, as 
radio formats and programs are constantly in flux.  The 2009 Broadcasting & Cable Yearbook—
the final year of its publication—reported that out of the 328 radio stations broadcasting a 
significant number of hours of jazz programming, 290 of them were noncommercial.22  Thom 
Thomas, from the public radio research firm Station Research Group, set a much lower number 
of full-time jazz outlets during a roundtable on the state of jazz radio broadcast on NPR in 2006.  
Stations that really commit themselves to jazz programming - do it day-in, 
day-out, across the week and throughout the year - actually are in pretty 
stable and, in fact, improving financial shape. But that's only about 20, 25 
stations these days. It's not a huge number [out] of [the] public radio 
stations across the country.23 
According to a recent report on public radio listening, out of a survey population of 1,235 
noncommercial stations—it should be noted that the FCC has issued "educational" FM licenses 
to roughly 3700 stations, but this includes religious broadcasters and a number of stations 
which simulcast content—that 58, or 5% were jazz formatted stations, and another 21 were 
"News-Jazz," meaning 30% news and 30% daytime jazz programming.24 
                                                     
22 A few hundred more stations, with a similar proportion of commercial and non-commercial stations, broadcast 
fewer than twenty hours of jazz per week. Source:  2009 Broadcasting & Cable Yearbook, (New Providence, N.J.: 
R.R. Bowker, 2009), D-737-9. 
23 Tom Thomas, with others, interviewed by Ed Gordon, “News and Notes,” National Public Radio, 10 August 2006, 
transcript, from http://www.npr.org, accessed 2 November 2009. 
24 Public Radio Today 2012: How America Listens to Radio. "Broadcast Stations Totals as of June 30, 2012," FCC 
News Release, http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-315231A1.pdf, accessed 5 December 2012. 
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By 2006, however, the movement to news, talk, and information was well under way in the 
industry, including those jazz oriented stations, somewhat countering Thomas's assurance of 
station stability. Stations before were likely to take an omnibus programming approach and 
might combine jazz, classical, folk, and news and talk programs on a single broadcast day. For 
example, during the 1980s, WAMU-FM (Washington, DC) broadcast news and talk shows in the 
morning and midday, bluegrass music in the afternoon, NPR's flagship news program "All Things 
Considered" during the evening rush hour and classical music in the evening, with jazz, blues, 
and nostalgia programming on the weekends. WAMU's current weekday schedule is one 
hundred percent news and information programming and its long-running "The Diane Rehm 
Show" is offered to other news/talk-hungry stations around the country.  
Jazz radio programming exists in many forms, ranging from the least structured—a radio DJ 
playing music without management input—to long-form features using the most sophisticated 
programming techniques. Below are several types of jazz programs. 
 DJ programs that play recent releases and jazz classics. 
 DJ programs that are based on subgenre themes: traditional jazz, vocals, piano music, 
big bands. 
 DJ programs that feature specific artists, locales, or collaborations as themes. 
 Jazz education and history programs. 
 Profiles of major jazz figures: NPR's "Jazz Profiles." 
 Musician hosted programs that include interviews with and/ or music selected by guest 
jazz artists. 
 Regular shows by jazz presenting organizations:  a radio show by a local jazz society, for 
example. 
 In-studio interviews or performances by jazz musicians on general interest programs: an 
appearance on NPR's "Fresh Air" or "Weekend Edition," or on "A Prairie Home 
Companion." 
 Feature stories on jazz musicians on general interest programs. 
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 Weekly performance series: NPR's "Jazzset with Dee Dee Bridgewater" or "Jazz and 
Lincoln Center." 
 Special marathon broadcast tributes to accomplished jazz artists: A specialty of WKCR 
(Columbia University, New York). 
 Live coverage from jazz festivals: examples include the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival, Detroit Jazz Festival, and the Atlanta Jazz Festival. 
Any of these program types could appear on the station types that will be discussed later in the 
chapter. In addition, many types could be offered by program producers to stations in other 
markets. For example the NPR programs "Piano Jazz" (formerly "Marian McPartland's Piano 
Jazz" and produced by South Carolina Educational Television), features one-on-one interviews 
and performances, while "JazzSet with Dee Dee Bridgewater" (produced by Newark, New Jersey 
radio station WBGO), features edited performances recorded at from various clubs and 
festivals.  Many jazz radio stations augment their locally hosted music shows with these 
packaged national shows, often between 6 and 8 pm. WBGO also produces the live NPR 
broadcast "Toast of the Nation" that annually rings in the New Year across three U. S. time 
zones. In addition to NPR-branded programming, PRI (Public Radio International), perhaps best 
known for "This American Life," offers "Riverwalk Jazz", which focuses on early or "traditional" 
jazz in the New Orleans style, and "Jazz After Hours," a late-night weekend record show,  
"Return to the Source" with Douglas Turner (produced at Alabama A&M's WJAB-FM), and "The 
Soul of Jazz" with Jamal Ahmad (from Clark Atlanta University's WCLK) are offered to stations 
via the African-American Public Radio Consortium. Independent producers also offer jazz 
programs. Murray Street Productions produces "Jazz at Lincoln Center Radio," "European Jazz 
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Stage," and other jazz oriented programs among their offerings, which includes producing 
webstreams for a variety of clients.25  
Provider Programming Service Year Started 
Essential Public Media (Formerly 
operated by WDUQ, Pittsburgh) 
JazzWorks —— 
PubMusic (Former WDUQ 
programmers) 




WFMT (Chicago) Jazz Satellite Network 1997 
Table 1 Jazz Radio Music Services26 
One of the oldest business strategies in broadcasting is to export intellectual property, including 
programming and formats, created in one market to a different market for a fee.  In 
noncommercial radio, the fees offset the originating station's expenses and reduce its financial 
pressures. The subscribing station gets a program that is compatible with its program objectives 
and mission, perhaps at a lower cost than originating a program of its own. There are several 
jazz audio streaming services [Table 1] for radio stations to meet their needs for jazz 
programming. The best-known program may be that hosted by Bob Parlocha, a saxophonist 
long associated with California jazz radio. Chicago public radio station WFMT distributes 
Parlocha's program via Internet and satellite to as many as seventy radio stations.27  Such plug-
                                                     
25 www.npr.org, www.pri.org, and www.murraystreet.com. 
26 Mike Janssen, "Two More Feeds Syndicate Jazz to Public Radio," Current, 3 October 2011. 
27 http://www.jazzwithbobparlocha.com/listen/index.html, accessed 13 December 2012. 
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and-play jazz streams appeal to stations large and small for different reasons. For large stations, 
the cost of the program may compare favorably to the local salary costs of the program host. 
For small stations, the volunteer expertise—and DJ-provided library—to put on a nightly jazz 
show may not be available. WDNA-FM (Miami)—"Jazz & Rhythm"—uses Parlocha's program in 
their overnight hours every broadcast day for a total of forty-two hours per week. Because 
listenership is lowest in these overnight hours, this tends to be the time given to the most 
adventurous musical selections on many jazz radio stations; but Parlocha, offering audio to a 
diverse ad hoc network of stations, tends to avoid music that strays from the post-bop 
mainstream. Programming streams are also produced outside the station environment. 
Essential Public Media, which provides the stream JazzWorks—described by the broadcaster as 
"post-bop mainstream straight-ahead jazz— is the audio streaming service inherited by WYEP 
(Pittsburgh) when it purchased WDUQ from Duquesne University, while PubMusic is a 
streaming service started by disgruntled former WDUQ staffers who are now working 
independently of any radio station.28  
Why Jazz is a Major (though diminishing) Non-Commercial Presence? 
Between the streaming services and national jazz programs, there is an abundance of high 
quality music programs, but a diminishing pool of airtime available to jazz. Instead, Giovannoni 
asks why is there as much jazz played as there is?  "Is there any good reason why so many 
public radio stations devote so much of their air time to classical music and jazz? And if there 




have been compelling reasons in the past, are they still valid?"29 Giovannoni contends, with 
some merit, that public radio's roots in educational institutions play a large role, as "classical 
and later jazz, are the only two kinds of music which have made it academically."30  
Giovannoni's clients were the public radio stations that mostly had roots in the educational 
radio movement, as reflected in the ownership and mission statements of these stations. 
Because of the impact their recommendations have had on the "mission," station 
programming, these consultants—who brought commercial broadcasting styled audience 
research to public radio during the 1980s revenue crisis due to reduced federal funding for 
public broadcasting—remain controversial figures within public broadcasting and with public 
radio supporters. For example, the awarding in 1994 of the CPB's Edward R. Murrow Award for 
Service to Giovannoni and Tom Church prompted Pacifica Radio reporter and producer Larry 
Bensky to remark, "[N]ot since Henry Kissinger won the Nobel Peace Prize has there been a 
more inappropriate award."31  
 But there is another side or two to noncommercial radio. There is community radio which owes 
more to the 1960s underground radio movement than to educational radio initiatives. Why 
does community radio program, among other music, jazz? Finally, there are college and 
university radio stations that are either licensed directly to the student government 
corporation, or left alone by the university to the devices of relatively unsupervised operation 
by uncompensated students. Why do these stations play jazz? 
                                                     
29 David Giovannoni and George Baily, Appeal and Public Radio's Music, Washington, DC: Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting, 1988,  3.  
30 ibid. 
31 Witherspoon et al., 97-98. 
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According to Public Radio pioneer Jack Mitchell, "public radio was once the refuge of 
programming aimed at niches too small to interest commercial services….such as classical, 
opera, jazz, blues, folk, bluegrass, big band, or gospel."32 There was a deliberate attempt in all 
corners of noncommercial radio to present alternative programming.  Jazz has always had its 
fans and stalwarts, and their music was being bumped off commercial radio in the 1970s just as 
noncommercial radio was getting established. (This process is described in some detail in "Jazz 
with Ads.")  The underground radio movement established free-form radio as an anti-format 
alternative to slicked-up, predictable commercial radio. In the 1960s the revenue was still in AM 
radio, so the commercial portion of the FM band was home primarily to three types of 
broadcasters: those simulcasting their AM programming to a small FM audience, those 
broadcasting music that inherently would benefit from the greater FM fidelity—easy listening, 
classical, and jazz for hi-fi enthusiasts, and those looking to get on the air with underground 
ideas about broadcasting. Free-form programming in its purest form meant that any type of 
music could follow any other—James Brown, J. S. Bach, Gullah field recordings, Cream, Robert 
Johnson, Lenny Bruce, John Coltrane, the Kingston Trio, Led Zeppelin. As a matter of practice, 
the commitment of these stations to community access meant there would be a checkerboard 
pattern of programming blocks with all these styles, and jazz was one of them. At many 
stations, these programs became fixtures with longtime program hosts. 
For noncommercial radio, both jazz and classical music have been proven to attract loyal, yet 
small audiences and both formats can produce highly desirable demographics.  An audience 
does not have to be large to be desirable, though of course a large, desirable audience would 
                                                     
32 Mitchell, "Lead Us Not into Temptation: American Public Radio in a World of Infinite Possibilities," 406. 
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be best. Eric Rothenbuhler observes that in commercial radio, the goal of the radio business is 
to maximize profit, not necessarily audience size. "Maximum profits are not even tied to 
maximum audience size, but to maximum attractiveness of the ratings to those advertisers that 
do the most radio business.”33 Public radio audiences are notoriously affluent, and hence 
desirable.  A 1998 Broadcasting and Cable report cited the higher percentages of radio usage—
that is, more hours per day listening—by affluent Americans than others, and correspondingly 
lower television viewing. As the report noted, “radio formats that boast some of the highest 
concentrations of ‘affluents’ include the nearly extinct classical, all-news, all-sports, news-talk 
and smooth jazz.” (It is likely that this report conflated jazz and smooth jazz.)  The story also 
identified a now-clear trend in public radio programming, the growth of information and news 
programming at the expense of both classical and jazz formats. A 2012 study found that for jazz 
formatted public radio stations, 45% of listeners were college graduates with another 32% 
having attended college, and that 34% of households had income in excess of $75,000 with 
another 18% in excess of $50,000.34 The jazz audience also demonstrates a significant gender 
gap, male and female listeners breaking down 57.7% to 42.3% respectively.  
What is worrisome to jazz stations is that the audience for jazz (and classical) is aging.  
Approximately 50% of news and information station listeners are over fifty-five years old, 
where those percentages are 57% for jazz and 71% for classical. The consequences of this aging 
demographic and possible solutions form a perennial discussion topic among jazz programmers. 
One paradoxical complication is that younger listening audiences have not been found to 
                                                     
33 Eric W. Rothenbuhler, "Commercial Radio and Popular Music: Processes of Selection and Factors of Influence," in 
Popular Music and Communication, ed. James Lull (Newbury Park, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1987), 83. 
34 Arbitron, Public Radio Today 2012: How America Listens to Radio. 
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contribute at the levels of older ones, whether because of the greater income levels of older 
listeners, or because of a generational shift in attitudes about paying for music. 
 In the opinion of many critics, this trend away from cultural programming and towards news, 
talk, and information is the result of following commercial radio research methodology too 
closely, with little or no adaptation to account for public radio's mission or the utility of its 
programming to the audience. On the latter point, the consultants have used, perhaps 
understandably, the simplest quantifiable measures of listener utility, average quarter hour 
(AQH) and daypart ratings.35 Alabama Public Radio Music Director David Duff thinks these 
metrics forward a very limited concept of listener value: 
The love of music has waxed cold for many in public radio. The allure of 
younger audiences and greater revenue has seduced many of us to 
reduce or eliminate music offerings in favor of news and talk 
programming. Broadcasts of music, a public good of matchless 
nonfinancial value for human life, becomes a frill that can be traded away 
for news and information—another service that is also valuable but not 
interchangeable and that meets entirely different human needs. The 
really important thing, apparently, is that we give our audiences lots of 
information. If we have time to spare for music, we’ll throw a little on the 
air.36 
Public radio stations truly are adapting commercial radio mindsets. Where accomplishing the 
mission was once primary, financial performance has an at least equal voice. In Boston, public 
radio giant WGBH decided to severely cut back on jazz and other music programming to go 
head to head with fellow public radio giant WBUR, already the news and information leader in 
                                                     
35 The daypart is a industry-standard division of the radio into discrete audience segments. Not only are ratings 
examined by daypart, but dayparts are used to schedule different types of commercials. The standard divisions are 
as follows: (1) Morning drive: 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. (2) Daytime: 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. (3) Afternoon drive: 3:00 
p.m. to 7:00 p.m. (4) Nighttime: 7:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. (5) Overnight: 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.  
36 David Duff, "In Life, Music Has a Special Place. It Should in Radio," Current, 17 December 2007. 
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the market. Longtime jazz writer and Village Voice columnist Nat Hentoff wrote about the 
Boston jazz community's reaction. 
Later, jazz musician and bandleader Ken Field observed: “I don’t see the 
logic in having two NPR stations here in Boston both broadcasting 
primarily news and talk. There’s an opportunity here for one of these 
stations – or another – “to take on the arts and culture part and really 
focus on it… The community is not served by having two stations doing 
the exact same thing, leaving huge gap when it comes to jazz music, 
which is, after all, a uniquely American art form.”37 
Actually, this is typical market behavior in commercial radio. In commercial radio, if a station 
believes it will earn more revenue from a smaller piece of a more lucrative market segment 
than with a larger share of a less lucrative segment—for example being the third-ranked 
country radio station rather than the first-ranked Adult Contemporary—they will make the 
necessary format change. In Boston, WGBH has concluded that its long-term future is better in 
NTI than in music, despite direct competition. 
Following the lead of commercial broadcasting, noncommercial stations are convinced that 
building loyal audiences today depends on embracing principles of narrowcasting, and that 
classical audiences do not want to hear jazz, jazz audiences do not want to hear classical, and 
news and information audiences don’t want to hear music at all. 
                                                     
37 Nat Hentoff, "Jazz Revolution Vs Radio Station Slashing Jazz," JazzEd: The Jazz Educator's Magazine, September 
2012. http://www.jazzedmagazine.com/3097/articles/guest-editorial/jazz-revolution-vs-radio-station-slashing-
jazz/, accessed 18 January 2013. 
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Noncommercial Radio Constituencies 
As an institution, noncommercial radio has unique constituencies compared to commercial 
broadcasting. The web resource freedictionary.com defines a constituency (for the purpose 
here) as “a group of supporters or patrons,” or “a group served by an organization or 
institution; a clientele,” while according to Merriam-Webster online a constituency is “a group 
or body that patronizes, supports, or offers representation” or “the people involved in or 
served by an organization.” These clauses, which include patrons, listeners, employees, and 
managers, apply well to noncommercial radio. The lifeblood of public radio is the financially 
involved patrons or supporters—the subscribers or members.  Noncommercial radio's clientele 
includes the listening audience in general, including those who are not members, but also the 
communities of interest served by the airing of its programs—the book authors on interview 
shows, the musicians whose works are presented to a wide audience, and those who benefit 
from the entertainment or information presented over the air in direct and indirect ways. The 
last clause is particularly promising. The "people involved in or served by an organization" also 
form public radio constituencies.  This applies at the institutional level in terms of the 
universities, foundations, or non-profit corporations that operate the stations in order to 
achieve some mission, and at the individual level to those who earn professional salaries, which 
includes the program producers, music critics, researchers, program hosts, grant writers, and 
fundraisers, those who volunteer, and those who work behind the scenes at these stations.  
Who is served by public radio?  Who is served by community and student-run radio? And who is 
operating these stations? The answers to these questions say much about the music 
programmed on noncommercial radio stations. Public radio audiences have grown steadily over 
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the past decades. While its audience skews older than many of those in commercial 
broadcasting, the age and income demographics of the public radio audience are unique, and 
hence greatly desired by certain underwriters. These include corporations that are trying to 
reach influential participants in the political process and firms trying to reach corporate 
decision-makers.  
As I have described above, public radio stations have tended to emerge from high culture 
organizations. These include not only universities and colleges with an educational charge, but 
also institutions devoted to the promotion of art and culture and their public radio stations 
share that tradition of promoting both education and high culture. The implication for jazz on 
public radio is that the music selections, types, and artists will be closely aligned with the 
prevailing canon of major figures and dominant styles, which itself is associated with academic 
and institutional practice.  
Finally, how are the musicians served by noncommercial radio? Despite the general poor health 
of the music industry in general, and jazz music in particular, more jazz is probably being 
broadcast today than during its heyday; when network radio was a dominant force, there were 
far fewer radio stations, and there were no full-time jazz stations. Jazz musicians use radio both 
as an outlet for exposing their recordings and appearances to a wider audience, but also a 
source of music and information. Musicians need radio to reach and build an audience. Radio is 
considered so vital to audience building that a number of jazz musicians have acted as radio 
hosts over the years including NEA Jazz Masters Billy Taylor, Gerald Wilson, and Marian 
McPartland. As consumers, musicians sometimes use radio differently from the general public 
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or even music aficionados. In their apprentice stage, jazz radio serves a vital pedagogical 
function, exposing the novice to artists and repertoire—budding jazz musicians love to play the 
“who is that” game with the radio, trying to name every player on a track. Experienced jazz 
musicians will use the radio as a community bulletin board, keeping up with who is doing what 
with whom.  In the end, these constituencies can hardly match each other. There is a constant 
tension between new and old, and between commerce, entertainment, and education. 
Programming philosophies and theories. 
Radio programmers work under a wide range of constraints, and in accord with an equally wide 
range of rationales and principles. The term programmer is being used very generically here to 
include anyone who has the autonomy to select music for broadcast. In different circumstances 
that means management, program producers, or DJ/hosts. Programmers operate under the 
constraints of the station's overall format, the subject matter theme of a particular program, 
and the records or live music available for broadcast. The station format, if extant, may limit the 
style of music by avoiding "way out" free jazz or smooth jazz, or by discouraging long tracks (for 
example over six minutes) and thus eliminating extended improvised solos. The format may 
dictate the manner of presentation by not reading the names of all the musicians or avoiding 
stories and anecdotes, or by only announcing the last song and the next song. A particular 
program may be in a time slot designed to serve a specific audience segment. For example, a 
big band and show tunes show might be aimed at an older and not specifically jazz-loving 
audience. The music director at some stations may restrict the DJ to approved selections in the 
station's music library, but at other stations the DJ may be providing their own music; a DJ's 
personal library may strongly reflect the DJ's own taste or it could be comprised mostly surefire 
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audience favorites. Whatever the constraints, radio programmers decide what music to play. 
The methods they use to make those decisions are varied. 
Who is a programmer in jazz radio? For our purposes, a programmer is the person who selects 
the music and artists that find their way on the air.  Often the programmer is the DJ or program 
host. This tends to be the case when the station airs only one or two jazz programs, or if the 
station's program director allows the host a great deal of autonomy. However, the very 
assignment of a program to a host may reflect a tacit agreement between the host and 
program director, for example to refrain from "far-out" music during peak listening hours.  At 
other stations, the program, music, or jazz director takes a more direct role in music selection. 
At WBGO (Newark), Music Director Gary Walker approves music for the library, from which air 
personalities choose their records, while WGLT (Normal, Illinois) Music Director Jon Norton 
scripts all of the station’s jazz and blues playlists, from which only his most senior DJs will make 
occasional substitutions. The greater the cost of the program, however, (live concerts, remotes, 
or syndicated music services or feature programs, for example) the greater the likelihood that 
station management will be involved in the programming decisions and express concerns about 
the program's musical content.  
Jarl Ahlkvist has proposed a useful two-axis scheme for locating the music programming 
philosophy of broadcasters.38 The axis pair defines a discursive plane on which one can locate 
the mix of programming philosophies of a radio station or specific radio programmer or 
program.  Discursive planes can be useful for conceptualizing the net effect of outside 
                                                     
38 Jarl A. Ahlkvist, "Programming Philosophies and the Rationalization of Music Radio," Media Culture Society 23, 
no. 3 (2001): 339-358. 
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influences and internal orientations. For example, Charles Hamilton used a similar pair of 
oppositions—passive versus active audience orientation (passive representing programming 
the programmer thinks the audience should hear, active using audience research) and 
geographical versus interest communities (geographical when the station provides unique and 
vital programming to an audience with few options, interest when the stations audience shares 
specialized interests)—to sort the stations in his study.39 In Ahlkvist's model, one set of 
oppositions contrasts the interests or directions set by the music industry against those of the 
audience.40  The other discursive opposition pits the aesthetic values of the programmer 
against the value of audience research, and is similar to Hamilton's "active-passive" pair. The 
result is that Ahlkvist maps out four extremes of programming philosophies: Aesthetic, 
Audience, Research, and Industry. This schema is most useful when recognizing that 
programmers function in some combination of the philosophies and accordingly fall into a 
quadrant or on the border between quadrants as shown in Figure 1.  
                                                     
39 Charles Edward Hamilton, Jr., “The Interaction between Selected Public Radio Stations and Their Communities: A 
Study of Station Missions, Audiences, Programming and Funding” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Maryland, 
1994), 46-64. 
40 Ahlkvist, "Programming Philosophies and the Rationalization of Music Radio." 
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Figure 1 Programming philosophy dynamics (After Ahlkvist)41 
 
(1) The Aesthetic Philosophy—which he also describes as the "musicologist" philosophy—in 
which programming decisions are based on the programmer's "musical expertise" and the 
"subjective ear for quality music and artists." He notes that such programmers draw 
distinctions between "the authentic or organic and the commercialized and synthetic."42 These 
programmers exploit the expertise they have developed over an extended and passionate 
engagement with music. Anyone might recognize that this is the traditional jazz DJ mode, 
where the DJ is educator, guide, advocate, and talent evaluator for the audience. With respect 
to jazz programming this philosophy does not necessarily favor a given music style as the 
programmer may prefer any style or have wide-ranging tastes, but it certainly may conflict with 
the congruent approach, where musical elements—such as form and melodic or harmonic 
                                                     
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid., 346-347. 
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elements—may be secondary to sonic ones—such as instrumentation, timbre, or vocal register. 
The Aesthetic Philosophy is largely fading from commercial broadcasting where scientific 
research, music industry considerations, and rigid formatting are common practices, and 
commercial radio DJs rarely have the freedom to choose their own records or follow their 
instincts. Ironically, one of the attractive features of noncommercial radio is that it has been an 
alternative to stale commercial radio practices. Ahlkvist recognizes a conflict that for 
noncommercial radio expresses itself as mission versus market tension—"The real challenge for 
programmers adopting a musicologist programming philosophy is balancing their personally 
high standards" [music they are proud of] "with what the market will bear" [music they can 
justify, but do not personally like]—although with jazz programming on public radio, the 
personal dilemma is more likely to being restricted in the music one might want to play.43 
The Audience Philosophy (2) is one in which the programmer develops a surrogate empathy for 
the audience that "positions the programmer as a stand-in" for the audience.44 This philosophy 
is one of several in which "musicological" knowledge is undesirable, in this case because it 
would create difference between the programmer and listener. But also the Audience 
programmer will trust their feeling for the listeners over research or industry information. 
While this philosophy seems to be more appropriate to selecting possible hit records for 
commercial radio—for example, in the black radio of my youth, singing groups were more 
popular in Baltimore, while funk was more popular in DC—public radio consultants encourage 
just this type of "think like the audience" approach in urging programmers to adopt schedules, 
                                                     
43 Ibid., 347. 
44 Ibid., 347-348. 
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formats, and musical content that avoid abrupt changes in style during the broadcast day. 
When WGLT Music Director Jon Norton describes his process for selecting music, he sounds as 
if he is in step with the Audience philosophy. "We have to pull in people who don't think they 
are jazz fans who don't think they like jazz but when they hear our jazz because they can sing or 
hum along to it because its melodic, they think 'I like that.'"45 He is "not scientific," he adds: 
"[N]ot every song fits my definition; it's more of a gut feel." Community radio, with its emphasis 
on access and local affairs, in fact embodies a radically different implementation of this 
philosophy through constant listener call-ins and community outreach. In community radio, 
each programmer is keeping in touch with the pulse of one of many of the station's audiences. 
The Research Philosophy (3) involves the programmer "being an informed consumer of 
'scientific' and 'objective' information on the target demo[graphic]'s response to the station's 
programming."46 In this philosophy "musicologist" tendencies are also completely rejected. 
Once again this strums a durable tension created by the dichotomy between broadcasting as 
service or business. Whether concerning network and local news operations or noncommercial 
broadcasting, the notion of "what you should hear" is pitted against "what you want to hear." 
The resulting philosophy is responsible for the prominent amount of time that weather, sports, 
and human-interest stories receive on newscasts, as well as the virtual absence of classical 
music or opera in commercial broadcasting. The Research Philosophy is potentially a powerful 
technique for jazz radio, since both the research methods and jazz programming are so 
backwards-focused. That is, like an oldies radio format, a lot of jazz radio is music from past 
                                                     
45 Interview with WGLT Program Director Jon Norton, 19 November 2012. 
46 Ahlkvist, "Programming Philosophies and the Rationalization of Music Radio," 348. 
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years. As one of Ahklvist's informants described the process, research provides a definite 
blueprint for programming. 
"You get people in a room, you ask them what they want on the radio, 
and they tell you. Then you put it on, then you win." Audience research is 
valued because in maximizes the likelihood that only the most "viable" 
records are integrated into the station's music programming. Because as 
another programmer explained, "All the music is researched" he can be 
assured that "these are the very best songs that we can be playing based 
on what listeners have told us. We stop playing songs that they have told 
us they are tired of." The "science" of music programming, according to 
this philosophy, is inherently conservative, "an enquiry into what is 
already being played, into what is already recognizable, into what the 
audience already likes about the station."47 
In order for the process described above to work with formats playing current releases, 
research panels would need to meet frequently, but the increased frequency of meetings 
would potentially be worth the expense if the result were audience satisfaction. What makes 
some version of this process so applicable to jazz programming is the fact that very few jazz 
programs feature only new music. To the contrary, tradition and classics play a large role in 
even the most adventurous jazz programs.  At WGLT, Norton, who dictates virtually every 
playlist for his air personalities, largely avoids music research, industry tips, and record reviews, 
preferring to listen for himself: "I trust my own gut."48 Indeed, due to the small commercial 
prospects for jazz, there is not very much investment in audience or market research in jazz by 
the music industry in any case.  
Due to the marginal commercial prospects for jazz, the Industry Philosophy (4) is barely 
applicable to jazz radio as well. Programmers adhering to the Industry philosophy see 
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themselves as part of a greater music industry. They see their own activities as pivotal in 
breaking new artists and in being early champions of hit records. These programmers value tips 
from industry insiders about new releases, as well as advice on how to interpret research data 
and music industry trends. They regard their relationships with music industry people as being 
of paramount importance. Most programmers do value their contacts in the music industry, do 
see themselves in peer relationships with other broadcasters, and are aware that grooming 
these relationships helps their career prospects. The ideological distance between 
noncommercial radio and the larger music industry serve to limit these close relationships in 
the world of jazz radio. (See chapter 3 for more on the transition from jazz on commercial 
radio.)  For evidence of this ideological distance, one need only compare the minuscule 
presence of smooth jazz on noncommercial radio today—it only receives airplay in the context 
of the jazz-instrumental R&B spectrum on black college radio—with that omnipresence of 
fusion and soul jazz, despite the disdain of jazz DJs, on commercial jazz radio in the 1970s. 
While noncommercial radio stations and individual jazz DJs depend on complimentary CDs of 
new releases and reissues, there seems to be little active courting of airplay by record labels in 
the style of record promotion in Pop, R&B, Country, and Indie music. New releases are 
advertised in jazz-oriented magazines and record companies make their artists available for 
interviews with program hosts. Another factor inhibiting the adoption of the Industry 
Philosophy in music programming in general today, is the proliferation of independent labels 
and artist-produced recordings. Rather than the small number of voices attempting to influence 
music consumption of the past, radio programmers face a daunting number of new releases.  
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In today's recording environment, a large amount of music is released by artists without a 
record label, or on their own record labels. An artist may hire a publicist in an effort to get their 
release noticed, reviewed, and in the hands of radio station programmers and record labels will 
do this as a matter of course. Hiring a publicist is a considerable expense, and the alternatives 
are to use a cheaper and less individualized service—one that, for example, simply sends CDs to 
radio stations on its list—or to attempt to manage their own publicity. Where record labels 
once dominated that scramble for the "ear" of programmers, independents and self-promoting 
artists account for a much larger share of the record releases than in the past. 
For the programmer, positioning oneself along the aesthetic-research axis literally means 
mediating between one's own judgment of musical worthiness and audience research. For the 
individual DJ, this may mean operating within a dialectic that pits the DJs tastes against what is 
known, or assumed, about the audience's preferences. Of two DJs that like Cecil Taylor, one 
may be afraid the audience will find Taylor's music unpalatable, while another may be certain 
that the audience, if properly prepared, will hang in there. A student DJ with the same 
reservations may find themselves on the air at WKCR (New York) during a Cecil Taylor festival, 
or a WBGO host may want to commemorate Taylor's birthday but be unable to find an 
approved track in the library. In these last two cases, the aesthetic criteria or audience research 
have not been left to the individual, but rather have been enforced by powers outside the 
programmer's control. WKCR is a station that is committed to playing experimental music and 
thus creates an aesthetic environment that does not discourage, and sometimes requires, the 
playing of such music.  WKCR's outlook is that their audience is willing to listen to adventurous 
music and has much less interest in research aimed at increasing the audience. On the other 
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hand, WBGO's aesthetic boundaries are embodied in its approved library, hourly format 
structure, and other procedures, all of which been influenced by audience research. One way of 
considering the aesthetic-research axis is to think of the institutional position or ideology as 
shortening or lengthening one end or the other by placing a hard limit. 
By considering past DJ-programmers, some useful insights can be gained from discursive space 
analysis. As relative free-agent programmers on MOR (middle of the road) commercial AM 
radio stations as late as the 1970s, both Felix Grant's and Harry Abraham’s programming 
philosophies (discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, "Jazz with Ads") can be located on the 
upper half of Ahlkvist’s discursive plane (Figure 1). Each had a strong “musicological” sense of 
what music was worth playing on their programs and neither gave any evidence of paying 
attention to audience research data. And although each host had extensive industry contact—
free records, PR information, publicist-arranged artists’ interviews—their statements make 
clear that their own esthetic judgment and knowledge of their audience had the most impact 
on their programming choices. In Grant's case, he acknowledged delivering jazz to his evening 
audience despite of itself. 
I would play Sinatra, who was very big then, but I would play the hipper things 
that Sinatra did that nobody else was playing. And they might know Nat Cole 
singing “Mam'selle,” but I would play Nat and the King Cole Trio playing 
“Oregon.” And I'd play Fats Waller and Oscar Peterson. And the non-jazz fan for 
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the most part wouldn't really know that it was jazz. He just heard good music, 
music that wasn't really played much anywhere else.49 
Grant's consideration of his audience's, and his station's, limited appetite for jazz limited his 
ability to follow his own aesthetic tastes in jazz and places him in Region II (Figure 1). Abraham 
showed similar constraint with regard to his overnight jazz program in a letter to a budding DJ. 
“The closest that you will come to hearing commercial music [on Abraham's program] is at the 
very beginning and very end of the program. These are transition periods, when that ‘other’ 
audience is at its peak. The closest to avant-garde will come between 2:30 and 4:00 a.m. 
because ‘they’ are minimal at those times.”50 Note that Abraham's tastes, though muted, come 
through here. "Commercial music" is not a compliment from Abraham, and it probably included 
anything from rock to R&B to jazz played on electric instruments. In the same letter, in addition 
to audience orientation, Abraham expressed empathies that demonstrated an industry 
orientation as well, though showing more loyalty to the artists, than the record companies. 
I lean toward the current releases because those are the ones that most benefit 
the artist and are most representative of where he is at this moment. If I know 
Miles is coming to town and I play Kind of Blue, someone who is unfamiliar with 
his present garbage is going to be pissed. Kind of Blue is great music but it bears 
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as much relevance to 1975 as the tooth fairy. I play it because it is good music, 
but aren't I better off playing Woody Shaw? Who needs the exposure more?51 
With his tastes significantly less muted here, Abraham explains why he would play the current 
releases of Woody Shaw, whose music at that point was more to his liking anyway, to the past 
and therefore non-representative music of Miles Davis. This industry orientation, if not enough 
to pull Abraham into Region I, at least moves him closer to the center of the upper half plane 
than Grant. 
Turning to non-commercial radio, the programming philosophies of community and student-
run college programmers, and their counterparts on public radio, could not stand in more stark 
relief. The free spirits of the former are almost completely free to follow their own aesthetic 
judgment, subject only to the limits of station policy. These programmers operate with little or 
no concern for ratings or continuity with adjacent radio programs. As a result, these 
programmers operate far into the upper half of the discursive space, close to the aesthetic axis 
as there is relatively little industry contact—there are still free CDs, but hosts are supportive of 
new artists and new releases—and almost no concern for “leaving the audience behind.”  
Public radio is significantly more structured and its programmers do not have the same latitude 
to air whatever music they want. Indeed their format guidelines and approved playlists reflect 
significant underlying research, bringing discursive regions III and IV into play. Early jazz is rarely 
heard both because of its old-fashioned style and lack of fidelity, except on programs with a 
historical focus. Instead, music conforming to the styles of jazz’s “common practice era”—from 




the late 1930s to the late 1960s meets audience expectation. Free jazz, atonal music, and 
energy music is conspicuously avoided. This divide regarding public radio playlists mirrors the 
pedagogical divide noted in “Jazz ‘Training: John Coltrane and the Conservatory,” where David 
Ake ponders how the reverence of John Coltrane in jazz pedagogy does not extend to his late-
period work—starting with the LP Sun Ship.52   
Veteran jazz broadcaster Maxx Myrick confirms most of the claims made above. Myrick was 
one of the pioneers of jazz programming on satellite radio, another highly formatted, 
narrowcast medium that attracts loyal audiences. Myrick made the following observation. 
I think the music that non-commercial/college radio stations play reflects 
the area and the personality of the presenters on those stations. It seems 
to me that a lot of times, the music played is a combination of music or 
artists that they are passionate about and music that record 
promoters/record labels send and "encourage" them to play. The 
trades/charts, i.e. Jazz Week, Jazz Times, DownBeat and JazzIz also play a 
role. In the case of Sirius XM, I believe there are other factors, like 
corporate oversight that requires justification of music added. That's just 
my two cents, when I created XM 70, I just played what I thought was 
great music and tried to play as much new music by current artists as 
possible. I'm told that this has changed since I left and the merger with 
Sirius. It is my understanding that the new Program Director has to deal 
with at least two layers of oversight involved in the decision making 
process for choosing music for the channel. The Sr. VP is a rock guy, who 
has oversight of jazz, blues and classical and Latin VP, who has oversight 
of the jazz PD. [program director]53 
From Myrick’s comments it can be seen that in highly structured organizations significant 
bureaucratic policy-making and oversight is involved in radio programming. In such 
organizations, information, in the form of research, and industry alliances play important roles 
in determining program content. 
                                                     
52 David Andrew Ake, Jazz Cultures (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 112-145. 
53 Personal communication with Maxx Myrick, 11 December 2009. 
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Jazz is a music whose adherents, to varying degrees, revere the old while celebrating the new. 
The most innovative of artists in this field, when questioned, will offer favorite figures in the 
music going back many generations. In this regard, all jazz programmers can be expected to 
play recordings by past greats and established artist, and in that regard can expected to 
produce programming influenced by aesthetic impulses. Two essential differences distinguish 
the progressive from conservative jazz broadcaster. The progressive impulse is marked by a 
commitment to displaying the work of new artists and, more importantly, in a variety of styles 
both new and old. The second characteristic of progressive programming is the willingness to 
approach and cross the boundaries that set off who is and is not in jazz.  In contrast, the 
conservative programmer reinforces the established jazz canon, and the new artists they play 
typically fit comfortably within the stylistic mainstream of that canon.   
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Chapter 2. Jazz is on the Left End of the FM Dial: Missions and mission 
statements, precursors, models, and ownership 
Station ideology corresponds to musical ideology 
Radio station programming reflects, to a certain degree, the worldview of the license holder, 
assuming the license holder is actively engaged in the station. This is a big assumption, 
especially in the case where the university holds the license but students and other volunteers 
run the station. With commercial radio, the ideology of the market place can result in 
programming, particularly music programming, which may be personally repugnant to the 
station owner and the management team, but satisfying in terms of financial performance. 
While it seems safe to assume that a university would consider its radio station as an extension 
of its academic mission, for many noncommercial stations a more concrete source of its 
intentions exists in the form of mission statements.  
Public radio stations include several ownership and operational models including those licensed 
by independent non-for-profit corporations or foundations such as WETA (Washington, DC), 
WHYY (Philadelphia), WGBH (Boston) or WBGO (Newark), those affiliated with private and state 
universities such as WGLT (Illinois State University), KCRW (Santa Monica College), KPLU (Pacific 
Lutheran University), WAMU (American University), or WUOM (University of Michigan), or with 
state or municipal bodies such as WABE (Atlanta Board of Education) or WSCI (Charleston, 
South Carolina Public Broadcasting). In addition to the big public radio stations are community 
radio stations such as WRFG (Atlanta) or WYEP (Pittsburgh) operated by grass-roots 
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organizations and university radio stations that are licensed and operated largely by students 
such as WKCR (Columbia University) and WRCT (Carnegie Mellon University), any of which may 
occasionally run a national program on an a la carte basis. Finally, almost in a category of their 
own are the stations of owned by the Pacifica Foundation including KFPA and KPFB (Berkley), 
WPFW (Washington) and WBAI (New York) that mix local and satellite programming and 
combine aspects of the grass-roots community station and the public broadcasters. Any of the 
stations in these categories are likely to air classical or jazz music, as well as many other genres. 
For example, very few student-run stations will be formatted exclusively in one music genre, 
but will rather have music programs reflecting the tastes of individual show hosts; nor would 
these volunteer hosts normally have more than one timeslot per week. College radio, perhaps 
best known as incubators of indie rock and alternative music, in particular has emerged over 
the last twenty years as the body of stations most open to experimental jazz music, and the 
publicity managers at jazz labels that feature experimental music concentrate their efforts 
there rather than public sector jazz stations, except for the specific DJs that they know are 
receptive to this music.1  
Noncommercial Radio in the United States 
Broadcasting in the United States is dominated by commercial interests, as are almost all other 
sectors and services. Public policy-making in the formative years between 1925 and 1934, 
greatly influenced by American pro-private enterprise ideology and the domination of the 
political process by the superior resources of corporate interests, declined to use the public 
ownership model exemplified by the BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) but rather, while 
                                                     
1 Yulan Wang, personal communication, 3 December 2012. 
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acknowledging the public ownership of the airwaves, granted private parties to operate radio 
stations "in the public interest."2  
The taxonomy of U. S. noncommercial radio stations reflects two historic movements opposed 
to commercial radio orthodoxy: the 1920s educational radio movement, and the freeform or 
underground radio movement of the 1960s and 1970s. Both movements lamented radio's 
wasted potential; the failure to educate, enlighten, and disseminate "good" culture became the 
concern of the former, and a numbing standardization of sanitized, staid, and socially irrelevant 
content was the complaint of the latter. In between stood progressives like the Pacifica 
Foundation, keenly interested in making a place on radio for diverse points of view but which 
had a history of contention between disseminating "cultured" programming and serving 
grassroots activism. In contrasting the ideology of the BBC Third Programme—Great Britain's 
richly funded model; an ideal to American educational broadcasters—to that of mainstream 
American educational radio, and the stations of the Pacifica Foundation, Jack Mitchell writes 
Like the Third Programme and mainstream American educational radio, 
the Pacifica stations provided an outlet for those with something 
important to say, even if few people were interested in hearing it. Like 
the other two, Pacifica existed more for the sake of the broadcaster than 
for the sake of the audience. However, the broadcasters whom Pacifica 
served differed. Broadcasters on the Third Programme or on American 
educational radio represented the artistic and academic establishment. 
They lacked a popular following because their ideas or works were too 
elite, too esoteric, too abstract, too “boring” for popular tastes. Pacifica’s 
broadcasters lacked a popular following because their ideas or works 
were outside the mainstream, more radical than elite. No institution was 
                                                     
2 Unlike other nations where many commonly and widely needed services such as telephone (operated by the 
postal authority in many countries), transportation, and power were at least initially treated as public utilities, in 
the U.S. this situation is largely the reverse. While there are some significant examples of municipal water, power, 
and Internet providers, and of course public roads, largely U.S. governmental ownership has been the case only 
when commercial investors walk away, such as in the takeovers of municipal and interstate transit systems. 
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more establishment than the Third Programme, and the educational 
radio stations of America’s colleges and universities were similarly 
respectable. Pacifica was decidedly antiestablishment. It depended not 
on funding from an educational institution, but on direct contributions 
from its listeners. Pacifica did share with the Third Progamme and 
American educational radio the belief that presenting important 
programming was enough, that reaching substantial audiences with that 
important programming was desirable, of course, but not essential.3  
What does it mean to "exist for the sake of the broadcaster" rather "than for the sake of the 
audience?" High minded mission statements and invocations of "serving the public interest" 
aside, it would seem that all broadcasting serves the purposes of the broadcaster—but perhaps 
not.  Station managers who despised rock and roll programmed it with commercial success in 
the 1950s, as their successors eventually (and reluctantly) began to program hip hop in the late 
1980s. And as we will see in "Jazz with Ads," financially desperate station owners switched to 
black appeal formats without any notion of providing service to the black community, but 
rather to exploit an underserved audience segment.  Therefore, it appears there is some 
tangible distinction between being in broadcasting with the goal of profit, no matter what it 
takes, and being in broadcasting with a mission to make certain program content available to 
listeners as, for example, religious broadcasters do. For noncommercial broadcasters this 
binarism around programming philosophy—"mission vs. market"—endures. In Mitchell’s 
context, program content “for the sake of the broadcaster” means content that appeals to the 
programmer’s aesthetic sense of what should be shared with the audience, while the proof of 
content “for the sake of the audience” lies in the ratings. 
Mitchell implies that the programmers of the BBC Third Programme, and generally U. S. 
noncommercial radio are committed to presenting programming that "should" be heard, rather 
                                                     
3 Mitchell, "Lead Us Not into Temptation: American Public Radio in a World of Infinite Possibilities," 409-410. 
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than that which will attract a large audience. For these broadcasters, "reaching substantial 
audiences" was "desirable, of course, but not essential."4 This is an essential difference 
between commercial and non-commercial broadcasters; a signature of commercial 
broadcasting is the temporality of its programming content.5  Sociologist Paul Lazarfeld and 
behavioral psychologist turned CBS radio and television executive Frank Stanton considered this 
mission vs. market tension between programming intent and business imperatives in an early 
academic study on broadcasting.  They considered 
the question of what relationship should exist between the wants of the 
audience and the cultural function of the industry. In order to keep 
financially alive, the industry must serve the largest possible number of 
people. But in order to best serve the whole community, the industry 
should be the voice of its intellectually and morally most advanced 
sector.6 
Lazarfeld and Stanton were writing in 1949, when television was finally free of World War II-
imposed delays and poised to unsettle both network radio and the film industry. The vigorous 
cultural debate over how to use radio from between the wars was still a fresh memory.  Both 
writers are, at this point, working from inside academia, and hence express sympathy for the 
'mission' side of the debate. (Later Stanton would rise to lead CBS and, while often playing role 
                                                     
4 Ibid. 
5 Commercial radio stations sometimes make abrupt format changes (such as WRVR's conversion from jazz to 
country in 1978—see chapter 3) and cable television networks, organized and launched largely around 
programming concepts notoriously drift from those concepts, often without a corresponding name change. For 
example, Bravo and A&E were once high-culture oriented channels. 
6 Alan G. Stavitsky, "From pedagogic to public: The development of U.S. public radio's audience-centered 
strategies—WOSU, WHA, and WNYC, 1930-1987, Ph.D. dissertation, 1990, The Ohio State University, 21. 
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of industry statesman before Congress and regulators, would preside over the leading network 
in an industry famously derided by FCC chairman Newton Minnow as a "vast wasteland.") The 
principle they espouse here resonates with the current thinking in noncommercial 
broadcasting; stay financially alive in order to stay in the game. For both the frustrated 
educational broadcasters and the future underground broadcasters, the long-delayed 
actualization of FM radio in the 1960s provided a path to breakthrough. Long before that 
however, educational and cultural institutions had attempted to get a piece of the radio action, 
but were largely turned back in a string of public policy battles between 1927 and 1934. 
The notion of using radio for educational purposes was present at the birth of broadcasting in 
the 1920s along with a wide range of other speculative radio pioneers and adventurers, 
including department stores, police departments, and high schools. The corporate commercial 
broadcasting structure that emerged was hardly the most certain evolutionary path at the birth 
of the medium. As late as 1926 about one-half of all US stations were "operated to generate 
publicity for the owner's primary enterprise, while one-third were operated by nonprofit 
groups for eleemosynary purposes. Only 4.3 percent of US stations were characterized as being 
'commercial broadcasters,' while a mere one-quarter of US stations permitted the public to 
purchase airtime for its own use," and this meant purchasing blocks of time, not spot 
advertising.7 
The potential of network broadcasting—in apportioning programming costs, accumulating mass 
audiences and monetizing that audience— had been demonstrated as early 1921 when a 
                                                     
7 Robert Waterman McChesney, Telecommunications, Mass Media, and Democracy: The Battle for the Control of 
U.S. Broadcasting, 1928-1935 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 3. 
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patched together network carried the Jack Dempsey-Georges Carpentier prizefight. Few people 
had personal radios at the time, so receivers were set up in auditoriums and halls which 
charged admission; a method revived in the closed-circuit television fights of the 1960s and 
1970s before there was cable and satellite pay-per-view technology. In subsequent years 
modest networks were arranged to carry sponsored programs—The Eveready Hour (1924), The 
Atwater Kent Hour (1925), Betty Crocker Home Service Talks (1925)—and sporting events—the 
1923 Rose Bowl, the Dempsey-Gene Tunney fight in 1926 (sponsored by Royal Typewriter), 
leading to the formation NBC (National Broadcasting Company) in September 1926.8   
NBC was created as part of web of radio-interested companies that reach an accommodation 
on sharing radio related technologies, markets, and patents, and represented their investment 
in the future of network radio. The rapidly growing power and influence of highly profitable 
network broadcasting soon dominated the formative regulatory discourse in the form of the 
Radio Act of 1927 and the Communications Act of 1934. Armed with these pro-industry 
regulatory tools and backed up by industry-friendly regulators at the FCC, the first wave of 
educational broadcasters was all but crushed.  In 1923 educational institutions held more than 
ten percent of all broadcasting licenses, but by 1937, 164 of the 202 licenses obtained by 
educational institutions had expired or been transferred to commercial broadcasters, although 
disillusionment on the part of the educators, who underestimated the operating expenses 
associated with broadcasting while overestimating its benefits, was at least partly to blame. 
Educational institutions thought radio would boost enrollment or result in must-hear listening 
                                                     
8 Gomery, 16-17. 
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of lectures on philosophy and agricultural science or even become a vehicle for educational 
fundraising.9  
It was precisely the fungibility of programming—the lack of mission—that worked in the favor 
of the commercial broadcasters. In the context of the political climate between the wars and 
the attendant fear of socialism and a rising awareness of the science of propaganda, the 
commercial forces succeeded in spinning all "message" broadcasting—whether that message 
was labor solidarity, advocacy of classical music, or religious zeal—as being ideological while, as 
Terry Eagleton points out, the ideological position of claiming no ideology is overlooked.10 With 
this view, one might describe the unspoken or ex-communicated ideology of that time to be 
one of marketplace valorization. Regarding this almost religious devotion to commerce, 
Baudelaire remarked that the American has “a child-like faith in the omnipotence of 
industry.”11 The federal policy of favoring the "non-ideological" commercial stations over the 
now suspect noncommercial broadcasters was evident in the FRC's handling of disputes 
between commercial and noncommercial stations that shared frequencies. Such cases almost 
always were decided in the favor of the commercial enterprise. 
Educational broadcasting limped along throughout the network radio era on the several dozen 
AM stations that survived. Television shifted CBS, NBC, and ABC's focus away from radio and in 
the 1950s, as the revenue potential of network television broadcasting started to unfold, the 
corporations that dominated it became decreasingly concerned with radio. Their inattention or 
                                                     
9 Witherspoon et al., A History of Public Broadcasting, 6.; Christopher H. Sterling and John M. Kittross, Stay Tuned: 
A History of American Broadcasting, (Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002).  
10 Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction. 
11 Charles Baudelaire, “Edgar Allen Poe, his Life, and Works,” Baudelaire: Selected Writings on Art and Artists, 
trans. P. E. Charvet, (Hamondsworth: Penguin, 1972), 165. 
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indifference to policy matters regarding radio eventually allowed a number of changes to the 
status quo of radio’s structure. Before this, FM broadcasting had been artfully obstructed by 
the powerful commercial radio networks, which were based on AM technology and a huge 
embedded base of AM receiving sets, but by the late 1950s approximately one thousand FM 
stations had received licenses and commenced operation.  About 16% of the stations were 
educational. The small concession of setting aside 20 MHz (from 88 to 92 MHz) of the FM 
broadcast band in 1945 for non-commercial broadcasting would later prove pivotal to the 
structure of noncommercial radio as we know it today.12  
In addition, FM radio was easily adapted to provide stereo broadcasting and that, in 
conjunction with stereo LP records, a post-war hi-fi boom, and aggressively high fidelity 
recording techniques caused a disaffected and dispersed group of radio enthusiasts to see in 
FM the opportunity for a better radio model, underground or freeform radio. This disaffection 
with the state of the radio art was in reaction to the direction post-network era radio had 
taken, and the lack of access to radio for youth culture. The ranks of radio station owners, 
managers, and executives would be dominated by men who had been young in the 1940s and 
1950s but were now middle-aged. They had conceded a place for rock and roll when they 
implemented the Top40 concept, but were much slower to accept the antiestablishment music 
trends of the 1960s. 
As had been foreseen by network radio executives, television broadcasting did in fact cripple 
their radio businesses.  The redefinition of radio as a local rather than national service included 
the gradual adoption of formatted programming over omnibus schedules. However, the radio 
                                                     
12 Silver Anniversary Report: For the Fiscal Year 1959 (Washington: Federal Communications Commision, 1959). 
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of the pre-cable television era was hardly the micro-formatted industry it is today and it still 
clung to belief in audience size. With youth oriented Top 40 radio concentrating exclusively on 
pop hits, and the adult-oriented MOR (middle of the road) and "beautiful music" formats 
featuring adult popular music and bland instrumentals respectively (though "beautiful" music 
also appealed sonically to hi-fi enthusiasts and was an early utilizer of the underappreciated 
stereo and high-fidelity capabilities of FM), there were few places to hear new and adventurous 
long-form rock and cutting edge comedy.  In the early 1960s, an alternative or underground 
radio movement began to emerge.  
The underground radio movement had roots as deep as the entire history of radio. When 
governments began licensing stations, ostensibly to manage interference, there were 
immediately rogue, pirate, or merely unlicensed amateur broadcasters who for various reasons 
wished to operate outside of government sanction. Pirate broadcasters would shift physical 
locations, operating hours, and transmission frequencies to avoid official sanctions. While a 
subset of pirate broadcasters operated for commercial gain—typically these stations would 
operate on a stable frequency with fixed hours but from within the borders of a disinterested 
nation and beam their programs across the border—most wanted simply to reach a small 
audience with their own notions of programming, whether music or speech. The underground/ 
alternative broadcasters of the 1960s sought opportunities wherever they could find it. They 
licensed and built commercial radio stations where they could, particularly on the West coast, 
and their ideas found homes on many college radio stations. The college stations were ripe for 
takeover in the pre-NPR era in which many such stations were dusty extensions of speech 
departments and educational programs were usually recorded faculty lectures. 
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The CPB, established by the Johnson-era Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 to promote the 
growth and development of public broadcasting, established criteria for grants to stations and 
program acquisition costs. In essence these criteria create a two-tier structure of 
noncommercial stations, those in the Public Sector tier, and those not. Although the term 
“noncommercial” may bring forth a single familiar station in the mind of listeners, it is 
worthwhile to try to distinguish between the different types of non-commercial radio stations, 
because their organization, operation, and audiences determine a great deal about the music 
they play.  
This study distinguishes five ownership and or staffing classifications: (1) professionally staffed 
university owned radio stations, (2) professionally staffed stations not affiliated with 
universities, (3) student or volunteer staffed university owned or affiliated stations, (4) 
community radio stations, and (5) Pacifica Foundation stations. Most of the time (1) and (2) will 
be combined and described as "public" radio or public sector stations. University stations 
operated by students and volunteers will be referred to as "college" radio stations and both (4) 
and (5) will sometimes be called "community" radio stations. 
Public Sector or CPB-qualified radio stations 
The most familiar and listened-to noncommercial stations are the public radio stations, which 
tend to air national programming distributed by NPR, APR (American Public Radio), or PRI 
(Public Radio International). Public sector radio stations tend to be among the largest of 
noncommercial radio stations, in terms of operating budgets, professional (paid) staff size, and 
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coverage area due to having the greatest ERP (effective radiated power).13 They are also the 
largest in terms of listening audience. These stations are typically CPB-qualified meaning their 
governance, financial structures, and audience size meet the requirements set by the CPB for 
modest government support. CPB grants may offset program acquisition costs (such as to air All 
Things Considered, A Prairie Home Companion, or This American Life), program origination 
costs, or assist stations with improvements to technical facilities, fund community projects, or 
pay for professional services.14  Because of the high cost of national programs, public radio 
stations tend to have large, multimillion-dollar budgets, extensive on-air fund raising, and 
professional on-air, operational, fundraising, and managerial staffs, supplemented by 
volunteers.  
According to currently accepted radio research, news and information programs draw the 
largest audiences, the audiences that listen during the most dayparts,15 and those that are 
considered the most loyal in terms of contributions. As well, because the of the perception of 
public radio's news and information audiences as potential decision makers with above average 
incomes, public radio news and information programs have sustained marked growth in 
underwriting revenue. Because news and information programs are more expensive to 
produce—this is especially true if the public radio station decides to make local news reporting 
a feature of its programming—they cost more to acquire and a recursive relationship can be 
established where expensive programming is a needed to attract the listener and underwriting 
                                                     
13 ERP takes into account transmitter power, antenna height, and antenna design. 
14 The ability to use Federal funding to pay NPR fees has been threatened by some in Congress recently. (WGLT 
2011 Annual Report) 
15 Radio ratings are divided into five dayparts: 1) morning drive time (6:00 am – 10:00 am), 2) midday (10:00 am – 
3:00 pm), 3) evening drive time (3:00 pm – 7:00 pm), evening (7:00 pm – 12:00 midnight), and 5) overnight (12:00 
midnight – 6:00 am). 
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revenue needed to pay for them. It is this tension between the governing boards and the 
market-sensitive managers and the mission sensitive managers and programmers that plays a 
constant backdrop to other forms of station politics.  
WBGO 
Newark's WBGO is one of the leading jazz broadcasters in the United States and worldwide on 
the Internet. WBGO's location in the New York City market gives it access to the musicians of 
what has traditionally been considered world's largest and most important jazz community. The 
station is licensed to Newark Public Radio, Inc., and is a professionally staffed public sector 
station unaffiliated with an educational institution, although its license was acquired via a 
friendly transaction from the Newark, New Jersey Board of Education. WBGO's schedule is 
almost entirely jazz programming. Its daily programming consists overwhelmingly of DJs playing 
records. Monday through Friday there is a small block of national jazz programs that air in the 
post-rush hour period, 6:30-7:30 pm, several of these programs produced at WBGO for national 
distribution, and a small strip of public affairs programs each day before the evening jazz 
programs.  
WBGO is on the large side of public radio operations, with thirty-two full-time and eighteen 
part-time employees, along with approximately two hundred volunteers, 2010 operating 
revenues of $5.5 million, and operating expenses of $4.9 million.16 By comparison, WNYC (New 
York), a major producer (and purchaser) of national news, information, and cultural programs is 
                                                     
16 WBGO IRS 990 filing 2011. 
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basically ten times the size of WBGO. WNYC has more than 450 employees, and had operating 
revenues of $53.4 million and $52.8 million in operating expenses in 2010.17  
The mission statement of WBGO makes explicit reference to jazz but, relative to some other 
radio stations, this language makes few explanatory claims about why jazz is important. 
WBGO is a publicly-supported, cultural institution that champions jazz 
and presents news to a worldwide audience through radio, other 
technologies and events.  
Organizational values that guide WBGO in accomplishing its mission are:  
 A belief in the vibrancy and continuance of jazz as a cultural art 
form 
 Educational outreach is an important part of the station's 
programming 
 A diverse, open workplace that supports the development and 
enhancement of the staff's talents and skills 
 Listeners, members and the general public deserve to be treated 
with respect, quality service and information 
WBGO takes advantage of its location to present in-studio interviews, sponsor concerts and 
events in New Jersey and New York, and uses its access to the New York jazz community to 
produce its own national programs such as Live from Jazz at Lincoln Center, Jazzset, and Jazz 
From the Archives (of The Institute for Jazz Studies). 
                                                     
17 WNYC IRS 990 filing 2011. WNYC operates three stations, WNYC-FM, WNYC-AM, and WQXR-FM. WQXR is the 
home of WNYC's classical music programs. 
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Despite the quantity of jazz heard on WBGO, the station has been criticized for programming a 
narrow range of music, as was subconsciously indicated in their anniversary slogan, "25 Years, 
Straight Ahead." WBGO has a presentation format standard, described in a 2004 New York 
Times article commemorating that twenty-fifth anniversary. 
Under a system devised about a decade ago by the program director, 
Thurston Briscoe, and the music director, Gary Walker, WBGO sticks to a 
format that seldom ventures into the aurally demanding. Every hour, in 
almost unvarying sequence, hosts must begin with a ''classic 
performance'' like Miles Davis's ''Solar,'' followed by a ''power vocal'' by 
one of a few well-known singers (Lena Horne, Natalie Cole, Carmen 
McRae), followed by a new recording, followed by a slightly older favorite 
(with a heavy emphasis on Latin jazz) and so on.18 
In fact, a recent change to that format is the requirement that the DJ include a Latin jazz 
selection in each hour.19 The narrowing of the WBGO format apparently took place during its 
first decade on the air (1979-1989). Prior to that the station operated more informally, and its 
DJs had more discretion. Today WBGO is not only reticent about programming free or 
experimental music, but also programs relatively little pre-1940s music. About WBGO, Dan 
Morgenstern, former director of the Institute for Jazz Studies and a former WBGO program 
host, despairs, ''Listeners don't get to hear vintage Billie Holiday, no Ellington from before the 
1940's, no classic Lester Young with Count Basie." Based on my listening, Morgenstern 
overstates the case, but there is little pre-1950 music on WBGO. This bias against older music 
may be based on the fidelity and cleanliness of the recorded sound rather than on musical 
principles. Most of the older recordings have a noticeably low fidelity sound compared to music 
recorded after about 1950. Public radio consultants have been promoting ideas of sonic 
                                                     
18 David Corcoran, "25 Years, Straight Ahead: A Radio Success Story," New York Times, 25 April 2004. 
19 Chris Washburne, personal communication. 
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consistency for a more than a decade, describing music more by instrumentation, tempo, and 
mood than by musical features, and WBGO, while not in agreement with some of their 
arguments about jazz matters, does appear to embrace a certain sonic standard.  
Reluctance to program music that deviates from the dominant post-bop swing style is another 
matter. AACM (Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians) member Oliver Lake 
expressed great surprise that "once and only once" a track from his CD Cloth was heard over 
WBGO.20  However, pianist and composer Jason Moran identifies the WBGO weekly program 
"The Checkout," which features new music as "a step forward."21 Josh Jackson's one-hour 
program and podcast is the one consistent show with a wider range of jazz music. "The 
Checkout" program, along with additional content on its own website, features new releases, 
live in the studio or on location performances, and some experimental music. 
WGLT 
WGLT is a noncommercial radio station licensed to a university, but largely operated by a 
professional staff. As with most stations of this type, student participation is largely in the form 
of internships and volunteer activities. Located on the campus of Illinois State University in 
Normal, Illinois, WGLT airs more than 120 hours of locally produced jazz and blues programs. 
WGLT adopted this format in 1992 after recognizing that the four public radio stations that 
served their region were offering a similar mix of classical music and news. By choosing to 
concentrate on jazz and blues, WGLT management selects music that is "not being served and 
                                                     
20 Oliver Lake, private conversation. 
21 Jason Moran, personal communication, 19 October 2012 
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music that could be 'sold' to the administration."22 Jazz and blues, therefore, had the cultural 
standing to represent the University in terms of public service. In fact, the banner on the 
station's website proclaims "WGLT, A Service of Illinois State University." 
 WGLT's fiscal year 2010 operating expenses were approximately $1.5 million, and met those 
expenses with $1.7 million of revenue. The station's listening area is in central Illinois and 
outside of its population centers of Bloomington and Peoria, is largely rural. In 2010 WGLT 
raised roughly $400,000 from listeners and $335,000 from underwriters. Illinois State University 
provided almost $600,000 in direct (appropriations) and indirect (facilities and administrative) 
support, and roughly ten percent of the station's budget was met by CPB community service 
grants.23 WGLT lists seventeen staff members on its website and salaries represented the 
largest portion of its operating expenses, more than $900,000. Of those seventeen, at least 
three employees are directly involved full time in fundraising activities. 
WGLT's mission statement, available on its website, is quite open-ended and content-neutral; 
"WGLT, in partnership with Illinois State University, offers diverse programming on multiple 
platforms for a growing audience."24 In their 2011 financial report, the station's management 
was slightly more specific, indicating that the station's "primary function is to provide 
noncommercial education audio programming to the citizens of Central Illinois." More 
specifically, the station's slogan, since 1992, has been "news, blues and all that jazz."25  In terms 
of published mission statements and financial support, there is a definite if intangible link 
                                                     
22 Jon Norton, WGLT Music Director, personal communication, 19 November 2012. 
23 WGLT 2011 Audit Report 
24 http://wglt.org/about/mission.shtml, accessed 14 November 2012. 
25 WGLT 2011 Audit Report. 
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between the radio station and the University, but the school largely leaves the radio station 
alone. 
Except for three hours of "Morning Edition," and one hour each of "All Things Considered" and 
"Fresh Air," all NPR national news and culture programs, the remainder of WGLT's Monday-
Thursday schedule is jazz music. (There are large blocks of blues programming on Friday and 
Saturday nights.)  WGLT devotes weeknights between 7 and 9 pm to jazz programs with themes 
such as interview features, big band swing, or show tunes. More than most stations, the 
musical offerings across the local programs are consistent because Music Director Jon Norton 
creates all the playlists for the jazz and blues programs, and the dedicated jazz and blues 
Internet streams. 
Norton chooses music that is "swinging and melodic." He is unapologetic in programming for a 
general audience and not, as he terms them, "the jazz police," who in his market tend to be jazz 
musicians and the occasional music faculty member. Norton was expansively candid about his 
criteria for jazz he selects for WGLT. 
We get a lot of grief within the industry on how tight we are with what 
we define as the jazz we can play within the cornfields of Illinois. Our 
base is the jazz has to swing and it's gotta be melodic. But what I found a 
few years ago when I went to a jazz radio convention out in Syracuse was 
my definition of melodic and other people's definition of melodic is wildly 
extreme. Basically our definition of melodic is "can you sing or hum along 
to it?" If you can't it doesn't fit our definition of melodic. Does it have to 
swing? No. Especially here in the last year  where I've been given a little 
more leeway into what I can play I've ventured on to a little more worldly 
sounding jazz , a little more contemporary things, not smooth jazz, but 
something that don't necessarily fit the definition of swing. But in general 
it has to have some kind of melody or groove to it, something you can 
sing or hum along to, something you can tap your toe to. If it's real 
cerebral, if it's real harmonic, if it's real whatever, I stay away from it 
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because...maybe in New York you can get away with that [but] here in 
the middle of Illinois you just can't, you know.  There's just not a big 
enough of a hardcore jazz audience. We have to pull in people who don't 
think they are jazz fans who don't think they like jazz but when they hear 
our jazz because they can sing or hum along to it because its melodic, 
they think "I  like that."26 
The music industry that Norton identifies as having issues with his admittedly narrow 
programming—a review of WGLT playlists finds almost all post-bop music with a generous mix 
of new releases and jazz classics—are his peers at other radio stations, as well as the 
aforementioned musicians in the audience. True to his philosophy, WGLT's music not only 
avoids suspensions of groove, swing, and harmony, it also largely avoids the harmonic and 
rhythmic complexity of bebop and sixties post-hard bop. While Miles Davis's music is frequently 
played, the music of figures like Wayne Shorter, Eric Dolphy, or Andrew Hill are not to be found; 
if Art Blakey or John Coltrane are heard on WGLT, it is most likely on the infectious hard bop 
classics like "Moanin'" or "Dat Dere" or ballad selections like "Lush Life" or "My One and Only 
Love." In this regard, Norton is not so provincial in comparing his latitude with New York 
audience. WBGO is similarly criticized for narrow programming, but WBGO will play Thelonious 
Monk himself rather than smoother performances of his music by others, and will play more 
jarring, fiery hard- and post-bop selections. 
Community stations 
Community radio stations are often tied to progressive politics and social justice movements. 
Rather than having roots in the educational radio movement, they instead emerged from the 
underground radio movement. That is, these radio stations, rather than representing a way of 
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extending the educational mission beyond the walls of educational institutions or a means to 
make the performing arts accessible over the air, are seen by their founders and operators as 
means for social change. Barlow notes that despite the specifics of location or audience 
community stations value a doctrine of access while suffering severe constraints.  
Under the community radio umbrella there are both urban and rural 
progressive white stations, minority stations (Afro-American, Hispanic, 
Native American, multi-ethnic), college stations and even state-supported 
stations…Regardless of their differences, however, all of the community-
oriented radio stations in the US have two things in common: they share 
the same broadly defined ideological orientation and they face the same 
social constraints in their day-to-day operations. In addition to 
community involvement, their ideology champions progressive politics, 
alternative cultures and participatory democracy. Their common social 
constraints include government regulation, station financing, 
organization of resources, and operating in their respective 
environments, i.e. demographic markets.27 
Typically, the community radio station's central goal is providing politically marginalized voices 
access to the airwaves. Its desire to provide a voice to communities politically, economically, 
and socially on the margins of society results in musical programming with an often more easily 
identifiable ideological position. For example, many prominent political and social movements 
of the twentieth century had a body of music associated with them. There were specific songs, 
styles, and artists associated with the Temperance, Sufferance, American Labor, Anti-War, and 
Civil Rights Movements. The 'folk' aspects of folk, country, blues, bluegrass, and even jazz made 
these authentic musics of the people embraceable by progressives, socialists, and communists 
and emblematic of their causes. African- American music forms could be seen as oppositional 
                                                     
27 Barlow, "Community Radio in the US: The Struggle for a Democratic Medium," 83. 
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to the prevailing racial policies, an argument made explicit by Amiri Baraka and Samuel Floyd.28 
Washington, DC's WPFW is a Pacifica Foundation station operating in a community radio 
manner. Its comingling of music and politics was described in a recent news article. 
Music served a conscious-raising purpose. Talk shows were followed by 
jazz; many programs had hybrid formats. “The talk never stops and the 
music never ends” was how some programmers put it, according to 
[Tom] Porter, an early host at the station. Some of the music was headier 
and harder than the handful of other local jazz stations. Jazz was politics; 
politics was jazz. When Elvis Presley died a few months after WPFW went 
on the air, the station didn’t air a tribute, “the explanation going that 
Elvis was a racist who stole his music from black people,” the Washington 
Post reported at the time. 
WPFW’s founders were five years into their struggle to get on the air 
when D.C. gained home rule in 1973, and their station shared the era’s 
DNA. It was a station for a majority black city newly empowered to run 
itself; it was thoroughly ideological, coming just after the civil rights and 
anti-war generations; it was a station for black thought and black music 
and the highest intellectual aspirations of both; it was a space for ideas 
and anxieties—nutty ones, maybe, to the radio-dial wanderer—shut out 
of the mainstream.29 
While the issues of Presley, race, authenticity, and theft are thoroughly muddled, the given 
rationale not only supports the notion of the ideological use of music, but also that an equally 
ideological statement can be created by the music that is not played. The intertwining of music 
and politics to the degree that a radio program becomes difficult to label a talk show or a music 
show is typical of community radio, and strikingly atypical on public radio where comingling is 
largely limited to political satire. 
                                                     
28 Baraka, Black Music, Floyd, The Power of Black Music. The notion of the “changing same” seems consistent with 
the constantly subversive nature of blues, jazz, soul, and R&B which one can always read as opposing the status 
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Finally, for those skeptical of concentrated corporate power and the domination of a market 
capital ideology on all aspects of life in the U.S., to feature these music styles that manage to 
survive despite the disinterest of the music industry is to present an example of an alternative 
value system. Thus it would appear that ideological differences of public and community radio 
stations are as clear as supporting the cultural hierarchy as embodied in the education 
establishment versus supporting the elevation of marginalized culture. 
In reality the distinction between community radio and public radio can be often quite 
indistinct. Over time, some community radio stations evolve into public stations. Pittsburgh’s 
WYEP began in 1975 as threadbare community station with a focus on community access. Via a 
concentration on alternative music programming and ever more professional station 
management and fundraising, WYEP evolved into a CPB-qualified public radio station and grew 
prosperous enough to purchase WDUQ-FM, a mostly jazz formatted, professionally staffed 
public radio station, from Duquesne University, which was no longer interested in supporting 
the station financially. When community stations become more professional, the original 
mission of community access can be displaced by notions of community service, that is, the act 
of bringing programs not offered on other stations is considered itself a public service. Given 
the constant struggle within typical community stations to achieve a level of community 
financial support to fund their barebones budgets, it is not surprising that they will sometimes 
seek to reform their very informal original management structures in order to keep from going 
under. In other instances, the protection of a non-profit “angel” is sought, often with a resulting 




Radio Free Georgia, Atlanta's WRFG-FM, is a good example of a community station that plays a 
significant amount of jazz. Broadcasting about forty hours of blues and jazz per week, its 
current schedule includes programs that feature hip hop, soul, African, Caribbean, bluegrass, 
zydeco, Latin, Indian (Asian), and gospel, in addition to local, national, and international news. 
As is not uncommon for community radio stations, the WRFG mission statement makes no 
mention of music, but instead stresses community access, which the music programs represent. 
WRFG provides a voice for those who have been traditionally denied access to 
the broadcast media and the involvement of a broad base of community 
elements to guarantee that access. In the utilization of the Foundation's facilities 
and in its programs the following communities will receive first priority: 
1. Those who continue to be denied free and open access to the 
broadcast media, 
2. Those who suffer oppression or exploitation based upon class, race, 
sex, age or creed or sexual orientation.30 
According to its website, WRFG has a large seventeen-member board of directors and a 
separate five member community advisory board, but a permanent staff of only two; a station 
administrator and an operations director. In turn these two are guided by respective 
administration and operation committees formed out of subsets of the board of directors and 
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others. Typical of community radio stations, WRFG depends heavily on volunteers as on-air 
hosts and as off-air staff. 
The eclectic program schedule reflects WRFG's commitment to access. Its weekday schedule 
begins with a three hour blues show at 6 am followed by two hours of "R&B from '50s to 
today's latest sounds."31 After a noon hour news and interview program, there is "Hard Knock 
Radio," a "hip hop talk show," and a world music/news/commentary program.  In the hours 
from 4 to 8 pm, before the daily folk and bluegrass hour, WRFG has programs dedicated to 
labor, women, health, African affairs, and youth.  It would appear that jazz is limited to ten 
weeknight, and eight weekend hours on WRFG, but any of the public affairs programs might 
use music as part of the political discourse as described by the producers of Tuesday 
afternoon's "Lambda Radio Report." 
“Lambda Radio Report” is a radio news and entertainment magazine that 
keeps center WRFG's mission. We examine various social justice issues 
such as Poverty, discrimination and other Human Rights 
violation. Through commentaries, interviews, music and poetry we 
examine that issues of the day through the framework of intersectionality 
and Human Rights.32  
Because the station has remained under the control of people committed to the community 
access ideal, even as different people have served on the board, WRFG has avoided the kind of 
mission versus market battles common to other stations. That does not preclude differences in 
                                                     




popularity and fundraising abilities from resulting in internal tensions. A 2003 Atlanta Journal-
Constitution profile of the station made clear that tensions exist, but that the mission reigns. 
The station's anti-corporate, underdog philosophy is both its core 
strength and its weakness. There is constant tension between those who 
raise the most money, such as the relatively apolitical blues staff, and the 
social activists, whose public affairs shows attract far fewer listeners and 
very little money. But there's a richness of sound and opinion heard 
nowhere else on Atlanta radio. “We sometimes pick shows that have 
small audiences because we feel they're important," noted Joe Shifalo, a 
WRFG founder and a board member.33 
The range of jazz broadcast during those eighteen dedicated hours is quite broad. Each evening 
of the 10 to midnight program "Jazz to Soothe Your Soul" has a different host or hosts.  The 
subtitles of the programs are instructive in themselves. 
  
                                                     
33 Ho, Rodney. "Shoestring Radio Scrappy Independent Station WRFG Celebrates 30 Years of Providing a 'Voice for 
the Voiceless'." The Atlanta Journal - Constitution, Apr 30, 2003. 
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Table 2 WRFG Jazz Programs (2013) 
WRFG Program Hosts Description 
Monday "Jazz on 
the Left Hand Side 
of the dial"  
Captain Mellow 
& Brother Ralph 
Rice 
From available playlists, each program has a theme 
or featured artist. For example shows have featured 
current Atlanta musicians. Of three big band 
programs, they featured current big band releases, 
1930s and 40s classics, and an all-Stan Kenton 
program. 
Tuesday "Church 
of Real Jazz"  
Reverend Mike / 
Tawhiyda and 
Nefertari 
No information available 
Wednesday  "The 
Music The 
Movement"  
Vino and Tray 
Parlay 
No information available 
Thursday 
"Ascension"  
John Berard and 
James Ellison 
A show featuring music ranging from John Coltrane 




Rita "Jazz Diva" No information available 
Saturday (AM) 
“Jazz Straight no 
Chaser"  








Jazz Music, Metaphysical Reasoning 
M.A.P.P.T.I.M.E. = Meta-physical Answers and 
Personal/Political Truths Inside Musical Edutainment. 
 
The commitment to programming jazz on WRFG, for the eighteen hours it does, is all the more 
remarkable when considering Atlanta’s importance in as a center of hip hop and R&B music 
production, both well-represented on the station schedule.  In addition, the Atlanta radio 
market has a full-time jazz station in WCLK-FM, "The Jazzvoice of the City," licensed to HBCU 
Clark Atlanta University. 34 While WCLK has a racially diverse audience for its jazz programming, 
it also claims one of the nation’s largest black noncommercial radio audiences.  Atlanta is a 
majority African-American city with a historical black middle class nurtured by the city’s black 
colleges, which include Morehouse, Spellman, and Clark Atlanta. WCLK’s parent institution is 
                                                     
34 HBCUs are Historically Black Colleges and Universities. Most of these institutions were founded during the fifty 
years following the U. S. Civil War with the purpose of providing higher education to African Americans who were 
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part of a mature political insider tradition just as WRFG represents more of an outsider 
position. Unlike WRFG, WCLK does not position jazz as part of overt left-progressive political 
activism.  The WCLK mission statement echoes both the historic mission of all HBCUs in being 
“dedicated to developing and providing professional quality multimedia and broadcast services 
that uplift, educate and inform the Atlanta community and worldwide audience” and the now-
conventional position of cultural institutions regarding jazz—“to increase awareness of the 
significance of Jazz music as an American art form.”35 Rather typically of HBCU college radio, 
the range of jazz styles on WRFG run from smooth jazz and R&B to almost all post-bop styles, 
but not much of avant-garde styles. 
WDNA 
WDNA, "Serious Jazz," is a community radio station in Miami, Florida licensed to the Bascomb 
Memorial Broadcasting Foundation whose sole purpose is to operate the station. Community 
radio stations tend to reflect the diversity of the community in which they are located and 
WDNA is no exception. According to 2010 Census data, Miami-Dade County is 65% Hispanic, 
17% Black, 16 % White, and 1.7% Asian and 51% of its residents are foreign born with 72% living 
in household where a language other than English is spoken.36 Even more than other major 
urban areas, Miami's Hispanic community is itself quite diverse in terms of national origin. The 
countries producing the largest shares of Hispanic Miamians are Columbia 4.6%, Cuba 34.3%, 
Dominican Rep. 2.3%, Honduras 2.2%, Mexican 2.1%, Nicaragua 4.2%, and Puerto Rico 3.7%. 37 
While dominated by jazz, WDNA's music programming still reflects this diversity. According to 
(volunteer) General Manager Maggie Pelleyá, WDNA attracts an ethnically diverse audience 
                                                     
35 http://www.wclk.com/ 
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"quite representative of the South Florida community."38 The weekday schedule includes a 
morning jazz program whose music ranges from mainstream to soul jazz to the occasional 
avant-garde selection, various offerings in the 11am hour, Latin Jazz in the early afternoon, a 
late afternoon drive-time jazz program similar to the morning mix, and another set of once 
weekly programs in the 7pm hour ("Cool Jazz Countdown," "Live from Blue Martini Kendall," 
"Cubaneando," "12th Street Jump" [big band swing], and "Sound Theory Live!" [a funk, soul, 
jazz mix]. Most nights, "Fusion Latina" or "Latin Jazz Quarter" air from 8 to 11 pm, with 
Parlocha's satellite-delivered overnight show completing the broadcast day. On the weekends 
there are reggae, Indian, Brazilian, Afro Pop, and world music programs, along with Saturday's 
"Evening Jazz" which focuses on jazz from the 1940s and 1950s.  
Of its standard schedule, only two hours per week given over to nominally non-music programs 
and this is quite unusual for a community radio station. Like other community stations, there is 
however sometimes a blurring of music and activism. It has been reported that the station can 
be a bit unpredictable—"Tune in WDNA (FM 88.9) on a midweek afternoon and you may hear 
jazz, Latin soul music or poetry readings. Evenings, you may get reggae or an AIDS discussion."39 
Sunday afternoons feature the weekly program in Urdu, the language of India and Pakistan." 
Prior to 1994, WDNA was a freeform community radio station playing a wide range of music 
including blues, gospel, acoustic, folk, and rock as well as jazz and Latin jazz.  
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WDNA's states that its mission "is to provide quality public-centric music, arts, and cultural 
programming to the residents of South Florida and beyond. In an ever changing radio 
landscape, WDNA remains committed to America's Classical Music, alternative voices, and the 
marriage of entertainment with enrichment." Because of the number of hours devoted to jazz, 
and the station's wide range of jazz styles, it is considered by many as one of the nation's 
leading jazz radio stations. According to Pelleyá, "radio is the most effective and free way to 
educate an audience about the richness and diversity of our community."40 
Pacifica Foundation Stations 
Marc Stern describes the Pacifica Radio Network (PRN) as "an alternative and highly politicized 
network of community radio stations and a national news service."41  The PRN is wholly owned 
by the Pacifica Foundation, which was founded in 1946 as the brainchild of news reporter and 
conscientious objector Lewis Hill. Seeking to operate an AM radio station in Richmond, 
California, he instead was able to launch KPFA-FM in Berkeley in 1949.42 Lewis was a Gandhian 
pacifist, and through the Pacifica Foundation he and his colleagues hoped to further post-war 
peace by enabling communications between different peoples.  From the beginning, Pacifica, 
whose radio stations would eventually grow to six, (also including KPFB Berkeley, KPFK Los 
Angeles, KPFT Houston, WBAI New York, and WPFW Washington, DC) operated under a non-
hierarchical management model that while maximizing individual freedom minimized 
organizational discipline and cohesion and left it, again in Stern's words, "fractious," "internally 
contentious," and "prone to conflicts and confrontations." As a result, Pacifica has undergone a 
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series of internecine upheavals—concerning both local station issues and national board versus 
local station conflicts—particularly in the 1950s and again in the 1990s.43 These struggles have 
affected local programming, as is currently the situation at WPFW and WBAI. 
Pacifica's broadcast activities have three major components: the creation of national program 
content such as the newscast "Democracy Now," a network infrastructure for the distribution 
of programs to its stations and others that subscribe to the distribution service, and the local 
programming content of its stations. Most of the Pacifica stations have a free-form 
programming model in which there is little attempt to create any kind of synergy between 
shows—an Irish folk music show may be preceded by a program dealing with personal 
computers, and followed by opera or a blues program. However, the mix and focus of 
programming is unique to each station and is presumably relevant to the needs of the local 
community. For example, WPFW in Washington, DC features a great deal of jazz programming, 
with hip-hop, Caribbean, African, and Southern soul music featured in addition to news and 
public affairs. However one lasting complaint about Pacifica stations is that the programs tend 
to become sinecures, often running for decades until the air host is unable or unwilling to 
continue, and that little effort is made to keep the programming relevant or to appeal to a 
larger audience. (See Table 3 for some examples.) 
WPFW 
WPFW is the Pacifica Foundation station in Washington, DC Founded in 1977.  Until very 
recently, WPFW had programmed over one hundred hours of jazz per week. The station's 
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slogan "Jazz and Justice Radio," indicates the degree to which jazz is seen as political the 
station. The high percentage of music on WPFW's program schedule stood out from other 
Pacifica stations that devoted a far greater share of the program day to public affairs programs. 
Defending the station from intra-Pacifica criticism, early 1990s station manager Leon Collins 
countered that jazz "is a more sophisticated form of social protest music. Jazz people are very 
political."  It is not clear if by "jazz people" Collins meant musicians, the audience, or both, but 
in later in the same interview also employed familiar language lauding jazz's uniqueness. "Jazz 
[is] the classical music of middle-class black America," said Collins, and WPFW was able to win 
the highly-contested license in the DC market because through jazz, WPFW promised to serve 
"a sophisticated, upper-income, educated, and worldly" African-American audience that fit "the 
elitist public radio concept."44 Collins, while invoking language that lays claim to cultural 
standing "classical music," did so not in reference to universal or American values—in fact it is 
significant that he didn't call it "America's classical music," but Black America's classical music—
but to its specific appeal to "worldly," "sophisticated," and otherwise demographically desirable 
audience characteristics. His mention of "elitist public radio" seems to have less to do with 
WPFW's audience than to the way Pacifica framed the proposed service model of WPFW when 
applying to the FCC for the station's license.  
Jazz is certainly not the only music heard on WPFW. Blues music has been programmed during 
the noon hour, and hip-hop and gospel music are also heard during the week. WPFW 
programming has long recognized that there are other communities within the black 
community and has addressed them through African and Caribbean music programs. For many 
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years Saturday programming has heavily featured Southern R&B, black oldies, and Latin jazz. 
Most of the WPFW music programs go beyond entertainment and present community 
announcements and take calls about issues of interest to the audience. WPFW's jazz playlists 
differ as well from most public radio stations. WPFW programmers often play longer tracks, 
somewhat more adventurous and experimental music, particularly in the overnight programs, 
and will juxtapose jazz selections with soul, R&B, or blues numbers. Jazz music with uplifting or 
spiritual themes, overtly political themes, titles, or lyrics, and music and spoken word 
combinations are often heard on WPFW. 
In early December 2012, General Manager John Hughes abruptly announced sweeping changes 
in the WPFW program schedule. The financial reasons for the changes were given in a news 
account: "'We have to stop the hemorrhaging,' said Tony Norman, chairman of the community 
board that oversees the station. 'We’re losing money and audience. We have to make these 
changes.'"45 The WPFW listening audience, which had peaked at in the early 2000s, has 
decreased to about 150,000.46 Furthermore, financial instabilities at Pacifica have stressed the 
WPFW budget (as well as all of the Pacifica stations), which traditionally had been met by equal 
parts listener support, CPB funding (as a station serving a minority audience), and Pacifica 
grants. Although the station earns some income from its originated programs and from 
providing studio services in the Nation's Capital, Pacifica's bylaws forbid corporate 
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underwriting. Today, about 75 percent of the station’s income is anticipated from listener 
support.47 
The proposed (and at the time of writing partially implemented) changes conform to a familiar 
model—to make WPFW largely a news and information radio station during the 6 am- 7 pm 
dayparts, and leave jazz for non-peak listening hours. Even more astonishing to some WPFW 
staffers and supporters, much of the proposed daytime content would be familiar to NPR and 
PRI (Public Radio International) listeners; Cornell West and Tavis Smiley's "Smiley & West 
Show", Michel Martin's "Tell Me More," and "The Takeaway," a PRI program once positioned as 
a "Morning Edition" alternative.  A mix of locally produced and Pacifica programming will 
complete the non-jazz daytime schedule. Any large-scale change to the program schedule is 
met with fierce resistance at community stations, by the displaced program hosts and by the 
loyal, if few, listeners. Inflaming the opposition, or perhaps an attempt to render it a fait 
accompli, there was no public comment or discussion prior to the change. The new schedule 
was announced on a Thursday effective the following Monday. Many displaced show hosts 
were denied even a farewell. 
The reshuffled programming grid, the volunteer hosts slowly learned, 
would largely separate nighttime music shows during the week from 
daytime talk programming—much of it syndicated from other stations 
around the country. Suddenly, D.C.’s community station would feature 
new shows from San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York—and most 
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heretically, in the eyes of some stakeholders, from mainstream 
organizations like National Public Radio and Public Radio International.48 
The motives behind reduction of in the amount and availability of jazz on WPFW literally 
embody the mission versus market tension.  
To Hughes, who’s led the nonprofit WPFW for nearly two years, the 
solution is running a station of musical obsessives and anti-
establishmentarians more like a business—which means, in his telling, 
crafting a less jarring programming schedule that he hopes will bring a 
bigger audience and fill the station’s coffers with more donations.49 
Of course the historical noncommercial radio schedule model was jarring, with blocks of widely 
differing programming in adjacent time periods. WPFW's old daytime schedule alternated jazz, 
feminist programming, alternative health, and local political discussions.  The changes are 
contentious not just because of the loss of favorite programs, but that WPFW's shift signals 
conflict with three embedded values. 1) The station's slogan of "Jazz and Justice" overtly 
indicates the connection between the music and political expression during the stations history. 
Reducing the amount of jazz is seen by some in the community as a refutation of that 
connection. "The talk never stops and the music never ends" was the sentiment of WPFW 
programmers. "Jazz was politics; politics was jazz."50  2) While much of the proposed new 
daytime programming is either locally produced or comes from within Pacifica such as 
                                                     





"Democracy Now," the importation of mainstream public radio programs is viewed with disdain 
as regards the stations commitment to provide access to disenfranchised voices. 3) WPFW has 
identified itself as a black and Latino radio station. The changes at WPFW have to be viewed in 
the greater context of gentrification in the District of Columbia. WPFW was founded when the 
District had a solid black majority.  
To the dissenting programmers, the schedule changes represent a 
betrayal of the station’s mission as a progressive, even radical, alternative 
to mainstream radio and a preserver of jazz, one which particularly serves 
the D.C. area’s black residents.51 
A long-term influx of whites and Latinos has reduced the black majority to 50.7 percent.52 As 
the political system has responded to these new demographic realities, there is a suspicion that 
WPFW is seeking financial stability on the model of the public radio stations that already serve 
the greater metropolitan area, exacerbating the existing tension between black WPFW and 
liberal white Pacifica. At WPFW, jazz has been seen as part of the political message of black 
radio. 
However, as Lazarsfeld and Stanton pointed out in 1949, the industry—or here the station—has 
to attract a large enough audience to stay alive.53 WPFW has been trying to juggle its three 
overlapping audiences for many years: the African-American and multicultural audience, the 
jazz audience, and the liberal-progressive news and information audience. At best the changes 
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will organize these audiences by time of day.  The comments of a thoughtful listener perhaps 
make the case for a bit more professionalism while at the same time endorsing inclusive and 
diverse programming. 
WPFW is essential for the DC community. We simply must have the jazz 
and multi-cultural programming it provides. Also, it offers the unique 
voices of the local community in its commentary. However, the lack of 
practical information, such as local time, weather and traffic is often 
discouraging to listeners. If I really need to know the driving 
landscape/conditions during the morning and evening commutes, I can't 
listen to WPFW during those hours. Volunteerism and radicalism is great, 
even necessary, but professionalism and practicality are also necessary. 
Also - Put Jay Winter Nightwolf back on primetime. Native American 
interests should not be further marginalized.54 
Student-Run College Radio  
As noted above, the college or university radio station has a long tradition in radio 
broadcasting. Pioneer stations like the University of Wisconsin's WHA can trace their origins to 
the earliest experimental days of radio. By 1920, the University already had twenty years of 
experience operating a radio station. What is typical about the early WHA experience is the 
dual mission of providing technical and operational experience to students and providing a 
public service. For the university-affiliated non-commercial stations in the Public Radio sector, 
the educational and service mission assumed a greater priority than student training and 
participation. As has been shown, these CPB-qualified stations, including WHA and the 
Wisconsin Public Radio network, have gone the route of acquiring national programs and 
employing professional staffs.  
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The capital and operating costs of running a radio station are not insignificant and many 
academic institutions have sold or abandoned their stations rather than ante up when faced 
with budget pressures. In other situations, universities have recognized that selling the license 
could provide a one-time infusion of cash.55 Duquesne University in Pittsburgh recently sold 
WDUQ to rising community broadcaster WYEP (and a non-profit partner from Colorado) for $6 
million. The University of the District of Columbia’s WDCU, in Washington, DC, was sold to C-
SPAN in 1997 for $13 million. Both were fulltime jazz radio stations.  
An alternative model to the professionally staffed university station is the college station 
staffed by students and volunteers. Many of these stations began as carrier-current AM 
stations, where radio signals of extremely limited range radiated from the electrical wiring in 
campus buildings. When these stations evolved first to low-power FM—typically 10 watts—
then on to full power stations, the tradition of student autonomy remained.  In most cases the 
license holder is the university or board of trustees but sometimes the student government is 
the licensee. Tradition, formal, or informal agreements allow the students autonomy in 
operating the station, with the host school providing space and utilities. When the university 
holds the license, the level of school oversight can vary tremendously. At minimum, the 
university wants to avoid legal or litigious encumbrances, but they may also have concerns 
about the "image" presented via programming, though most have learned that calling public 
attention to student-run stations will attract new listenership where there was very little to 
start with. In some cases, the political values of student programmers can actually be at odds 
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with the university leaders, such as the case of the Jesuit-affiliated Georgetown University and 
its progressive/alternative rock station WGTB in the 1970s. It was the political conflict between 
WGTB and Georgetown—the station was behaving far too much in the community radio mode 
in those turbulent times—that led University President Timothy Healy to donate—actually they 
sold it for one dollar—the station to UDC in 1979.56 Student radio at Georgetown today takes 
place over closed-circuit and Internet broadcasting. 
Crises and controversies aside, most college stations have a wide variety of programs that 
typically represent the interests and taste of the program host/producers. The on- and off-air 
staff of a college station consists of student and non-student volunteers; usually no host is on 
the air more than once per week because of student time constraints.  
WKCR 
WKCR-FM at Columbia University is a college radio station largely run by students, alumni, and 
outside volunteers. WKCR is known internationally for its jazz programming, especially since it 
has been available as an Internet stream. WKCR is especially well known for its in-depth 
presentation of jazz through multi-hour (and sometimes multi-day) marathon broadcasts 
devoted to important musicians, round-the-clock memorial broadcasts commemorating the 
deaths of major figures, and annual birthday broadcast marathons celebrating the careers of 
the likes of Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, and Lester Young.  Several jazz shows, 
when not pre-empted by special broadcasts, appear daily on WKCR—Daybreak Express, Bird 
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Flight, Out to Lunch, and Jazz Alternatives, usually with different hosts.57 These five programs 
alone account for more than fifty hours of programming per week and there are additional jazz 
programs on the weekend, including "Traditions in Swing" which is devoted to jazz from the 
first half of the twentieth century. Most of the jazz programs feature a variety of jazz styles but 
there are exceptions. "Bird Flight" is devoted exclusively to the recordings of Charlie Parker, 
while the noontime "Out to Lunch" will sometimes play free jazz and experimental music. 
WKCR's current style of jazz programming dates to 1970: 
During the 1970s, the station took on its slogan and commitment to 
providing "The Alternative." WKCR strove to provide a home to music 
that was otherwise absent from the airwaves. In 1970, program director 
Tom Nesi appointed Jamie Katz as jazz director, who then recruited Phil 
Schaap and Sharif Abdus-Salaam, two programmers still broadcasting 
today. Within a year, 40 hours per week of airtime were devoted to jazz. 
The department featured both classic recordings and contemporary live 
performances, including a regular broadcast from the West End, which 
aired from 1977 to 1990.58 
The station features, Latin jazz, African music, bluegrass, and hip hop, but classical music is the 
other major category of music on the program schedule, and WKCR's classical programming 
tends towards twentieth century works and early music. The station has a long-standing 
commitment to experimental music. 
The station also resolved to present new compositional and experimental 
music, establishing the New Music Department, which featured diverse 
composers and performers, such as Karlheinz Stockhausen, John Cage, 
and New York Downtown Scene pioneers John Zorn and Zeena Parkins. In 
1987, Cage used WKCR's studio as his extended musical instrument. 
Station DJs passed him opera records from which he played random 
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excerpts while manipulating all the other sound variables controllable 
from the studio.59 
In contrast to public sector WBGO which also serves metropolitan New York City, WKCR not 
only risks audience fatigue by playing a single artist for hours (or even days) at a time, or playing 
all of the alternate takes of a Charlie Parker tune, the station will play both older recordings—
complete with limited fidelity—and avant-garde or experimental music as Travis Jackson 
observed "perhaps because it was less dependent on individual donors or commercial sponsors 
to stay on the air."60 
KTSU 
Radio stations at HBCUs tend to program a great deal of jazz music. For one, jazz is now 
recognized at HBCUs as an important and valuable art form, unlike in earlier times when jazz 
was considered lowbrow and vulgar by educated blacks striving for racial parity. Despite the 
official prohibitions, jazz has historically been popular on HBCU campuses; at dances, with jazz 
loving students during jazz's heyday, and in music department practice rooms despite its being 
banned or discouraged. In short, HBCU radio station programming reflects the idea that jazz 
music is the fruit of a proud and valuable black intellectual and artistic tradition.  
Texas Southern University is a HBCU located in Houston and its KTSU-FM is a leading 
noncommercial radio station. Among its multi-racial listenership is one of the nation's largest 
black audiences.61 Like most HBCU radio stations, the range of its jazz programming extends not 
so much in the direction of experimental music, but towards funk, R&B, and smooth jazz. For 
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example, rather than play the percussive and angular original Thelonious Monk recording of 
"Evidence," one might instead hear a version featuring mellow guitar and strings. As 
Houstonian Jason Moran described the KTSU of the 1990s, "Houston had a great jazz station…it 
wasn't as wild as 'KCR (New York's WKCR), but was the Southern, black version of 'KCR and they 
played a wide spectrum."62 Indeed the station's slogan is "Jazz in all its colors, and a whole lot 
more." KTSU's programming was succinctly described in a 2002 Houston Press article declaring 
it the city's best radio station. 
"Jazz in All Its Colors" is the motto of Texas Southern University's radio 
voice, and they live up to those fine words. Not many stations can boast a 
palette quite like KTSU's rainbow of gospel, jazz (Latin and Anglo), hip-
hop, blues, zydeco, R&B, oldies, soul and reggae. There are also the 
commentaries, profiles and historical reminiscences of Frank Torry, a 
walking, talking compendium of all things African-American in Houston. 
Props also go out to the station for allowing the still-running Kidz Jamm 
on the air way back in 1983, when mainstream radio outlets were 
insisting that rap was just a fad. KTSU knew better than those folks then, 
and when it comes to running a quality radio station, they still do.63 
KTSU drastically increased the amount of jazz it programmed per week when the University of 
Houston's KUHF-FM moved to the fill the classical music void when the commercial classical 
station abandoned the format in 1987.  The station adopted a proprietary and protective 
posture concerning jazz. The management team at the time was quoted, in a news article 
describing the jazz programming as ranging "from the acoustic mainstream of the '50s and '60s 
to more contemporary sounds,” as being "firmly committed to jazz as the central focus of their 
programming," and that "There is so much in terms of the art form of jazz that needs to be 
                                                     
62 Moran. 
63 "Best Radio Station: KTSU-FM/90.9," Houston Press, 26 October 2002. 
http://ezproxy.cul.columbia.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/367691736?accountid=10226.12/
31/2012, accessed 31 December 2012. 
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preserved, since it is America's gift to the world…we need to be the guardians, to preserve its 
past and to promote its future."64 Though the station claimed the widest possible range of jazz 
music as its programming, there were complaints that the station didn't play enough traditional 
jazz, classic jazz, or new music.  
In different ways, student-run and community radio stations stand apart from public radio. 
Community stations often reflect the social activist ideology of community access, grass roots 
empowerment, and opposition to commercial and corporate dominance of their founders or 
the controlling cohort. At these stations, ideology may trump other considerations when 
considering who gets access to the airwaves.  College radio often reflects a mixture of the 
educational values at their institution, and youthful self-discovery in its ideology, mirroring the 
values and experiences of the students and their relationships to music. 
While student broadcasters tend to pass through during their college tenure, very often 
community stations, not being overly concerned with ratings, will experience little or no 
turnover in programs and program hosts. Since the program hosts and producers are 
volunteers, or paid nominal salaries, as opposed to the professional production staffs at the 
largest community stations, they are not likely to leave the market in search of greater 
professional radio opportunities, nor will they be fired for low audience numbers, except in 
time of financial crisis. As Table 3 shows, in is not unusual for programs to remain on WBAI-FM 
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(New York) for several decades, despite the internal warfare that nearly consumed the Pacifica 
foundation and this station in the mid-1990s.65 
Table 3 Some Long-running WBAI (New York) Programs 
Program Subject Matter On WBAI since 
Personal Computer Show Computer industry news, 
hardware and software reviews. 
198466 
Off the Hook The hacker's view of the 
emerging technology, and the 
threats posed by an increasingly 
Orwellian society 
198867 
Weaponry Discussions of modern military 
weapon systems 
198268 
Hour of the Wolf Free-form live radio 
concentrating on the literature of 
science fiction, fantasy, and 
related fields of endeavor. 
197269 
The Midnight Ravers Focuses on the music of a single 
artist each week. 
Before 1987 
Through the Opera Glass Presents recorded opera with an 
emphasis on rarely produced and 
lesser-known work, artists and 
historic recordings of more well 
known works. 
197570 
OutFM (formerly "The Gay 
Show) 
Progressive lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgendered, two-spirit news, 
culture, and activism 
198371 
Where We Live Live public affairs program 
focusing primarily on US political 
prisoners, the prison/industrial 
complex, repressive legislation, 
198872 
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police brutality, etc. 
Stern likened these long on-air tenures to sinecures, noting that one Pacifica host tried to pass 
his show on in his will.73 However, there is program turnover at community radio stations. The 
volunteer hosts sometime lose interest, face personal or financial difficulties that pull them 
away from radio, or relocate. As in academia, workplaces where marketplace measures are not 
paramount often have overheated internal politics and program hosts can find themselves 
maneuvered out of a timeslot. At community radio stations, major changes in programming 
philosophy can be difficult to implement, and this tends to protect if not specific programs, 
then the status quo or program categories.  
Summarizing Non-Commercial Radio Station Types 
Noncommercial radio stations vary in terms of budget size, licensee oversight, professional 
staffing, and institutional affiliation. Large budgets and professional staffs tend to be well 
correlated. Stations find a professional and effective fundraising operation is required to pay for 
expensive programs, in turn these programs, particularly in news, information, and 
entertainment, are seen as essential to attracting a loyal, financially supporting, and non-aged 
audience. Two types of noncommercial radio stations, community radio and college radio 
staffed by students and volunteers, tend to operate with small budgets and relatively little 
financial pressure and largely use locally produced programming at lower cost. These latter 
stations generally value achieving the mission goal of access to the airwaves or presenting 
musical alternatives to commercial radio rather than the market goals of larger audience and 
subscriber bases. Stations on the public radio end of the noncommercial spectrum tend to be 
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more sensitive to a generalized audience sensibility, while those on the community end tend to 
either be sensitive to a more specific audience, or more or less insensitive to audience 
preferences.  In keeping with these different levels of audience sensitivities, public radio 
stations are less adventurous, with a more narrow range of music offerings, while the 
community/ college stations are more adventurous, and offering music that they think should 
be aired. 
There are many ways to classify or group noncommercial radio stations. Table 4 summarizes an 
original scheme chosen to examine differences in jazz music style. It features five station types 
organized by station ownership and staffing. 






Non-University Public  Not affiliated with an education 
institution. Often the license is 
held by an educational 
broadcasting non-profit 
corporation. Managed and 
operated by a professional staff. 
WBGO (Newark),WNYC (New 
York), WGBH (Boston) 
University Public  Licensed to a university, college, 
or board of education. Managed 
and operated by a professional 
staff. 
WGLT (Normal, Illinois), 
WBUR (Boston), WAMU 
(Washington) 
University Student Staffed 
(College) 
Licensed to a university or 
college (sometimes to a student 
government corporation 
instead). Minimal funding by 
school-space and utilities may be 
provided. Staffed entirely or 
almost entirely by students, 
alumni, and community 
volunteers. 
WKCR (Columbia University-
New York City), KTSU (Texas 
Southern University-Houston, 




Community Radio Licensed to a community-based 
non-profit. Very small 
professional staff. Most positions 
volunteer. 
WRFG (Atlanta), WDNA 
(Miami), KMWR (West Marin, 
California) 
Community Pacifica Licensed to the Pacifica 
Foundation. Small professional 
staff. General Manager 
appointed by Pacifica board. 
Most positions volunteer. 
WPFW (Washington), WBAI 
(New York)  
 
The first two types, Non-university Public, and University Public are professionally staffed 
stations that typically are CPB-qualified. These stations tend to have large budgets (greater than 
one million dollars) and need significant membership and underwriting support to stay in 
operation. In having professional staffs, they have active managers that attempt to provide 
audience and revenue growth and who will manage the program schedules and content 
accordingly. The next three types, University Student Staffed, Community Radio, and 
Community Pacifica are staffed by largely by volunteers and feature variety programming. 
Typically these stations have smaller budgets and their fundraising goals are modest due to 
minimal program acquisition costs. On occasion, stations in these categories professionalize; 
university stations will sometimes implement professional management and staffing and 
community stations may fall under the control of a board of directors that implements 
professional management. In addition, some university stations in particular are hybrids, with a 
mix of professional and student or volunteer staff. As discussed, Pacifica stations are hybrids, 
owned by a foundation but operated as local community stations, also with access to national 
Pacifica programming. Of this group, University Student Staffed stations tend to make 
programming decisions based on the student programmers' interests.  
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The classification scheme selected here may be considered too coarse for some research 
purposes. Further, it focuses on how a station is owned, organized and managed. An alternative 
would be to subdivide stations according to program content, or audience characteristics, and 
such a method—borrowed from commercial radio audience research—was extended into 
noncommercial radio beginning in the 1980s. For example, an influential 1992 public radio 
consulting report by David Giovannoni, Thomas J. Thomas, and Theresa Clifford divided a 
survey of 500 noncommercial radio stations into nine different programming cohorts, some 
reflecting combinations of programming types of which Giovannoni's team would ultimately be 
quite critical.  
1. Network News Dominant Cohort 
2. Local Public Affairs Dominant Cohort 
3. Classical Dominant Cohort 
4. Rock, Jazz, and "Other" Music Dominant Cohort 
5. Local Alternative Cohort 
6. Classical, News, and Jazz Cohort 
7. Acquired Eclectic Cohort 
8. Local Eclectic with Folk Cohort 
9. Local Eclectic with Words Cohort. 
1992 Public Radio Audience Cohorts (Giovannoni, Thomas, and Clifford)74 
Under their classification method, which involves an analysis of the stations program listings, 
stations can be listed under more than one cohort. Such multiple memberships are important 
for their later statistical analysis of various measures of audience support. Giovannoni's 
classification differs from that of this dissertation in several important ways, including the finer 
granularity of their 500-station survey. But the principal difference is that in this study of jazz 
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radio, the focus is on station management and organization, rather than programming 
schedule.  
There are several reasons for not using the Giovannoni cohort model. Most importantly, all of 
the stations in this study are playing jazz. To obtain finer distinctions in terms of jazz 
programming would require that stations voluntarily characterize the music they play. It is 
unlikely any station would report that they play “mostly soul jazz, with a few modal classics.” 
Even if they did, the resulting list of mismatched and overlapping labels would be difficult to 
use in a meaningful way. Instead, more objective measures are used to determine a station’s 
programming and staffing. Mission statements are available on station websites as well as IRS 
FORM 990s, filed when the station license is held by a non-profit, 501(c)3 corporation. Detailed 
programming information can be gathered from posted program schedules, playlists, and 
emails from DJs and music directors directed to the jazz programmer’s listserve. 
Giovannoni et al are not, at least in the 1992 report, concerned with details of musical content, 
and they are not concerned with the differences between the jazz programming of a station 
playing big band swing from one programming free jazz. However, it is useful to understand the 
programming cohort model to make use of published research data (such as in Table 6). 
As a first cut, the consultants advised, on the evidence of comparative audience size and 
subscriber yields, that stations unify their schedule essentially around one style—that is that 
cohorts 1-4 outperformed 5-9—even as a large number of stations could be characterized 
under more than one programming cohort. Eventually, the consultants would be concerned 
with the internal consistency of music programming and the two categorization systems, by 
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ownership and staffing and by programming cohort or, eventually, programming model, came 
to represent essentially the same thing. The two models of stations tend to predict jazz 
programming styles (and other things) because the public radio consultants have gained 
traction to a much greater degree in the public radio sector than in the community/college 
sector. Again, the reason is the financial pressure in the public sector has forced an 
accommodation between mission and market, while in the community/college sector mission 
largely prevails over market. The recent changes at Pacifica station WPFW is an example of how 
financial concerns exert pressure on mission objectives. 
Table 5 Comparison of Noncommercial Station Types with Consultant's Programming Cohorts 





WBGO (Newark) Non-University Public Jazz Dominant unchanged 
WGLT (Normal, 
Illinois),  
University Public  Acquired Eclectic Jazz Dominant 





WRFG (Atlanta)  Community Radio Local Alternative/ 
Local Public Affairs 
unchanged 
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76 This column represents the authors best effort to update the cohort classification. 
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WKCR (New York),  University Student 
Staffed 
———————— Eclectic/ Jazz 
Dominant 
KTSU (Houston) University Student 
Staffed 
Jazz Dominant  
WNYC (New York) Non-University Public Classical, News, and 
Jazz 
Network News/ Local 
Public Affairs 
KPLU University Public  Network News 
Dominant 
Jazz Dominant 
WCLK University Student 
Staffed 
  
WDNA Community Radio   
WBAI (New York) Community Pacifica Local Public Affairs  
WBUR (Boston) University Public  Network News 
Dominant 
 
WAMU (Washington) University Public    
WGBH (Boston) Non-University Public Classical, News, and 
Jazz 
News/ Local Public 
Affairs 
KMWR (West Marin, Community Radio   
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Finally, since about 2005, Arbitron, the leading provider of radio ratings (as A.C. Nielsen has 
been for television ratings) has been tracking public radio stations in the following categories, 





Table 6 2012 Public Radio Stations and Listeners by Format (Source: Arbitron) 
Format Stations 
% 
Stations77 % Listeners 
% of Listeners 
earning >$75k 
News/Talk/Information 418 34 49 49.5 
Classical 178 14 16.2 40.6 
News-Classical 230 19 15.6 41.5 
Adult Album 
Alternative 156 13 6.3 37.7 
Jazz 58 5 4.1 34.1 
News-AAA 71 6 3.3 43.1 
News-Music 63 5 2.5 24.9 
News-Jazz 21 2 2 44.8 
Variety Music 40 3 1.2 26.6 
 
1235 
    
Table 6 reports the format breakdowns in public radio in 2012 (although a few community and 
student run stations are represented in this reporting cohort). The dominant format, and the 
fastest growing, is News/Talk/Information, with 34 percent of all stations and almost half of all 
public radio listeners. News/Talk/Information audiences are also the most affluent and it is 
widely believed that airing the leading national programs in this area (All Things Considered, 
Morning Edition, Marketplace, On Point, and To the Point) attracts the most corporate 
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underwriting to public stations. When one considers all the formats with "News" in the title—
the hybrid formats represent stations airing at least 30 percent of each, for example 30 percent 
news, talk, and information, and 30 percent jazz, on their daytime schedule—then 66 percent 
of stations and 74 percent of the audience are listening to stations programming at least 30 
percent news.  
The trend away from music programming is quite dramatic. As late as 2005, 24 percent of the 
stations were programming Variety Music, the familiar old patchwork format of early 
noncommercial radio.  That same year, Classical and News/Talk/Information had similar station 
carriage, both about 28 percent of stations in the 2005 survey, but by 2007, 
News/Talk/Information stations were pulling ahead with almost 44 percent of total public radio 
listeners. During this period, Jazz has vacillated between 5 and 6 percent of stations and 
listeners.  
Radio’s impact on the music, music shaped for radio 
Radio as patronage 
Despite the limited airplay for jazz on U.S. radio—almost no commercial radio programming 
and a shrinking presence on noncommercial stations—musicians, record companies, and jazz 
advocates still desire airtime. They seek exposure on the air today less with the expectation of 
record sales and more as part of a process of becoming better known to listeners, critics, 
journalists, promoters, arts presenters, and the general audience in order to have a viable 
performing career. As such, radio airplay is one possible component of a career promotion plan.  
Print promotion, whether feature articles, record or performance reviews, or any of a number 
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of other vehicles (blindfold tests, pedagogical columns, advertisements, etc.), is uniquely 
effective in that it reaches industry insiders and fans that are serious dedicated enough to read 
jazz publications. Being featured in the mainstream press is also desirable, as it not only reaches 
a much broader reading audience, but also, given the scarcity of jazz coverage in the 
mainstream press, signals a certain transcendence of the confines of jazz.  Radio exposure, 
however, has the benefit of repetition, and through repetition familiarity and acceptance as a 
viable artist can follow. Both print and radio, at their best, provide a recursive, multiplying 
effect as career promotion for the musician. Career promotion, however, almost always 
involves costs, both hidden and open.  
Often radio is thought of as free promotion, but that is hardly the case.  A jazz musician is 
unlikely to be heard on jazz radio without radio promotion on their behalf consisting at 
minimum of supplying a copy of the CD to targeted stations and DJs, supplementing the CD 
with promotional copy and biographical data, offering the artist for radio interviews, and 
obtaining jazz press coverage about the artist and release. If the musician's release is on a full-
service record label, this promotion will be paid for by the label (but billed to the costs of the 
record project along with all other expenses), otherwise an independent artist will either pay 
for this out-of-pocket, or risk negligible airplay. For a well-established artist with name 
recognition, it is possible to reduce this expense and simply have someone deliver new releases 
to DJs and radio stations. Even for veteran and well-respected musicians, the spotlight of 
promotion can be very valuable. Jimmy Owens has been one of the leading jazz trumpeters 
since the 1960s. Owens has also been important as a jazz activist, as founding member of 
Collective Black Artists (CBA) and founder of the musicians' union initiative "Justice for Jazz 
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Artists," and as an educator. Owens has been a true cultural insider, serving on NEA (National 
Endowment for the Arts) and NY State grant panels. On 3 January 2012, the NEA Jazz Masters, 
the nation's highest jazz honor, were awarded to Jack DeJohnette, Von Freeman, Charlie 
Haden, Sheila Jordan, and Owens, who was awarded the A.B. Spellman NEA Jazz Masters Award 
for Jazz Advocacy.  The advocacy category has gone unnoticed; Owens is a NEA Jazz Master. The 
effect on Owens career has been dramatic, leading to widespread recognition of his concurrent 
release The Monk Project, and resulting in a rise in bookings, appearances, and airplay. 
Promotion is one of the historic components of arts patronage. In one or another form, 
patronage has been a practice from which artists obtained career-enabling support and has 
been a constantly evolving practice in Western art music.78 Specific popular musicians’ access to 
commercial airplay, where access is largely bought (legally via massive promotion or illegally via 
payola)—and noncommercial airplay, where access is largely negotiated (lawfully or 
otherwise)—constitute examples of the evolutionary developments in postmodern cultural 
patronage.  Where patronage has been traditionally concerned with direct financial support of 
artists from outside of the commercial realm, less tangible aspects of patronage survive and can 
be identified in late twentieth century jazz culture—the championing and elevation of chosen 
musicians in influential publications and broadcast profiles, the participation of writers, critics, 
and scholars in the awarding of grants, prizes, and residencies, recommending musicians for 
prestigious festivals all provide valuable career boosts to the artists while enhancing the 
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reputations of the "difference makers." Radio exposure certainly plays a role in this reputation 
building process. 
Pianist, and Artistic Advisor for Jazz at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts Jason Moran 
has a fair amount of success in building his own brand as a non-conservative artistic voice and 
innovative jazz musician.  His interdisciplinary projects have drawn on the visual and plastic 
arts, hip-hop, black rock, and the jazz tradition. One relationship that has separated him from 
other contemporaries is the number of appearances he has made on radio station WNYC (New 
York City's dominant public radio station). All the more remarkable for a station that almost one 
hundred percent News/Talk/Information, Moran has made seven featured appearances 
between 2009 and 2011 on WNYC. By comparison, pianist Fred Hersch has made two, and 
Wynton Marsalis four.79 All of Moran's appearances on WNYC came before his November 2011 
appointment at the Kennedy Center. However, his exposure on the station allowed him to talk 
eloquently about jazz, the music of Fats Waller and Thelonious Monk, and to demonstrate his 
abilities to engage with concert hall traditions—he and his wife, soprano Alicia Moran, 
performed a moving rendition of Gershwin's "The Man I Love" live from the WNYC studio—and 
impress a non-jazz audience with his artistry. Opportunities for jazz musicians to perform for 
general audiences are increasingly rare. Moran explained that his connection to WNYC began 
with an acquaintanceship with Lenore Toomer, a station producer that brought him into 
contact with music host Terence McKnight (who has since moved over to WNYC's sister station, 
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mostly classical WQXR). However, it took a combination of his connections there and the work 
of his publicist to get the attention of veteran afternoon interview host Leonard Lopate.80 
It must be noted that the jazz majors (the largest jazz record companies) know the 
noncommercial radio environment and have used it effectively to promote music and musicians 
with compatible styles.  In addition to the recent success of Owens, veteran musicians such as 
Hersch, Joe Henderson, Carmen MacRae, Shirley Horn, and Joe Lovano achieved major 
successes in sales and touring thanks to their talents, brilliantly conceived concept albums 
which received major airplay on public radio, and marketing insights gained from the success of 
promoting the young lions movement of the 1980s that included Wynton Marsalis, Bobby 
McFerrin, and Harry Connick, Jr.81 
Radio and DIY Artists 
In the digital age, musicians no longer are dependent on a record label deal in order to make 
records. In some respects they never were. Charles Mingus released his and others’ music on 
his own Candid Records. Charles Tolliver and Stanley Cowell led the Strata-East label that 
allowed musicians to retain ownership of their masters. James Brown financed his own "Live at 
the Apollo" LP over the objections of a skeptical Syd Nathan at King Records. And jazz musicians 
ranging from Andrew White to Sun Ra recorded and pressed their own records which they sold 
at performances. However, a contract with a record label had several benefits to the musician. 
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81 MacRae had a very successful CD of compositions of Thelonious Monk, while Henderson, one of the most 
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For one thing, they would not have to advance the cost of recording, production, and 
manufacturing themselves. Though they would certainly pay those costs out of later sales, 
seldom were musicians charged if the sales didn't develop. More importantly, the relationship 
with a record label gave the musician access to promotion, in terms of radio, record reviews, 
and print advertising, and access to distribution—wholesalers and retailers who provided the 
sales conduit to the buying public. In short, having a record deal was the way to be sure your 
record got heard.  
Since the 1990s, music retailing has undergone significant changes, first in terms of competition 
to so-called "brick and mortar" stores by online CD retailers such as Amazon.com and 
cdconnection.com and later with paid and unpaid downloads and file sharing of digital music 
files. Meanwhile the costs and barriers to producing professional-looking and sounding CDs or 
EPs have fallen.  Affordable audio and computer equipment enables recording music in 
personal studios, and this helped drive down the rates at professional studios in response. If the 
musician desires to produce a physical CD, businesses such as Disc Makers are oriented towards 
independent musicians. In 2008 Disc Makers bought the online independent music retailer CD 
Baby (founded in 1998) for $22 million. In addition to selling CDs online, CD Baby is one of 
several firms that will act as a digital aggregator for large digital retailers like Amazon.com, 
itunes.com, and music services such as Rhapsody, Pandora, and Spotify.  
All of this DIY activity is apparent on jazz new releases airplay charts (Table 7) where major 
labels are scarcely to be found, although this is also indicative of the apathy of the major labels 
towards jazz. There is no single definition of a major record label. One holds that major labels 
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own their own distribution channels. By this widely accepted definition, some very large 
concerns, such as Atlantic and Motown, were never majors. Another definition is that a major 
label holds a market share greater than five percent worldwide. By a sort of transitive property, 
if a majority of the equity of a label is owned by a major, than that label is also a major. 
Collectively it is believed that of the total world record market, the major labels hold 
approximately a seventy-five percent share. This is certainly not the case among today's jazz 
new releases, though the back catalogs owned by major record labels such as Sony/Columbia 
continue to be significant source of revenue.82 One conceptual distinction between majors and 
non-majors is that the resources required to achieve major status necessarily result in the type 
of corporate environment in which maximization of profit and shareholder value are the driving 
principles. In contrast, the independent label often has a stronger focus on the music itself, 
whether driven by a love of a musical movement or by recognizing an opportunity to present 
music to an underserved audience. 
In the jazz week chart for the week of 22 October 2012 for example, of the forty-nine entries, 
the majors accounted for only two.  On this chart Verve (Universal) and Blue Note (Universal) 
were each represented by one release. If the concept of a major is extended slightly, to include 
a vague notion of enterprise size, there are a few major jazz labels and they too are 
represented on the 22 October chart—Concord, Highnote, ECM—accounting for about another 
twenty-one releases. That breaks down to true majors 5%, jazz majors 42%, and 
independents/self-releases 53%. In some respects, this is not all that different from historical 
                                                     
82 According to Richard Busch in "Major Record Labels as Dinosaurs?," Forbes, 27 March 2012, there are only three 




trends. Three-quarters or more of jazz records from 1959-69 were on independents. For 
example in 1961 and 1962, Downbeat "listed 188 jazz ensembles with 78 percent recording for 
one of 60 independent labels and the other 22 percent with one of the major record 
companies.”83 However, in the 1960s, a self-produced LP was uncommon and there was no 
efficient way of getting such a record to a meaningful audience. The bulk of the chart's releases 
are on small independent labels such as Mack Avenue, Capri, and Motema, and on artist-owned 
labels that are essentially self-released. Self-releases are not the sole domain of the marginal; 
jazz celebrities such as Dave Douglas and Anat Cohen are proprietors of their own releases. 
While self-releases shift many burdens, both financial and logistical, to the artist, they allow the 
musician complete control over all creative aspects, completely transparent accounting, and 
potential greater net revenues.  
Musicians see both possibilities and restrictions in this new order. Pianist Matthew Shipp has 
been characterized as an avant-garde musician and has observed that the 
whole major label jazz thing is crumbling anyway, completely eroding. It 
has no center, no vision, no life, no nothing. So I don’t really wanna be 
there. To me it doesn’t really have any relevance. The only thing that 
matters is that you will be in every bin in every little store, but what does 
that matter if there’s no vision or will to present your property to the 
public?84 
                                                     
83 Paul Douglas Lopes, The Rise of a Jazz Art World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 230. 




Jazz musicians value the exposure of radio airplay, and are acutely aware of noncommercial 
radio's preferences. Musicians who desire airplay will try to limit at least some track to radio-
friendly durations, perhaps no longer than six minutes. Since the composed melody or “head” is 
the most accessible part of the track, this will often result in short improvised solos, or the 
featuring of only one or two soloists. Musicians will tend to present at least some tracks that 
are musically and sonically mainstream, avoiding free playing, dissonance, screaming, 
squealing, and loud outbursts. Similarly a radio-friendly track will likely not evolve or develop 
too slowly.  
Moran observes that jazz musicians are still conscious of radio—"In the studio you hear these 
conversations, 'is this cut too long'" for radio?—even as he questions a possibly misplaced 
emphasis on radio, noting that "the underground hip hop people get on mix tapes and work 
around radio, going directly to their own communities."85 Howard Becker writes of the 
‘editorial moment,’ actually a series of moments when creative artists “work through a set of 
alternatives in the process of creation.”86 From the author's own experience as a leader, 
considerations about airplay can be paramount, especially in the editorial moments of mixing 
and post-production. My own 2009 CD Songs of Our Fathers has tracks tailored in length for 
radio, and even one track mixed especially to appeal to smooth jazz crossover possibilities (that 
never arose!). 
The jazz majors have little belief in the sales potential of experimental music, so when 
allocating valuable resources in the promotion of product, they are not likely to put much effort 
                                                     
85 Moran. 
86 Howard Saul Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982); Andrew Beck, Cultural Work: 
Understanding the Cultural Industries (London: Routledge, 2003). 
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behind such artists. While a musician or band can produce a recording for as little as a few 
thousand dollars, the cost of professional publicity—hiring a publicist to promote the recording 
among radio stations, individual DJs, record reviewers, bloggers, and other jazz writers in an 
attempt to get the recording and the artist noticed—can easily equal or exceed all other 
production costs. Viral marketing, so far, has not seemed to be a possible alternative for jazz 
artists. Yulun Wang, the promotions director at Pi Records, a label specializing in experimental 
improvisational music, sees little return from radio in terms of sales, but still considers radio 
promotion a necessary activity, though he feels the jazz majors do get sales from airplay.87 The 
difference in expectation is due to low airplay of experimental jazz on public radio. Wang 
concentrates instead on college and community radio, and indeed Pi artists are a presence on 
the CMJ (College Music Journal) jazz charts. (For example, David Virelles at number four and 
release by Sam Rivers, Dave Holland, and Barry Altschul at number thirty-two on the 12 
December CMJ Jazz Chart are both on Pi.) Table 7 is a comparisons of the college radio oriented 
CMJ Jazz Chart, and the more public radio oriented JazzWeek Chart for mid December 2012. 
(The complete charts are presented in 
                                                     






Appendix B—CMJ and JazzWeek Charts for mid December 2012). The top twenty from each are 
presented side by side here, and any recordings that made both charts are also included and 
indicated by shaded text.  
Table 7 Comparison of Mid-December 2012 Jazz Charts 
Chart 
Pos. 
CMJ Jazz Chart 12 December 2012 JazzWeek Chart 10 December 2012 
Artist Recording Label Artist Recording Label 




Star of Jupiter Wommusic The Clayton 
Brothers 
The Gathering Artist Share 
3 Claire Daly 
Quartet 
Baritone Monk NCB George Cables My Muse HighNote 
4 David Virelles Continuum Pi Graham Dechter Takin' it There Capri 
5 Manu Katche Manu Katche ECM Harold Mabern Mr. Lucky: A 
Tribute to 
Sammy Davis Jr. 
HighNote 
6 Robert Glasper Black Radio 
Recovered/ The 
Remix [EP] 
EMI Winard Harper 
and Jeli Posse 
Coexist Jazz Legacy 
Productions 
7 Living By 
Lanterns 
New Myth/ Old 
Science 
Cuneiform Poncho Sanchez 





8 Jason Kao 
Hwang 
Burning Bridge Innova LaVerne Butler Love Lost and 
Found Again 
HighNote 
9 Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band 
St. Peter and 57th 
Street  
Rounder Kurt Rosenwinkel 
New Quartet 
Star of Jupiter Wommusic 




11 Chick Corea and 
Gary Burton 




12 Pharez Whitted For The People Origin Kurt Elling 1619 Broadway 
| The Brill 
Building 
 





14 Frank Kimbrough 
Trio 
Live at Kitano Palmetto Diana Krall Glad Rag Doll Verve 
15 Pamela York Lay Down This 
World 
Jazzful Heart Brad Mehldau 
Trio 







CMJ Jazz Chart 12 December 2012 JazzWeek Chart 10 December 2012 
Artist Recording Label Artist Recording Label 








Listen Both Ways Playscape Joe Gilman Relativity Capri 
18 Paul Winter 
Sextet 
Count Me in 
1962-1963 
Living Music Pharez Whitted For The People Origin 




Mike Longo A Celebration 
of Diz and 
Miles 
CAP 
20 Donny McCaslin Casting for 
Gravity 
Greenleaf David Hazeltine The New 
Classic Trio 
Sharp Nine 
24 Ninety Miles Live at Cubadisco Concord 
Picante 
   
26    Anat Cohen Claroscuro Anzic 
28    Manu Katche Manu Katche ECM 
29 Brad Mehldau 
Trio 
Where Do You 
Start 
Nonesuch    
33 Diana Krall Glad Rag Doll Verve    
37 Houston Person Naturally HighNote    
38 Tia Fuller Angelic Warrior Mack 
Avenue 
   




45    Frank Kimbrough 
Trio 
Live at Kitano Palmetto 
Unlike sales charts, radio charts depend on the reporting of lists to the chart compilers. 
Through some proprietary process, the lists from reporting stations are combined into an 
aggregate list. The Bryan Farrish music marketing website describes the process of compiling 
the 200 record deep Alternative chart at CMJ. 
A college radio station's programming is made up of many one-hour 
segments, each one being programmed by a student who is taking a 
broadcasting class, or by a volunteer that comes from the local 
community. Each student or volunteer presents his/her one-hour playlist 
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to the music director, and the music director then compiles a "top-30" for 
that station—the 30 artists that are getting the most airplay from the 
different DJs at the station. The "top-30" for that station is then sent to 
CMJ. CMJ then averages all the individual top-30 charts for that week, 
and this is what makes up the Top-200 chart for that week (and that 
week ONLY.) Any top-30 received before or after that week cannot count 
for that week's Top-200 chart.  
The stations that report to the Top-200 range in size from huge to tiny, 
and as you might imagine, the larger stations count for more than the 
smaller ones do. [emphasis added] Whether or not you appear on the 
Top-200 chart is dependent upon how many stations put you on their 
top-30's *that week*. To make it onto the bottom of the Top-200 chart, 
you will need anywhere from 5 to 40 individual top-30's for that week, 
depending on the time of year.1 
About 250 stations contribute lists to the CMJ Jazz Chart. As Farrish indicated, reports from tiny 
stations are combined with those with larger listenership. Even without accurate audience 
estimates, a radio station's operating power and the location of its antenna are a matter of 
public record, so the potential listening audience is easily estimated. The proprietary methods 
CMJ and JazzWeek use to combine lists are subject to influence by record company or 
independent promotion, but then again, so are the individual reported lists. One check on 
allowing promoters too much influence on charts is the need for the chart to be reliable. Radio 
stations pay membership fees to the chart services, allowing them to report and receive 
detailed chart data. If too many of the charts contain overzealously reported "clunkers," the 
chart will fail as a business. JazzWeek, founded and operated by Ed Trefzger, is a business that 
is not at all certain of survival. In order to complete a recent re-launch of its own website and 
web publications, JazzWeek turned to indiegogo.com for funding.2 
                                                     
1 "Radio Airplay 101: CMJ magazine" http://www.radio-media.com/song-album/articles/airplay6.html, accesses 25 
January 2013. 
2 http://www.indiegogo.com/jazzweek, accessed 25 January 2013. 
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A thorough study of the biases of the two charts, one with methods that accounted for the 
lifecycle of a control group of releases over a significant time period, would make for an 
interesting study. However, even a quick look at the two charts is revealing. On the public radio 
dominated JazzWeek chart, the top seventeen entries on the 10 December 2012 chart are in 
the mainstream, post-bop style (including Latin jazz) and feature constant and steady rhythmic 
swing, either functional or modal harmony, and conjunct melodies. Number 18, Pharez 
Whitted, is the first deviation. Whitted plays a lot of post-bop trumpet in live performances but 
his CD For the People, perhaps aptly named, is full of funk grooves with moody muted trumpet 
melodies; in other words, more of a funk/smooth jazz release. Even though the CMJ jazz chart 
from the same period has twelve of forty-five CDs in common, its range of music is quite a bit 
wider. The CMJ jazz chart more prominently features jazz fusion, funk, and world beat styled 
releases—Rex Abbasi, Manu Katche, Robert Glasper, Hardcoretet (#22)—and experimental or 
new avant-garde releases—David Virelles, Jason Kao Hwang, Living by Lanterns, George 
Schuller's Circle, the aforementioned Rivers, Holland, and Altschul trio (#32), and Juma Sultan's 
Aboriginal Society (#34). Even on this small sample, which only reports the most played 
releases—bearing in mind that noncommercial radio does not tend to have anywhere near the 
repetition of commercial radio—the difference in range is discernible.  
Conclusions 
Jazz’s prospects for the future on noncommercial radio are threatened neither by other music 
styles, nor by a withdrawal of aesthetic support by the institutions involved in noncommercial 
broadcasting, but by financial pressures. Reductions in CPB support for public radio, and fears 
that an ideologically opposed Congress will “zero out” such support entirely have motivated 
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stations to adopt audience research methodology from commercial radio. In that field, 
audience fragmentation and specialization have long ago supplanted the mass general audience 
approach of radio’s network dominated era. Audience research has identified the classical and 
jazz music audiences as affluent and loyal, but aging, while identifying the news, talk, and 
information audience as even more affluent, even more prone to contribute, and younger. In 
addition, news, talk, and information programming attracts a great deal of corporate 
underwriting which provides an additional measure of fiscal stability. Ironically, the affluent and 
highly educated noncommercial radio listener has the attention span and interest to invest in 
long-form programming, in which, noncommercial radio’s networks and programming 
consortiums excel at producing, even as such programs are among the most expensive. The 
result is that even noncommercial radio stations have, for survival and in consideration of their 
futures, followed the money to news, talk, and information, and away from music.  
Even those stations that have stuck with music programming, either because of cultural mission 
or because they operate in a market where some other noncommercial station has already 
grabbed the NTI role, have “professionalized” their operations according to the dominant 
audience research strategies in an attempt to hold audience and grow subscribers. This has led 
to a much narrower range of music programming, “lite classical” in the case of classical, and 
“jazz that swings” or mainstream, post-bop, non-dissonant, and mostly mellow jazz. Listener 
challenging, experimental jazz (including 1940s bebop), and surprisingly, the pre-high-fidelity 
music of Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Louis Armstrong are likely to be heard only on 
community radio or college stations with student and volunteer staffs, as those stations are less 
likely to be as concerned about audience size.  
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Jazz radio is losing its place of importance with musicians as well, both in terms of the value 
musicians derive from listening to the radio, and in their perception of the value of airplay on 
the own careers. Musicians creating experimental music are dubious of receiving exposure on 
the larger public radio stations, but grateful for the occasional DJ there and on community and 
college radio that will play their music. Musicians are cognizant of the limited range of musical 
styles being played on noncommercial radio and either tailor their music to fit the prevailing 
formats, or ignore them altogether.   
Finally, record labels find that there is little they can do to promote music outside of the 
prevailing styles on jazz radio today.  In the era of jazz on commercial radio, the common goal 
of commerce intersected with an appreciative enthusiasm for the music on the part of deejays, 
promoters, and record labels. Radio played a major role in the acceptance of bebop, cool jazz, 
hard bop, soul jazz, and jazz-fusion. While a number of programmers held reservations about 
some of these styles, in their shared commercial environment record sales, audience ratings, 
and advertising revenue were the markers of success and professional achievement competed 
with musical preference, of course not always happily. Jazz’s residency on noncommercial radio 
means that vision of commercial success is not a deeply shared value. The jazz music being 
played on the air today is shaped by largely conservative aesthetic principles, as a baseline 
determined by the ideological position of the license holder about jazz, but further constrained 
by conventional wisdom in audience research that stresses a consistent sonic approach to 







Chapter 3. A Date with the Duke: Ellington on Radio 
 
So far as we were concerned, the engagement at the Cotton Club was of the 
utmost significance, because as a result of its radio wire we were heard 
nationally and internationally. 
—Duke Ellington, Music Is My Mistress 
  
The mere fact that Ellington was being heard nationwide made him important to 
listeners…. As a consequence of this celebrity, he was seen by many as a 
spokesman both for jazz and for his race. He was interviewed frequently by 
newspapers and magazines; there was a story in Time as early as 1933. 
—James Lincoln Collier, Duke Ellington 
 
A good many Ellington fans on the “solid” side may be somewhat surprised to 
learn that the Duke’s taste runs the musical gamut. For example, he definitely 
goes for the sweet dance rhythm of Guy Lombardo and Vaughn Monroe, both of 
whom get top-ratings with him. 
—Radio and TV Mirror, April 1948 
 
From 1926 until his death in 1974, Duke Ellington was an enduring presence on American 
airwaves, first as a curiosity on local radio, then as an exotic attraction on network radio, and 
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finally as a senior statesman as part of the sputtering endgame of jazz on American television. 
Ellington’s rapid rise from an unknown, scuffling Washington transplant to major celebrity has 
been attributed to his fortuitous radio exposure during his Cotton Club residency. Ellington 
himself has said as much. But surprisingly little has been written about Ellington and radio.1 
That is to say, much has been written affirming that Ellington appeared on the radio, appearing 
in fact often for a black bandleader, but little has been written about Ellington’s radio career 
itself and the relationships that made it happen. Ellington and his manager, Irving Mills, had a 
bold strategy for “marketing” Ellington—although I doubt they would have used that exact 
term—that succeeded in positioning the bandleader as more than just that, but as a composer, 
artist, and celebrity as well. Radio was to play an important part of that strategy. 
Radio was a marvel, a modern marvel. It is easy today to forget the excitement that it 
unleashed in the postwar teens and 1920s. Radio had several features that made it more 
exciting than its slightly older technological contemporaries, the telephone, the phonograph, 
and even the cinema. First and foremost, once you had a receiving set—receivers with 
loudspeakers were quite expensive at first, although headphone sets could be inexpensively 
built by enthusiasts—its programming was free for the taking. By its nature, radio was also 
mysterious and compelling in that it plucked music and entertainment out of the air, and that 
no effort or decision-making was required to be entertained listening to it; it was programmed 
for you. By contrast, phonograph records were “things”—physical objects—sold and shipped 
around the country like books or furniture and like them, recorded goods cost money to 
                                                     
1 An exception is Chadwick Jenkins fine essay on Ellington as a racial outlier on early radio. Chadwick Jenkins, “A 
Question of Containment: Duke Ellington and Early Radio,” American Music 26 (Winter 2008): 415–41. 
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acquire. As one tired of them, new records had to be acquired for fresh entertainment. Using 
the telephone network to deliver entertainment was contemplated in the early conceptualizing 
phase of radio’s existence, but its directors ultimately positioned it as a critically useful 
communications tool and traded a policy of universal access for political indemnity from 
antitrust action. Indeed, radio’s only competitors for the imagination of Jazz Age Americans 
were movies and their completely immersive sensory experience. But movies had an admission 
charge. And even the quickly produced and distributed newsreels could not compete with the 
ability of radio to bring breaking news and live events to the listening audience. 
Broadcasting nightly from the Cotton Club as “the greatest living master of jungle music” was 
only one guise under which Ellington appeared on radio, though most likely the best 
documented.2 With and without his orchestra, on network and local stations, Ellington made 
hundreds of radio appearances. As a consequence, Ellington became a celebrity in his own right 
and consequently a celebrity radio guest. Radio was important to social activists, educators, 
politicians, and the clergy, as well as the corporations that came to dominate it. In short, people 
and businesses in all sectors of society attached importance to radio and saw it as a potential 
carrier of their ambitions for the world. From the beginning, radio had ideological applications 
that evolved with the medium. Ellington the celebrity was sought after, and he appeared for 
“Negro” and American causes on and off the radio. In addition to live radio performances, 
Ellington was a major record seller and his music, in the form of recordings, was heard on the 
air, though at times maybe not as often as he liked. Finally, though Ellington never received a 
                                                     
2 As Irving Mills described Ellington in introducing him on the faux live recording, “A Nite at the Cotton Club,” 
available on Live from the Cotton Club, Bear Family Records, BCD 16340 BL (2003), CD. 
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regular network radio show of his own in the medium’s heyday, he did ultimately have a 
celebrity disc jockey show during the tumultuous earliest days of radio versus television. 
Although black attractions appeared on the air in the earliest days of radio broadcasting, as the 
industry matured, the rolls of performers became increasingly white. A small corner of the 
radio stage was kept open for the ethnic Other, so long as they were audibly identifiable, 
whether black, Italian, Jewish, or “hillbilly.” Early on, Ellington simultaneously filled this role and 
but came to transcend it, at first providing “jungle” music, but progressing to project the image 
of the elegant and serious artist. However successful he was as a radio performer, it is crucial to 
recognize that Ellington was only welcome on radio’s terms, and to the extent that he filled 
radio’s needs at any given time. As he accrued show business and cultural capital, he was able 
to obtain better terms, but Ellington was careful to not overplay his hand when it came to racial 
and social justice. Ellington was on the radio because he drew listeners. As the saying goes, “no 
employee is overpaid,” and no one gets repeated broadcast exposure without the broadcaster 
receiving a major benefit. 
On the other hand, Ellington's participation in radio, at different points in the life-cycle of both 
his career and that of the radio industry, reflected the social status, political positioning, and 
economic health of both. Ellington’s radio broadcasts in the 1920s came at a time of jazz’s 
lowest cultural and social standing, despite the enthusiasm for it in certain quarters, and 
perhaps not so coincidentally, his appearances involved the efforts of gangsters, a woman 
singer and radio executive with empathy for black music, young, hustling black show business 
workers, and a Jewish radio network president willing to take chances. In other words, the 
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efforts of outsiders played an important role in Ellington’s access to the airwaves. Later, 
through his manager’s and his own efforts, Ellington had sufficient cultural gravitas to be 
presented on the radio as something more than a typical Negro jazz bandleader. At its strongest 
point, network radio seemed to keep Ellington at arm’s length; fortunately for Ellington, he was 
a commanding touring presence in the 1930s. When the U.S. government—the licenser and 
regulator of all radio—needed Negro support for the war effort, Ellington was of such stature in 
white and black America to be called upon to help. Finally, as network radio was starting to fear 
the impact of television on its business, the old warhorses of the Swing Era were saddled up in 
an attempt to create a new business model.  
Ellington’s career health in some ways mirrored that of radio. Duke Ellington was a media-savvy 
artist and entertainer who successfully navigated a path through a mass media environment 
that allowed only limited roles for African Americans. Ellington exceeded these limitations by 
first gaining access to radio without challenging the status quo, but as he accumulated cultural 
capital, went on to redefine himself in such a way to avoid being limited to typical black roles 
on radio. In the process, he went from a charming and gifted but unexceptional young 
bandleader to the exceptional African American composer considered comparable with the 
most prestigious composers of the concert stage. Over the course of two decades, Ellington 
acquired celebrity standing with mainstream radio audiences, doing so without projecting the 
residual minstrel attributes commonly expected of black radio performers, and simultaneously 
representing pride, uplift, and accomplishments for black audiences. 
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Ellington’s Radio Legend 
That radio played a key role in the emergence of Duke Ellington as a major interwar cultural 
figure is commonly accepted. From the earliest biographical sketches in newspapers and 
magazines to the latest well-researched works of jazz scholarship, this simple fact has been 
accepted without challenge. Similarly, radio and media studies universally recognize the 
importance of jazz and dance band programming to the growth of the emerging radio industry. 
However, recent radio studies have been largely concerned with undoing the historiographical 
determinism that suggests the inevitable logic of commercial, network-dominated radio’s 
ascendency by attempting to uncover history's minority report, to rediscover the public and 
private debate and struggle over the control and content of the medium, especially between 
1924 and 1934. Media studies, history, and the social sciences have recognized that 
investigating the struggle over radio can shed useful light on the people, institutions, political 
processes, and values of this period. 
Similarly, music scholarship has only recently begun to recognize the interconnectedness of the 
musical object, musicians, and the cultural practices that create, distribute, and mediate the 
production of music. It is understandable why this has not previously been the case. Any 
examination of these practices de-centers the music and the musician as the sole focus of the 
study. Duke Ellington was an exceptional musician—to borrow his own phrase, he was “beyond 
category.” With his colleagues, he produced an enduring and enormous body of great music. 
Seemingly every aspect of Ellington’s social life, psychological makeup, musical practices, 
collaborative methods, and even his gastronomical preferences have been studied in great 
detail. It is thus somewhat paradoxical that the operation of the very media that played such a 
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prominent role in “making” musical careers should be mostly neglected by music scholars. To 
be fair, a few music scholars have considered aspects of Ellington’s radio career, particularly 
looking at the Harlem Cotton Club years, and others have addressed the question of black 
participation in 1920s radio in general.3 For example, Chad Jenkins’s essay on Ellington in radio 
addresses more directly the issue of race, in particular exploring the possible reasons for 
Ellington’s comparative success and acceptability on a supposedly colorblind medium that was 
in fact rarely welcoming to black talent.4  
The large body of biographical Ellington studies mostly neglects the details of his radio work, 
treating radio as the deus ex machina by which Ellington was fortunate enough to be carried to 
fame, and focusing instead on the broadcast musical content. Music writing on Ellington and 
the other jazz radio pioneers—such as the black musicians-bandleaders Louis Armstrong, 
Fletcher Henderson, and Earl Hines—has done little to leverage the growing body of work on 
minstrelsy and radio and race for the benefit of jazz studies. One reason this approach has 
promise is that it structures a discourse between the poles of race-blind jazz fandom, facilitated 
by radio’s power to teleport the music of the “other” into America’s intimate spaces, and the 
race-conscious imagining of the ethnic other in those same spaces, as enabled by radio’s 
juxtaposition of the modern and the primitive. Along less theoretical lines, really thinking about 
how radio contributed to Ellington’s career, and he to radio’s, enables us to consider him in 
new ways, not simply as an artistic figure. In the career scrapbooks from the Duke Ellington 
                                                     
3 See Sampson, Swingin’ on the Ether; and Noah Arceneaux, “Blackface Broadcasting in the Early Days of Radio,” 
Journal of Radio Studies 12 (2005): 61–73; and William Randle, Jr., “Black Entertainers on Radio, 1920–1930,” Black 




Collection of the Smithsonian Institution—scrapbooks that were without doubt compiled for 
him and not by him—the prominence of clippings about radio appearances offer strong 
testimony concerning both the importance Ellington and his management placed on radio 
publicity, and the supervisory interest Ellington took in the effectiveness of his own press and 
radio coverage.5 The scrapbooks bear witness to the hundreds of radio appearances he made, 
often simply interviews or chats on local stations where the band had a gig, not infrequently 
trading an hour of live music promotion from the venue to draw a bigger crowd later that night, 
or the next time in town. 
The significance of ethnicity on radio may seem at first to be somewhat of surprise given its lack 
of visual cues. In fact, that lack of visuality allowed the white actors Freeman Gosden and 
Charles Correll to portray blacks in the minstrel tradition in Amos ‘n’ Andy first on Chicago radio 
and for years nationwide on NBC, and continued long after blackface had gone out of style on 
the stage. According to Noah Arceneaux, the inability to visually verify radio performers’ race 
allowed radio programs to borrow structural as well as material elements from minstrel 
traditions, but at the same time create a more modern version of minstrelsy. The knowledge 
that whites are portraying blacks is a standard feature of the minstrel show and provides a vital 
key to its subtextual meaning. In contrast, early radio often presented ethnic material without 
overt acknowledgement of race, often eschewing Yiddish or black dialect (though not in the 
case of Amos ‘n’ Andy). Tim Taylor argues that the juxtaposition of the modern and premodern 
was part of radio’s core embedded message and that the presentation of the premodern, 
                                                     
5 The Duke Ellington Scrapbooks of the Duke Ellington Collection (hereafter DEC), Archives Center, Smithsonian 
Institution’s National Museum of American History, Washington, D.C. 
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through the aegis of the modern, only reinforces claims to modernity by radio’s audience.6 The 
nostalgia and yearning for simpler times, and a bygone social order, is a key component of 
minstrelsy’s appeal and serves as the pre-modern payload of early radio.  
The underrepresentation of blacks on radio was compounded by an overrepresentation of 
minstrel types. During the heyday of network radio (1927–50) music programming was 24 
percent of the total programs (with drama being 32 percent of total programming, and variety 
entertainment programming being 14 percent). During that same period, Negro programming 
(as it was called) was 65 percent music (with 10 percent variety and only 3 percent drama).7 The 
overwhelming amount of music in the mix was surely a blessing and opportunity for Ellington, 
but representative of the greater challenges of being taken as more than a harmless 
amusement. 
Ellington’s unique career navigated dangerous cultural currents in steering a course that 
avoided being lumped in with other black entertainers in the view of the white public, and his 
progressive career ladder simultaneously avoided the popular music oblivion of being 
considered too artistic. In doing so, he managed to run a zigzag route from “jungle music” king 
to “Harlem’s Aristocrat of Jazz.” If he had started an aristocrat, it is doubtful he would have 
enjoyed much commercial success. Via radio itself, Ellington was able to harness the medium’s 
inherent conflicts between the modern and premodern to his own advantage.  
                                                     
6 Arceneaux.; and Timothy D. Taylor, “Music and the Rise of Radio in 1920s America: Technological Imperialism, 
Socialization, and the Transformation of Intimacy,” Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television 22 (2002): 424-
443. 
7 Sampson, Swingin’ on the Ether, 4. 
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Ellington the Radio Bandleader 
Ellington was perhaps the most successful black bandleader on radio, making more than two 
hundred appearances between 1927 and 1930 alone. According to the Ellington lore, his 
residency at Harlem’s world-famous Cotton Club happily coincided with live, nationwide 
broadcast remotes from the venue that made him a household name. Although it is widely 
agreed that radio broadcasts from the Cotton Club brought him a national reputation, the 
precise nature of the broadcasts are a source of confusion—that is, when such details are 
examined at all. Once that national reputation was established, the Ellington orchestra was 
frequently featured on local and national radio broadcasts, some originating in the studio, but 
usually representing “the real thing” via live remotes.  
It is impossible to account for all of Ellington’s radio activity in this article. However, the details 
of his radio appearances contribute to understanding what he represented and how he 
negotiated the status quo by conforming to, or contradicting, expectations based on race. In 
this subsection, three engagements are highlighted: his initial appearance on radio in 1923 as a 
virtual unknown; his 1927–31 residency at the Cotton Club, which brought him fame via local 
and network broadcasts; and his month-long engagement in 1936 at Chicago’s Congress Hotel, 
which was carried nationally by the NBC Blue network.8 Each of these radio exposures 
resonates differently with the goals and social status of radio broadcasting at the time. 
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Just as America had an enormous appetite for live entertainment after the First World War, 
radio, the new wonder, had a ravenous appetite for program material. Playing records over the 
air was an obvious and cheap way to entertain the nascent radio audience. But in 1922, ASCAP 
(American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers) began demanding payment in the 
form of an annual fee for the use of its affiliates’ copyrighted recordings. As there were only a 
handful of radio stations at the time, it was relatively easy to keep track of who was playing 
records. The broadcasters resisted, forming the NAB (National Association of Broadcasters), but 
ultimately ASCAP prevailed in the courts. Some radio stations complied but others avoided the 
fees by using live music.9 Thus, live music flourished on early radio, and its very liveness—and 
radio’s ability to deliver the experience of live music—became an aesthetic feature that 
distinguished it from the phonograph and made it an attraction. It could be argued that the 
spectacle of live radio in the 1920s exceeded that of live television twenty-five years later in its 
power to capture the imagination of its audience. With so much live music on the air—and 
liveness itself was a key component of the voyeuristic modernism of radio—live programming 
became expected of a high-quality broadcast station, particularly in the large cities. For 
example, an extensive network of “pickup” cables had been installed in Manhattan, and almost 
every cabaret and theater was wired for broadcast by either of the leading New York stations 
WJZ or WEAF by 1924.10 
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New York was the business capital of the United States, and in 1922 its five licensed radio 
stations were all owned by technology giants American Telephone and Telegraph, Western 
Electric, and Westinghouse. By 1923 the rush was on and those firms were joined by 
department stores, churches, the New York Police Department, and the newly formed Radio 
Corporation of America (RCA) in awkward time-sharing arrangements on the limited numbers 
of frequencies authorized at the time. Before 1923, all entertainment radio stations operated at 
first on 833 kHz (or a wavelength of 360 meters) and later (September 1922) at 750 kHz (400 
meters) as well. This led to confusing self-negotiated and self-policed agreements—or the lack 
thereof—to share the broadcast hours. The radio dial remained tangled (the New York City area 
had 57 stations by 1927) until Congress created the Federal Radio Commission, which was 
expanded and reconstituted as the Federal Communications Commission in 1934. The 
Commission was charged with reorganizing the allocation of radio frequencies. Eventually, 
these initial frequency allocations severely limited access to the air. Essentially, no new radio 
station came on the air between 1927 and 1942 that was not replacing an existing one.11 This 
created the conditions for an oligopolistic radio industry with which, at least in the big cities, a 
few controlled what was heard by the many. 
Ellington’s arrival in New York City in 1923 roughly coincided with a major increase in radio 
broadcasting activity.12 The first broadcasts in the United States were in 1920. By 1923, the 
medium was starting to become more than a curiosity. Ellington’s various appearances as 
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bandleader in the first decades of radio matched different conceptions about the role of radio 
in society. At different times his broadcasts could be perceived as representing every point on 
the taste spectrum. Roughly speaking, the developing radio industry was in conflict over the 
subject of paid advertising, between the proponents of programming that favored high culture 
and those who favored popular culture, and generally over issues of taste. Between 1920 and 
1927, the corporate entities involved in broadcasting were of different minds as to how to 
monetize the radio phenomenon. Western Electric and Westinghouse saw a profitable future in 
building and selling radio transmitters and studio equipment; the two companies, plus AT&T, 
settled their patent claims and formed RCA in order to sell radio receiving sets. Each faction 
stood to benefit from increasing consumer interest in broadcast radio. But the idea of 
advertising was also in flux. Post-Victorian decorum discouraged blatant and explicit 
advertising—indeed WEAF (AT&T) proposed “toll” broadcasting, where like a phone call, the 
originator paid for airtime, but could not make direct advertising pitches. The originator-pays 
aspect lasted until the emergence of cable television and subscriber fees. AT&T’s conception of 
toll broadcasting was similar to today’s public radio underwriting. But it became quickly 
apparent, based on the public response by mail and phone to programming, that radio was a 
powerful advertising medium. Local stations began to generate modest revenues by receiving 
compensation for showcasing the attractions from various cabarets as well as receiving income 
from plugging songs. However, by 1927 a much more powerful monetization scheme emerged: 
advertising-supported network radio. 
In August 1923, Ellington participated in his first radio broadcast as a nominal bandleader when 
he appeared in a blues program that also included performances by the pianist-bandleader 
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Fletcher Henderson and the singers Trixie Smith and Rosa Henderson (no relation).13 The 
broadcast occurred on radio station WDT, Staten Island, New York, licensed to the Ship Owner's 
Radio Service. At that time, WDT typically broadcast tide and weather information while 
dabbling in entertainment programming at the initiative of its operators at the Premier Grand 
Piano Corporation on West 23rd Street. The well-known singer Vaughn De Leath—a.k.a. “The 
Original Radio Girl” and “The First Lady of Radio”—was the station’s managing director and was 
noted in the Pittsburgh Courier as being the first to “introduce an entire Negro program.”14 
After this one-off WDT program, Ellington was regularly heard that year, Wednesdays at 3:45 in 
the afternoons, on WHN, when he performed as a band member of the Washingtonians from 
the Kentucky Club, led by Elmer Snowden. Ellington is largely absent from radio until 1927, 
though after meeting Irving Mills, probably in 1926, variously branded versions of the 
Washingtonians—the Jungle Band, the Whoopee Makers, Sonny Greer and His Memphis Men, 
and the Harlem Footwarmers—were recording regularly under his management. Through much 
of 1927, the Washingtonians—under Ellington’s direction after the departure of Snowden—
were back at the Kentucky Club in Times Square and were heard through regular broadcasts on 
WHN.15 For the most part, Ellington histories merely report the basic fact of this radio 
engagement, but most authors have been oddly silent on why this opportunity might have 
presented itself to the young bandleader.16 Helpfully, Mark Tucker notes: 
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In 1923 club owners were just beginning to exploit radio as an advertising 
medium. Bands started broadcasting over station WHN in August. A 
month later the Clipper mentioned several Broadway cabarets that sent 
bands to the WHN studio, where they could plug their nightly 
entertainment. Orchestras from the Strand Roof and the Clover Gardens 
made the trip, as did the California Ramblers and “the Washingtonians, a 
colored band from Hollywood café, Harlem.”17 Regular broadcasts were 
good for the Hollywood’s business and sent the sounds of the 
Washingtonians out beyond Times Square.18 
 
The reason for all the remotes was the relentless burden of trying to program live radio before 
stable programming practices had emerged. By 1923, the original entrepreneurial management 
of radio station WHN grew weary of the never-ending burden of lining up performers for their 
live on-air schedule and leased operation and day-to-day management to Marcus Loew who 
saw radio’s possibilities for promoting his vaudeville shows. Loew delegated operations to his 
publicist/assistant Nils Thor Grandlund. Under Grandlund, WHN established “wires”—specially 
engineered phone lines that give permanent, high-quality audio connections between the 
remote location and the studio—to over thirty cabarets and clubs, including the Kentucky Club 
from whence the Ellington-led band was heard in 1926.19 It was Grandlund that hit upon the 
idea of charging $50 to a cabaret to allow its talent to be featured on WHN twice a week. 
In doing business with the city’s cabarets, WHN had thrown in its lot with jazz and the jazz-
influenced popular music of the day. Radio was increasingly controlled by the rich and the 
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bourgeoisie. Their values projected the future of radio as a medium of uplift bringing 
educational programs and high-class entertainment—classical music and opera—to the masses. 
WHN rejected this approach, recognizing that audiences had a thirst for popular music. WHN 
was “serving the masses, not the classes.” The emerging corporate broadcasters wanted light 
classics and “sweet” dance music, professional renditions of the “potted palm” music of 
amateurs that populated much of early broadcasting. The masses resisted. In fairness, the rural 
masses resisted jazz as well.20 No one was striving for status by playing jazz in the 1920s. Jazz 
was decidedly lowbrow. The music’s black origins surely played a large part in the 
condemnation of jazz, which not only had achieved great popularity with young people, but had 
also drawn talented white musicians to its ranks. The Etude, a magazine of music educators, 
opined that “jazz, like much of the thematic material glorified by the great masters of the past, 
has come largely from the humblest origin. In its original form it has no place in musical 
education and deserves none. It will have to be transmogrified many times before it can 
present its credentials to the Walhalla of music.” This often-cited 1924 article further notes: 
The melodic and rhythmic inventive skill of many of the composers of 
Jazz, such men as Berlin, Confrey, Gershwin, and Cohan is extraordinary. 
Passing through the skilled hands of such orchestral leaders of high-class 
Jazz orchestras conducted by Paul Whiteman, Isham Jones, [Fred] 
Waring, and others, the effects have been such that serious musicians 
such as John Alden Carpenter, Percy Grainger, and Leopold Stokowski 
have predicted the Jazz will have an immense influence upon musical 
composition, not only of America, but of the world.21  
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Understanding the complex of music, race, and class constructed upon jazz is further 
complicated by the ever-slippery definition, or lack thereof, of jazz. In the period between the 
two world wars especially, jazz was used to describe the hot music styles that emerged from 
African American communities during the century's first decades as well as a spectrum of 
adaptations and incorporations of that music’s vocabulary and grammar into highbrow, 
middlebrow, and lowbrow musical idioms ranging from “serious” concert works to Broadway 
and Tin Pan Alley selections, to commercial blues recordings.22 In other words, like other folk 
musics, jazz could possibly serve as raw material for incorporation in high-art music, but only by 
being cleansed of its blackness through the mediation of white composers and bandleaders 
such as those cited by The Etude.  
The nation’s educators had lobbied, ineffectively as it turned out, for a place in radio for 
education and cultural uplift. In general, jazz was anathema in the high-culture circles that 
controlled educational radio at the time. As implied by the above article from The Etude, in 
terms of period radio, “jazz” was typically understood to mean the sweetened and whitened 
dance music played in the 1920s and early 1930s by white bands, though occasional 
breakthroughs by black bands were also a staple of early broadcasting. What infuriated the 
music education establishment about jazz was that it was widely heard over the airwaves of 
local and network radio where it could have an influence on impressionable young minds.  
Derek Vaillant recalls an acrimonious exchange of correspondence between a Wisconsin farmer 
and the head of the state’s university-affiliated radio station WHA to frame class issues 
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concerning rural radio. The farmer, C. H. Alsmeyer, was angry enough to consider “taking a 
pickaxe” to someone for forcing uplifting classical music on him. “Give us something with a 
melody and you will git [sic] the applause,” he wrote in a letter of complaint. The sentiment 
Alsmeyer expressed in asking for “Carry Me Back to Old Verginia [sic],” and for banjos and 
fiddles, was for the nostalgia for music derived from a time of minstrelsy. The station head, 
Earle M. Terry, wanted none of it. He responded:  
I think I know pretty well the character of programs you would most 
enjoy. Inasmuch as this is a state station we must be very particular with 
regard to the character of the material broadcast, and it is our policy to 
send out nothing which does not have a high degree of merit. . . . The air 
is overcrowded every night with jazz and other worthless material, and it 
would be quite beneath the dignity of the University to add to it.  
 
Terry closed by saying that “old-time fiddler” music would never be heard on the WHA 
airwaves. It may be of interest to note that Terry was no musicologist but a physicist and 
pioneer of radio technology, yet his sense of what music fit in with the “dignity of the 
University” was unshakeable.23 
Back in New York, masses-serving WHN, with its steady diet of disreputable nightclub offerings, 
faced attack by their up-market competitors. In his study of the lowbrow-highbrow tussle in 
early radio, American Babel, Clifford Doerksen described the anti-WHN backlash, which was in 
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the form of individual complaints, organized lobbying, and legal challenges: “In early 1925 an 
offended listener wrote to New York Police Commissioner Richard Enright citing the station’s 
‘programs of jazz and girl stuff’ as contributing to the epidemic of ‘reckless youth and shootings 
and disrespect for the law.’” A letter to Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover (who had 
jurisdiction over radio regulation) complained of “bad English, cheap jazz,” and “advertising of 
doubtful resorts and speakeasies.” The letter implored that “the most thrilling achievement of 
modern science [radio] should not be prostituted to the disgusting uses that are now the 
habit.”24 Doerksen further observed that some of the complaints about the language on these 
broadcasts mention the term “fags,” and he deduces that WHN was broadcasting from clubs 
involved in the “'pansy craze,' a gender-bending trend in nightlife that titillated middle-class 
cabaret-goers with lesbian- and drag-themed entertainments and a chance to mingle with gays 
and lesbians in the crowd.” So it is can be seen that WHN was indulging broadly in radio-based 
thrill-seeking--just the kind of voyeuristic look at the Other that radio facilitated so well.  
By 1927, the fledgling Ellington Orchestra (which was now fully under his leadership) had 
created a small reputation from its appearances in downtown clubs and on local radio 
broadcasts, many of which were on WHN. Most important, in terms of career development, 
Ellington came to the attention of Irving Mills, who aggressively promoted his new client. Under 
Mills’s encouragement and management, Ellington added musicians and was booked into the 
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Cotton Club. After a rocky start in the first week, the band gained a following and was soon 
heard on nationwide broadcasts.25 The rest was history, or so the legend goes.  
A quick account of several typical details in this “legend” can be instructive. Here, for instance, 
is a fairly routine brief account of Ellington and Cotton Club–era radio from the website 
Redhotjazz.com: “What made Duke Ellington and his Cotton Club Orchestra famous were the 
weekly broadcasts on radio station WHN. These broadcasts were heard all over the country and 
gave Ellington national exposure.”26 Although this statement includes a good deal of accurate 
detail, it should be stressed that the broadcasts over WHN were local. WHN could be heard 
over several states, particularly at night, but evidence suggests that the WHN broadcasts were 
in the nightly dinner hour (6 or 7 p.m.) in New York City, and may even have sometimes 
emanated from the WHN studios rather than the Cotton Club. After sundown during the winter 
months, favorable radio propagation factors allowed these broadcasts to carry much farther, 
but for much of the year these broadcasts took place in daylight hours. Even so, the Ellington 
band did broadcast over the CBS radio network in the late evenings (at 11 p.m. or midnight) 
from the club, several days a week.  
Ellington’s Cotton Club tenure has become one of his origin myths, along with the stories of his 
band's humble days surviving on a five-way hot-dog split, and his learning stride piano by 
placing his fingers on the keys of a player piano. Typical accounts of Ellington’s radio 
“discovery” and his rapid career ascent are concise, strikingly similar, and without troubling 
detail. As John Howland notes, “Ellington is at the heart of traditional jazz historiography,” and 
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despite the abundance of fine Ellington scholarship, is the subject of a great deal of 
unquestioned received knowledge. Ellington can be a victim of the ways that the “‘historical’ 
narrative (meaning received stories rather than verified historical fact) is told.” The following 
two quotations from online sources capture many recurrent details in Ellington lore: 
 
By 1923, he had moved to New York City and had his own band, the 
Washingtonians. He later formed the Duke Ellington Orchestra, which by 
1930 had grown to include 12 musicians and achieved national 
prominence through radio broadcasts, recordings, and film 
appearances.27 
 
In 1927 the band re-recorded versions of “East St. Louis Toodle-Oo,” 
[and?] debuted “Black and Tan Fantasy” and “Creole Love Call,” songs 
that would be associated with him the for rest of his career, but what 
really put Ellington’s Orchestra over the top was becoming the house 
band at the Cotton Club after King Oliver unwisely turned down the job. 
Radio broadcasts from the club made Ellington famous across America 
and also gave him the financial security to assemble a top notch band 
that he could write music specifically for. . . . What made Duke Ellington 
and his Cotton Club Orchestra famous were the weekly broadcasts on 
radio station WHN. These broadcasts were heard all over the country and 
gave Ellington national exposure.28 
 
Of necessity, it is supposed, the first account, from PBS.org, is highly condensed—Ellington 
moves to New York at the helm of the Washingtonians to experience rapid success in all mass 
media—and is completely devoid of details or any notion of trials and failures along the way. 
The second account stresses the chance nature of the Cotton Club engagement—and by 
implication the resulting fame—and folds several compositions into the 1927 time period. 
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However, it cannot be assumed that King Oliver would have received the same exposure at the 
Cotton Club. The typical assumption was that all Ellington Cotton Club broadcasts were heard 
nationally. It was the CBS broadcasts, not the local ones over WHN, that where heard 
nationwide. As will be seen, specific circumstances enabled the Cotton Club broadcasts. It was 
not the case that the Cotton Club simply “had a radio wire,” as Ellington implied, but that the 
wire was there to broadcast the shows in which Ellington performed.  
Other accounts are either vague on details or too broad: 
 
In time, Duke Ellington’s band got bigger. It was a jazz orchestra. More 
people began hearing the orchestra’s music. They could hear it on a radio 
program from the Cotton Club. The program often could be heard all over 
the United States.29 
 
Duke Ellington and His Orchestra played at the Cotton Club for eleven 
years, though the band took off frequently to tour around the country, 
and to make movies in Hollywood. Audiences tuned in nightly to listen to 
live broadcasts of the band on the radio. His years at the club led to a 
long, successful career. Duke toured the world with his orchestra and 
composed thousands of songs.30 
 
Were the Ellington broadcasts heard “all over the United States” as the Voice of America 
claims? It is unclear how much of the country actually received the Cotton Club network radio 
broadcasts, especially over the early CBS radio network. A small number of network radio 
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stations (but in the largest markets, to be sure) were owned by the parent corporation.31 
Network affiliates were free to air network programming (a “clearance” in broadcasting 
terminology) or to decline it. Such decisions could be dictated by local tastes, racial sensitivities, 
or by the availability of more popular local programming options. On the other hand, even if 
not cleared by the local network affiliate, a determined listener might have heard them over 
one of the many AM radio stations could be heard hundreds or even thousands of miles away. 
The second, PBS Kids account is overly broad. Ellington would have been ecstatic to have had a 
nightly run on network radio of eleven years! The orchestra was associated with the Cotton 
Club for many years, but its long nightly run there was from 1927 to 1931. As it turned out, 
there were months-long stretches after leaving the Cotton Club during which Ellington, unlike 
the most successful white bandleaders, had no regular network radio exposure. For example, 
according to radio historian Jim Cox, Benny Goodman was regularly featured on network radio 
programs, not including guest appearances on other programs or remote broadcasts on local 
stations, for sixty-two months of the eight-and-a-half-year period between Let’s Dance, 8 
December 1934, and the eponymous Benny Goodman Orchestra, 14 August 1943. Of those 
sixty-two months, only during nine was Goodman heard on sustaining programs without a 
principal sponsor, unlike the 15-month run of the Camel [cigarettes] Caravan.32 On the other 
hand, Ellington did not have a regularly sponsored program of his own until 1944, when he was 
sponsored by the U.S. Treasury Department. 
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The Cotton Club engagement itself became a standard part of the Ellington creation myth. The 
musical requirements of the revues there became the crucible in which his versatility and 
creativity were forged: 
 
Ellington had to write background scores for these constantly changing 
floor shows, pushing him into composing abstract tone poems and 
impressionist mood pieces, unlike other black bandleaders of that time 
who performed almost exclusively for dancers. Duke caught the eye of 
shrewd business agent Irving Mills who arranged for a regular radio 
broadcast from the Cotton Club that spread Duke’s fame beyond the 
confines of Harlem and the jazz subculture.33 
 
Irving Mills, his shrewd manager from 1926 to 1939, recognized 
Ellington’s genius and relentlessly promoted him, securing live radio 
broadcasts, recordings and motion picture appearances.34 
 
Typically, as seen above by both Grover Sales and the New York Times, Mills is depicted as 
shrewd and relentless, though these characteristics could be applied to Ellington as well. 
Nevertheless, Mills and Ellington did have a savvy media plan for Ellington’s future. Despite the 
plan, it was not Mills that initiated the Cotton Club broadcasts, as all the evidence points to the 
initiative of Ted Husing. 
Regarding why the Ellington band was broadcast from the Cotton Club, though some accounts 
describe the principals and their motives, other authors—as we have seen—simply avoid 
commentary on these important developments, as if such broadcasts occurred automatically. 
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Nevertheless, Stanley Dance presented Sonny Greer’s recollection of the radio situation, which 
at least places Husing at the center of this development: 
 
They put a coast-to-coast radio wire in the Cotton Club and we were 
lucky enough to have three top announcers of the day in Ted Husing, 
Norman Brockenshire, and David Ross, from six o’clock to seven every 
night. Many arguments arose in Harlem because the wives wouldn’t cook 
dinner until the program was over. That was the beginning of Duke’s 
national popularity, being heard coast to coast.35 
 
Just prior to his reporting the above Dance-Greer quote on the Cotton Club broadcasts, 
Ellington biographer John Edward Hasse describes the venue’s connections to the emergence of 
network radio and the status of NBC in 1928. “The Cotton Club,” Hasse writes, “was outfitted 
with a microphone connected to the radio stations, and this gave Duke Ellington and His Cotton 
Club Orchestra, as it was now called, an opportunity be heard far and wide.”36 Both Greer’s and 
Hasse’s accounts fail to identify the instigator of the broadcasts. Greer said “they” put in a wire, 
and Hasse’s passive construction avoids credit altogether.  
Hasse recognizes Ellington’s growing media savvy in citing an early review of the musical 
differences between the Ellington dinner broadcasts (sweeter) versus the midnight broadcasts 
(hotter), but makes little notice of the mechanics of the broadcasts: the dinner broadcasts were 
local over WHN, possibly originating at the studio, and the midnight sessions were broadcast 
only on some nights—over the CBS network until September 1930 and afterward alternating on 
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NBC’s Red and Blue networks, from September 1930 to February 1931, typically two or three 
nights per week.37  
The confusion is understandable. The lure of financial rewards gradually lowered the resistance 
at NBC (which was by far the largest, most prestigious, and most profitable radio network of the 
day) to black jazz and other less cultured entertainments, while Mills and Ellington’s media plan 
raised his social acceptability. But it was not until 1930 that the aesthetics of NBC and Duke 
Ellington converged. A 1936 newspaper article on the occasion of the closing of the Harlem 
Cotton Club claimed that at first NBC broadcast from the Cotton Club then CBS, even though 
the reverse was the case. Greer's recollection of the announcers—Husing, Brockenshire 
(sometimes spelled Brokenshire), and Ross were all at CBS, for the most part—supports the 
idea that WHN and CBS were the early broadcasters during Ellington’s initial Cotton Club run. 
The link to both WHN and CBS at the Cotton Club was the early radio pioneer announcer 
Husing. In his coffee table book on the history of the Cotton Club, James Haskins writes about 
the origin of the venue’s radio broadcasts: 
 
WHW [sic WHN], a small local radio station, began to broadcast a nightly 
session of Ellington’s music from the Cotton Club, and it was not long 
before both the band and club got a fantastic break. Columbia 
Broadcasting System, represented by its famous announcer Ted Husing, 
approached [the club’s general manager] Herman Stark with the idea of 
broadcasting the sessions on a national basis. Stark was cool to Husing. 
“There’s no money in it for me. It will do you some good, not me. 
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However, it’ll probably do Duke some good, too, so go ahead and we’ll 
see what happens.”38 
 
Stark was mistaken. The exposure of the Cotton Club via radio, with Ellington’s music as the 
primary sonic attraction, was to benefit both parties. 
Figures such as Ted Husing and the singer Vaughn De Leath played an important but neglected 
role in bringing Ellington and other black entertainment figures on the air. De Leath in particular 
is a largely forgotten figure who was nonetheless a radio pioneer. In 1920, De Leath (1900–
1942) sang at the experimental radio facilities of Lee DeForest, the American inventor of the 
vacuum tube who first used the word radio in print in 1907. Dubbed “The First Lady of Radio,” 
De Leath was a trailblazer in every way. Educated in music at California’s Mills College, she 
innovated a crooning vocal style (before Rudy Vallee) in adapting her voice to the limitations of 
the fragile studio equipment of 1923 at the pioneer Westinghouse radio station WJZ. (She was 
later seen on experimental television in 1939 and was also a successful songwriter.) In addition 
to being one of the medium’s first stars, De Leath was one of the first woman radio executives 
when she was manager of WDT in 1923, the year of Ellington’s first radio broadcast as a 
leader.39  
One can speculate as to why De Leath put a pioneering all-Negro program on WDT in 1923. 
Black talent was by no means completely absent from America’s airwaves before then (for 
example, the license holder and engineer of the first college radio broadcast in the United 
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States, at Union College, was an African American), though it is impossible to know how many 
did appear. Due to the entrenched popularity of the minstrelsy and vaudeville traditions, both 
of which presented cross-racial venues for black entertainers, it is not surprising that there was 
a place at the table in radio variety entertainment broadcasts for black talent and black 
performers who were working in cabarets in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, and 
Philadelphia before the 1920s.40 For instance, bandleader-pianist Fletcher Henderson had been 
on the radio as early as 1921 in New Orleans, and Jimmie Wade’s Moulin Rouge Orchestra 
made regular appearances on Chicago’s WBBM beginning in late 1923. New York naturally had 
the greatest concentration of cabarets, and the black talent of Club Alabam and the Plantation 
was heard regularly via the dedicated radio wires.  
De Leath was an integral part of the New York entertainment scene, having also been in theater 
in the mid-1920s. Of still further interest is the amount of southern and minstrel “coon song” 
repertoire that the Chicago-born De Leath demonstrated during her recording career, while the 
lightness of her crooning style was compatible with later jazz styles. Like any good executive, De 
Leath appears to have delegated the recruitment of talent for the all-Negro WDT broadcast that 
included Ellington in 1923. “Floyd G. Snelson, Jr., theatrical editor of the Pittsburgh Courier, and 
Roland C. Irving, well-known pianist and song writer, according to records, were the first to 
direct an all-Negro program over the radio,” proclaimed the Courier in a 1932 retrospective 
article. Snelson and Irving would have known who were the available and affordable, hot up-
and-coming black acts that fit WDT’s (most likely zero) budget.  
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Husing was a major figure in the history of broadcasting, and in particular the establishment of 
CBS as a viable rival to NBC. His biographer, John Lewis, describes the CBS-Cotton Club 
arrangement in a bit more detail. Husing was apparently one of the many whites travelling 
uptown for excitement and became a Cotton Club regular. Lewis recognized the Cotton Club 
shows’ excitement and saw their potential:  
 
Ted quickly convinced his new boss [William Paley] of the monumental 
opportunity facing them, broadcasting “The Duke” nationwide. Paley 
dispatched Ted back to the club to negotiate a deal. He heard the 
gangsters who ran the joint might put on the squeeze. To his surprise, 
Ted returned holding gold. The club agreed to let CBS broadcast at no 
cost. In exchange, they wanted what general manager Herman Stark 
called “a first-class air check.” Ted provided that and more, opening a 
door to history.41 
 
Given that recently WHN was charging $50 to $75 to promote a cabaret’s talent, it follows that 
CBS was surprised to get it all free. Perhaps the gangsters running the club had more foresight 
than even the radio visionaries. Still, this account has a few holes. Husing had worked at WHN 
the entire year of 1927 as an announcer and assistant program director until Christmas, when 
he was hired by CBS, and Ellington had been at the Kentucky Club most of the year, 
broadcasting on WHN. Ellington began work at the Cotton Club on 4 December.42 Therefore, 
contrary to mythmaking, it seems unlikely that Husing discovered Ellington recreationally, as a 
Kentucky Club or Cotton Club customer, or even accidentally, but had something to do with 
both broadcasts, on WHN and over CBS.  
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That gangsters were involved in the ownership and management of nightclubs may have 
worked to Husing's advantage. He grew up on Tenth Avenue in New York’s notorious Hell’s 
Kitchen and was familiar with the street gang ethics that nurtured Cotton Club owners Owney 
Madden and Big Frenchy De Mange. Indeed, mob-operated clubs dominated the WHN 
schedule. Doerksen even quotes WHN’s Grandlund as saying, “If you wanted to do business 
with the nightclubs you did your bargaining with gangsters; it was impossible to avoid them. 
Anyone who had anything to do with show business in these places had to know gangsters, had 
to deal with the mob.”43 
Evidence shows that Husing presided over some of the CBS Cotton Club broadcasts, but Sonny 
Greer's recollection may also place him at the dinnertime WHN broadcasts.44 Husing was an 
ambitious man with an entrepreneur’s instinct about radio and he probably saw a great 
opportunity for up-and-coming CBS to follow the lead of downmarket WHN in featuring Negro 
dance music as counterpoint to the more prestigious and upscale NBC offerings in 1927.  
As we have seen, Ellington appeared locally on WHN (“Serving the masses, not the classes”) and 
nationally on upstart CBS radio. The broadcasts tended to confirm the slummers’ perception of 
black life as primitive and exotic, a mixture to fuel the modernist standing of radio and its set 
owners as well. The voyeur experience and its musical accompaniment blended with the Cotton 
Club staging brought fantasy to life. As he did in the actual Cotton Club, Ellington’s CBS radio 
appearances negotiated between audience expectations of the club’s reputation for racial 
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primitivism and exoticism and, on the strength of his singular musical leadership, his own 
growing reputation of being a “beyond category” symbol of black genius and modernity.  
Ellington and Mills cannily executed a strategy that respected these fault lines while carefully 
positioning Ellington as a unique individual whose creative talent exceeded the limitations of 
his blackness. Under Mills's direction an advertising manual was prepared in 1933 that outlined 
their media strategy for promoting him as a genius:  
 
In your [publicity] campaign do not treat Duke Ellington as just another 
jazz band leader and do not try to sell the orchestra merely with such 
phrases as “the hottest band on earth.” Ellington’s genius as a composer, 
arranger, and musician has won him the respect and admiration of such 
authorities as Percy Grainger, head of the department of music at the 
New York University; Basil Cameron, conductor of the Seattle Symphony 
Orchestra; Leopold Stokowski, famed conductor of the celebrated 
Philadelphia Orchestra; Paul Whiteman, whose name is synonymous with 
jazz, and many others.45  
 
In surveying the early to mid-1930s newspaper features, interviews, magazine profiles of 
Ellington the extent to which these instructions were adhered to is remarkable, as was the 
overall effectiveness of the promotional strategy. From this point forward, the “jungle music” 
references faded in Ellington press coverage as the original Cotton Club run receded into the 
past. Likewise, for much of the mid-1930s, it seems that hardly an article failed to relay the 
endorsements of Grainger, Cameron, and Stokowski. 
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This exploitation manual goes on to encourage agents and promoters to “sell Ellington as a 
great artist” and one whose “unique style and individual theories of harmony have created a 
new music.” Even the story of Mills “discovering” Duke was repeated in feature after feature, 
sure evidence of this origin story—from Mills’s discovery of Ellington at the Kentucky Club, to 
the Cotton Club, radio, and international fame—was being relentlessly pushed in publicity 
materials. The king of “jungle music” was becoming “Harlem’s Aristocrat of Jazz.” 
After getting established at the Cotton Club, the band, especially beginning in 1931 began to 
tour the nation on the strength of its radio reputation and record sales. Ellington’s fame 
allowed them to tour the U.K. as headliners in 1933, an opportunity that came about because 
the band had been heard both via recordings and live shortwave broadcasts and relays from 
America.  
Although the Cotton Club broadcasts were heard nationally over CBS, it is unclear if any 
financial relationship existed between Ellington and the network. It could be that the only 
agreement was between the Cotton Club and CBS. Ellington soon established a more formal 
relationship with NBC around the time they began to air the Cotton Club remotes, including 
participation in what today would be called cross-promotion, as they were booked by the NBC 
artists bureau to tour and provide remote broadcasts from road venues. The cross-promotion 
work involved a 24 October 1930 appearance on Amos ‘n’ Andy, thereby helping to publicize 
the release of the radio blackface actors’ sole Amos and Andy feature film, RKO’s Check and 
Double Check (1930), in which the band made its feature film debut. Ellington was now a 
famous enough musician for the show’s fictional characters to fawn over. Meanwhile, the 
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elegant Ellington and his well-dressed and successful musicians were juxtaposed with the 
minstrel antics represented by the show’s white stars. 
Ellington became an increasingly significant presence on NBC, though never quite big enough to 
have a series of his own. After the Amos ‘n’ Andy appearance, Ellington could hardly be found 
on network radio (except on occasional returns to the Cotton Club), but he continued to do 
local radio. For example, he appeared twenty-eight times over Chicago’s WGN in the month of 
August 1931. Hasse notes that the “absence from the airwaves underscored the fact that 
Ellington's orchestra was one of the few nationally famous groups that could not find a regular 
sponsor. Evidently no national company wanted to link its name to black performers in the 
1930s,” although local radio could have a significant geographical impact, as AM radio could 
carry more than a thousand miles at night. 46 
By 1933, the band was back on the air in New York and appearing frequently on late-night 
programs over WJZ (Blue Network) and WEAF (Red Network). Again, these were sustaining, not 
sponsored, programs, although in the era of single-sponsorship, many programs were launched 
as sustaining in the hopes of attracting a sponsor later on. (CBS countered the more successful 
NBC by publicly touting its sustaining, or sponsor-less programs, as a public service.) 
Furthermore, relying on a single sponsor, as was the network practice on radio and later 
television well into the 1950s, made it an all-or-nothing affair. The network could not simply 
“go silent” because it had no sponsor at a given hour. It still had to provide programs for its 
affiliates. Ellington was very much aware of the value of radio. In a comment that seems 
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directed at radio executives as much as the public, in 1933 he told a British interviewer that, “in 
America broadcasting is the lifeblood of the artiste as well as the salesman. You can sell 
anything on the air, and to us it has been the means of achieving a large measure of our 
success.”47 In August 1934, the band finally did achieve a milestone when it was the first black 
band to appear on the NBC Red Network’s WEAF-originated Hall of Fame Hour.48 Outside these 
short bursts of activity in the medium, Ellington was largely absent from network radio until 
May 1936. 
For swing-era bands, radio broadcasts had a remarkable effect on the bottom line. The primary 
financial benefit was not the talent fees for appearing on the broadcasts, but the increased 
rates the acts could command when touring as famous radio attractions. Though top 
attractions like Glenn Miller and Tommy Dorsey might lose money during an extended big-city 
hotel engagement, the resulting bookings and increased rates after nightly network radio 
broadcasts were more than worth the sacrifice. Ellington’s summer at the Hurricane Club in 
1943 featured as many as six broadcasts (local and network) per week. After the Hurricane Club 
engagement, the band’s fees for one-nighters doubled or tripled compared to the prior 
season.49 For black bands, the lack of access to hotel engagements contributed to a 
corresponding lack of radio opportunities, as prominent hotels were often the sites of ongoing 
radio broadcasts. 
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Chicago really was the Second City when it came to radio, serving as a major source of original 
programs. The Congress Hotel was already known to be an important venue for live radio 
broadcasts and a prestigious gig in itself. Benny Goodman had enjoyed consistent national 
exposure on NBC, from the hotel’s Joseph Urban Room, during 1935 and 1936. Meanwhile, Earl 
Hines was also getting frequent national exposure on NBC from Chicago’s Grand Terrace, where 
he held court with his big band for an extraordinary run of 1928 to 1940.50 Back on good terms 
with NBC, Ellington had a month-long engagement at the Congress Hotel from 8 May to 6 June 
1936. This resulted in nightly local radio and network pickups four times a week, alternating on 
the Blue and Red Networks, although some sources say these were nightly network 
broadcasts.51 Not only was he back on radio, for a month at least, but he was also appearing on 
the largest (Red) and most prestigious (NBC) networks as a featured artist. This was not the 
upstart CBS network or the bawdy station WHN. 
Ellington’s return to network radio was the subject of many press reports, and more than a few 
expressed dismay that he had been off the network menu for so long.52 His newspaper 
coverage was dominated by press release material: announcements of local appearances, radio 
listings, and endless reviews of the genesis of Ellington’s career are peppered repeatedly with 
the usual stock testimonials to his genius straight from the Mills advertising manuals. Just 
before the Congress Hotel stint, a few stories had appeared dissecting the causes for the 
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Ellington radio disappearance, although this too seems to have been at least in part 
orchestrated by Mills and the publicists.  
The Toledo columnist “Eavesdropper” shared a conversation with the Duke about his radio 
woes: “The pride of Lenox Avenue never has been able to understand just why his 
internationally famous band wows the dance fans but leaves radio listeners only lukewarm.” 
Since the art of the audience survey was far from the intricate science of today, one must 
assume the most binary of feedback, in the form of listener letters, calls, or telegrams, 
informed this opinion. Ellington was playing to packed houses all over the country, but he was 
not being booked onto network radio. Eavesdropper zeros in on the “Negro” elements of his 
style as the problem: “Duke features a jungle rhythm that pulsates with the blare of brasses and 
the constant beat of a drum. It’s the type of music popular with dance lovers, and the son of 
Harlem wonders why it is not equally popular with radio fans.”53 The only sponsored 
broadcasting Ellington had had up to that date “was two years ago on an NBC West Coast chain 
(either the NBC Orange or Gold networks),” according to Eavesdropper, who went on to 
critique his radio selections: “The secret is to play for the radio the type of music required by 
listeners, and still be able to give the ballroom fans their rhythm thrills. . . . The Duke might 
easily become one of radio’s orchestral royalty if he distinguished himself on the air by playing 
only music of the type and tempo of ‘Mood Indigo,’ ‘Solitude,’ ‘Sophisticated Lady,’ and 
‘Sentimental Mood.’” This question of playing for dancers and listeners has a racial component 
to it, as it is safe to assume Ellington’s live audiences had a smaller percentage of whites than 
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the radio audience, since there was no black radio in 1936. Ellington was quite conscious about 
what he was doing. 
A Date With the Duke: Ellington the Musical Celebrity and Celebrity DJ 
Beyond lead his orchestra on the air, Ellington the celebrity made many radio appearances. 
Some were to feed the publicity machine and included game shows, his appearances on other 
music shows as a pianist, and interviews when he came to a town. Also, he judiciously made 
statements and appearances in his role as a leading representative of his race. Ellington had a 
commanding stature in the black community (in historian Nicholas Gaffney’s words, a “cultural 
hero”), was taken as a serious and dignified person in the white world, and was used for 
important public service programs such as for the Treasury Department and war-effort 
programming.54 In short, Ellington was a bona fide celebrity. 
Radio histories have noted the many Ellington appearances, but do not always distinguish 
between his personal appearances and those with him leading the band. For example, in July 
1943 Ellington was in the middle (April–September) of one of his long residencies at a club 
(Hurricane in New York) with regular radio remotes (WOR). Yet he managed to be interviewed 
by Alistair Cooke for a BBC shortwave broadcast to England on 11 July (with the band making its 
usual club broadcast that night), and he also made a guest soloist appearance on Frank Sinatra’s 
Broadway Bandbox on CBS on 19 July. In addition to the six-times weekly WOR broadcasts at 
10:45 p.m. (perhaps carried by the Mutual Broadcast System), somehow Ellington (with or 
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without the band, it is difficult to determine) made July 1943 appearances on WEVD (24, 29, 
and 31 July), WMCA (24 July), WBYN (27 July), and WWRL (28 and 30 July). Other guest 
appearances that year—the year of Black, Brown and Beige at Carnegie Hall—included playing 
with the Paul Lavelle Orchestra on 2 May and 11 September on NBC’s Chamber Music Society of 
Lower Basin Street, as well as appearing as bandleader-soloist with his band on NBC’s Million 
Dollar Band (19 June), on a radio fundraiser for war causes on WEAF (but not a network 
broadcast), and for an Armed Forces Radio interview on 11 November.55 In addition to the radio 
appearances that year, Ellington appeared at rallies or benefits supporting the Red Cross (6 
April), a Harlem orphanage (30 April), Greek War Relief (18 May), the Brooklyn Academy of 
Music (4 June), Negro Freedom (7 June), and a Tribute to Negro Servicemen (27 June).56 
In private conversations, and in interviews with the black press, Ellington spoke often of Negro 
history and culture. Ellington had an abiding interest in the subject and subscribed to the idea 
that black history had been suppressed and denied, much to the damage of African Americans. 
Indeed, this is the era of Ellington’s grand “tone parallel” to the “history of the American 
Negro,” his 1943 Black, Brown and Beige. In many ways, Ellington was an exemplar of the “race 
man,” which Mark Anthony Neal characterizes as “a well-mannered, well-intentioned role 
model thoroughly committed to black uplift.” Neal adds that this period phrase “describes black 
men of stature and integrity who represented the best that African Americans had to offer in 
the face of Jim Crow segregation,” and that the characterization’s use represented “an 
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unspoken measure of commitment to uplifting the race. Race men inspire pride; their work, 
their actions and their speech represent excellence instead of evoking shame and 
embarrassment.”57Although the race man concept has been critiqued, notably by feminist 
writers such as Hazel Carby, it was a prevailing mode of masculine behavior in the black 
community of the early part of the century, predating the current coinage of “role model.” Not 
limited to prominent figures, this was a part that could be played by any man with a 
commitment to community, and included Pullman porters, clerks, postal workers, and laborers, 
so long as they strove to speak well, do good works, and uplift the race. Black audiences would 
have had no problem in either identifying or critiquing Ellington’s credentials as a race man. An 
entertainment celebrity race man could function on simultaneous political levels—due to the 
“invisible man” nature of racial awareness in America—as a serious, community-involved 
symbol and as a leader in the black community. At the same time, such a figure might likewise 
be seen merely as a musician, athlete, or actor by white America.  
The strategy of preserving dignity and class while in the entertainment field, which Ellington 
and Mills so skillfully executed, along with Ellington’s own commitment to black causes resulted 
in his being held in high regard by most sectors of black America. For example, in 1943 Ellington 
was the recipient of the first Student Council Achievement Trophy from the students of Howard 
University. This honor was awarded to an “outstanding Negro who has contributed something 
beneficial to the uplifting of the Negro race.” The language is almost identical to that of Neal’s 
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comments above.58 This is not to say that Ellington was above criticism from other black 
progressives. Successful entertainment figures either capitulated to America’s racial status quo 
by accepting unequal employment opportunities, segregated audiences, and other limitations, 
or they walked the fine line of carefully choosing their battles and playing the waiting game. 
Those who challenged American racial injustice openly and militantly normally paid a steep 
price. Ellington chose his battles quite carefully. Being too forward with your race man 
credentials, especially if you were militant or strident, could put your employment at risk, 
whether you worked at the Post Office or in show business—as the careers of Paul Robeson, 
Canada Lee, or Jackie Robinson easily attest. Much of the criticism aimed at Ellington concerned 
his largely non-confrontational approach to racial slights. For example, only after he was a 
sensation at the Cotton Club and had established personal relationships with the management 
there did he quietly and privately negotiate for the relaxation of the whites-only policy to allow 
show business peers and other prominent blacks to attend his shows. Ellington disappointed 
more militant advocates by declining to sign a pledge to refuse segregated bookings. He took an 
“I will if they will first” stance on the pledge and felt vulnerable about being placed on the 
economic front lines of civil rights. Still, Ellington raised a great deal of money for the cause and 
for both this and his artistic contributions he was awarded the NAACP Spingarn Medal in 1959.  
It was Ellington’s stature in the black community and his acceptance with white audiences that 
made him an appropriate choice for participation in serious national radio programs on race. 
Radio historian Ryan Ellett has described the period 1927–33 as the Golden Age of African 
American radio programming, not only because of the presence of Ellington, Earl Hines, Cab 
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Calloway, and other black popular music performers, but because of the somewhat wide 
variety of black-oriented programming that had an (unsponsored) toehold on radio schedules. 
This period can be compared to 1950s television, when the business of lowest-common-
denominator mass audience programming had not yet been perfected and had yet to displace 
lofty and idealistic productions.59 The end of this age coincided with Ellington’s departure from 
regular club broadcasts and the beginning of his extensive touring phase. Network radio’s 
breakout decade, the 1930s, saw a significant restriction in anything other than racially 
stereotypical black radio content. It was not until black Americans were needed for the nation's 
war effort that serious, high-quality programming was aimed at black audiences. By the time of 
World War II, Ellington was an established star and had become a figure of undisputed stature 
with black listeners. 
Radio listening, no longer merely an expensive hobby, had become a constant feature of black 
home life. Radio historian Barbara Savage has observed that blacks found radio especially 
important, since so much social activity in America was closed to them by law, cost, or custom. 
With few successes and little headway, black organizations fought against the negative 
representations and opposed the derogatory portrayals typical of the radio era. That said, they 
likewise celebrated every black success on radio.60 According to Savage, black activists and 
organizations were “extremely sensitive to radio’s enormous influence over public attitudes 
and were alert to its promising potential as an ally,” even as they were denied ownership of 
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stations via regulation and cost.61 It was not until the threat of the coming Second World War 
and the need to mobilize all sectors of society that black radio activists found an unlikely ally in 
the federal government. Black advocates for quality black radio from inside the government, 
such as Ambrose Caliver (Labor Department) and Theodore Berry (Office of War Information), 
and from outside of it, such as Roi Ottley (the noted author of the 1943 book New World A-
Coming: Inside Black America), Ann Tanneyhill (Urban League), and G. Lake Imes (a Baltimore 
radio producer), initiated calls for radio programming that would promote the inclusion of 
blacks in American society. Despite constant sparring with white colleagues and higher-ups over 
the mix of entertainment content, collectively this war-era movement resulted in ambitious 
black radio programs, including My People (October 1942–March 1943, Mutual), Freedom’s 
People (September 1941–April 1942, NBC), Democracy-USA (1946–1948), Here Comes 
Tomorrow (1946, WJJD Chicago), Destination Freedom (1948–1950, WMAQ Chicago), New 
World A-Coming (1944–1957, WMCA New York), Jubilee (October 1942–August 1953, AFRS), 
and The Negro and National Defense (30 March 1941, CBS).  
Ellington participated to various degrees in several of these programs, including the Urban 
League’s The Negro and National Defense, which aired on 30 March 1941. Jubilee was a long-
running program produced for Armed Forces Radio and not intended for airing in the United 
States. On this program, Ellington and orchestra made at least fourteen appearances during its 
seven-year run. He was so impressed by Roi Ottley’s book New World A-Coming, that he used 
the title for a piano feature concert work, which he premiered at his December 1943 Carnegie 
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Hall appearance. Ottley’s award-winning book, which examines black America’s history and 
hopes for the future, also provided the basis for the wartime radio series of the same name. 
Ellington’s theme music (credited on air, and excerpted from Ellington’s concert work) was used 
throughout its run, though not played by him. New World A-Coming ran on New York station 
WMCA, then owned by liberal and politically progressive owners Nathan and Helen Straus, who 
were sympathetic to the idea of black programming. Despite these connections, it still seems 
unlikely that the station or the American Federation of Musicians were interested in having the 
Ellington band on staff to provide the music.62 
Ellington’s popularity with music fans and his standing as a public supporter of war bonds and 
similar causes finally resulted in his only starring radio series, A Date with the Duke, which ran 
from 1943 to 1946, and was one of several Treasury Department–sponsored programs on 
radio. Even this was not a sponsored program in the normal sense, but a sustaining program 
produced by the Treasury Department to pitch war bonds. Due to Ellington’s travel schedule, 
the programs were recorded in batches in various locations. (Surviving scripts in the 
Smithsonian collection repeatedly warn against any ad-libbed mention of location, probably to 
conceal both the site of the recording and the playback dates.) The program was initially fifteen 
minutes long, though it later was of a variable length, up to an hour. In addition to a lengthy 
musical program featuring Black, Brown and Beige, plus the band’s hits, Ellington has long 
stretches of promotional dialogue. The following is from an August 1945 (ABC) script: 
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You ever walk through a Veterans’ Hospital? You ever see how some of 
the boys come back from the Pacific? It’s a sight to break your heart. The 
War is over for these boys . . . but it’s up to us to see that their life isn’t 
over, as well! It’s up to us to see that they’re made whole and hearty 
again! That means . . . we’ve got to give them the best medical care and 
attention that money can buy! That’s where Bonds come in . . . VICTORY 
BONDS to bring those boys back to healthy normal living! Yes, the 
VICTORY BONDS you buy are helping restore a boy’s sight . . . helping him 
to walk, to use his hands again . . . and in many cases, the VICTORY 
BONDS you buy are helping his mind to heal! So friends . . . keep buying 
VICTORY BONDS . . . more and more BONDS! They’re BONDS of mercy . . . 
and we can’t let up! Not Now! Keep buying VICTORY BONDS!  
 
This was the program’s compassionate war bond pitch. Later Ellington makes equally long 
appeals focusing on bonds as a saving instrument and as a good investment that will outpace 
postwar inflation: “What’s a dollar? It’s something that can buy a couple dozen eggs . . . or a 
couple dozen marbles!” Although there is no doubt that Ellington is African American, these 
scripts are remarkably colorblind in appeal and writing, and—consistent with his speaking 
style—free of a stereotypical “Negro” dialect. The war bond pitches and content are left 
entirely to Ellington’s delivery. The typical role of an announcer who forces the “audible 
presence into some vestige of visibility,” as Jenkins notes, is of interest here, since there is no 
such role in this broadcast in terms of an additional announcer carrying the program or 
message. In general practice, the announcer performs a formal function in radio in that he—
always a he—projects authority and provides consistency across programs produced for the 
network all over the country.63 This is also material that can be tacked onto the studio program 
prior to release to reflect the most up-to-date sponsorship details. In his position in this 
program, Ellington is a fluent and veteran master of ceremonies, a role that live Ellington 
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recordings would come to exploit. By comparison, Esquire magazine’s January 1945 All-
American Jazz Concert broadcast, which featured Ellington, Nat Cole, and Woody Herman, was 
a slick production that scientifically used a pair of announcers to keep the personnel lineups 
straight and to set up host Orson Welles. The Esquire script seemed to take great pains to keep 
the all the musicians from speaking on the microphones, but the war bond scripts show full 
confidence in Ellington as a polished figure, and as a media-savvy professional who could charm 
audiences with the microphone as well as his music.  
Dial the Duke: Ellington the “Record Rotator” 
Though experimental television broadcasting began in the United States in the late 1920s, it 
was not until 1936 that the Germans made primitive broadcasts of the Berlin Olympic Games 
and the BBC began television service. In 1939, the New York World’s Fair was telecast using RCA 
facilities, and Vaughn De Leath, ever the trailblazer, took part in a television show from Radio 
City. Despite this progress, the war’s greedy consumption of materials and resources slowed 
television’s development and the FCC completely shut it down by halting the granting of 
licenses until the war’s end. This order was a great relief to the network radio brass who 
already knew that network television would require substantially greater capital investment 
and operating expenses than radio, but with uncertain revenue gains to offset them. Still, the 
war left the radio networks profitable and prestigious, allowing the medium to prove its value 
as a social glue for Americans at home and as an essential conduit of war information, 
especially through the efforts of Edward R. Murrow and the others who invented modern 
broadcast journalism. Because of this prestige and influence, and despite NBC having been 
forced to divest its weaker Blue Network during the war (which in turn became the American 
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Broadcasting Corporation, or ABC), the networks got regulatory matters pretty much the way 
they wanted in the postwar period. But the launch of postwar network television had the 
potential to gut the network radio business, and indeed it did; in just half a decade, competition 
from network television had halved network radio’s advertising revenue, from $131 million in 
1950 to $64 million in 1955.64  
Forward-looking radio executives saw these changes coming, despite the brave talk about 
radio’s future in the trade magazines. They would claim, for instance, that television did not 
have “much chance of supplanting radio in the daytime, when the average housewife hasn’t 
time to sit and watch a televised show, but can listen to the radio while she works.”65 As the 
revenue fell, ever-greater innovation in radio programming took place. Station owners 
recognized their future was in local advertising. To draw that advertising with recorded music, 
the one inexpensive source of programming left to the stations—audience interest in talk radio 
was yet to be discovered and nurtured—innovative music formats would be developed. But 
immediately after the war, the innovations were quite modest, and programmers figured the 
same big names in music would continue to have appeal.  
In 1948, Ellington found an opportunity in a short-lived celebrity disc-jockey fad. Radio had 
been personality driven and had always featured big stars, but expensive radio productions 
were on their way out. Disc jockey shows were on the way in, even though it would take several 
decades before the balance between musical content and air personalities to reach the 
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extreme opposite, where formats trumped personality. Eventually Paul Whiteman, Rudy Vallee, 
Dinah Shore, and Jimmy Dorsey had shows out of New York or Los Angeles.  
Ellington’s new career as disc jockey coincided with the start of his orchestra’s challenging 
postwar slump, which lasted until his celebrated 1956 revival at the Newport Jazz Festival. 
Harvey Cohen calls this period “some of the most frustrating and dispiriting times in the history 
of the Ellington orchestra.”66 As always, the bandleader tried to keep his orchestra available for 
the instant gratification of hearing his music on demand. This personal interest led him to reject 
well-meaning proposals from industry friends. Cohen notes that “Ellington was pressured at the 
collapse of the big band era on all sides to ditch the band. Norman Granz offered him straight 
salary to join the Jazz at the Philharmonic tour and only hire the band when needed. Sol Hurok 
wanted to position Duke as a concert artists for the big halls in Europe and America,” 
presumably as a solo or piano trio artist.67 In this context, the following announcement 
appeared in Variety in the summer of 1947 under the headline “Ellington as Disk Jock for 
WMCA”: 
 
Duke Ellington definitely begins a sideline career as a disk jockey on 
WMCA, New York, Jan. 1 and has been sold to one sponsor as a starter. In 
joining Tommy Dorsey and Paul Whiteman into a transcribed disk jock 
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idea, Ellington will occupy a midnight to 1 a.m. slot on the station five 
nights a week. Sponsor signed to date is Paradise Wine.68 
 
This engagement was a transcribed show, which meant that at minimum Ellington’s 
announcements would be prerecorded—and more likely the entire program was—for 
distribution on discs. With this arrangement, the show’s production could be tailored to fit 
Ellington’s schedule. It is noteworthy that Ellington finally had a principal sponsor, as this was a 
consistent issue for him as a prewar network radio attraction. An advertisement offering the 
show to interested stations promised “top tunes on records,” “stories behind disc and music 
makers,” and “interviews with famous stars on transcriptions.”69  
By early January, Radio Daily carried an article claiming the show had been picked up by twelve 
stations, as far west as San Francisco and south as Saint Louis, with 150 projected by year’s 
end.70 Several production and business details were reported in the article, including that the 
show’s writers would be Bob Bach (the creator of What’s My Line) and Joe Bigelow (a veteran 
radio and television producer active since the 1930s), that two guest star interviews per week 
were anticipated, and that the show was recorded on tape before being transferred to 
transcription discs.71 Further, the “show sells for one-fifth of station’s usual time rate; in no 
instance is the tab less than $50 a week. The Duke’s contract, which runs for five years, 
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guarantees him at least $75,000 a year.”72 Such trade articles are notoriously unreliable on 
financial particulars, and it is not likely that the terms of Ellington’s contract guaranteed him 
any money in case of the show’s cancellation. However, his large reported salary could be 
justified not only by projected prospects for his show, but as part of WMCA’s strategy of 
creating a body of syndicated programs that the station, located in New York with access to big-
name talent, could sell to stations around the country—sort of a reduced cost network radio 
model for prosperity in the coming television era. In addition, Ellington consented to an 
arrangement in which he was represented by the WMCA artists’ bureau. The show’s pricing 
meant that a small station, such as WLOW Norfolk, would pay considerably less than one in a 
large market, such as WFIL Philadelphia. After paying for the program, the station would be free 
to keep any additional revenue from local advertising on the show, while promising to clear the 
national sponsor’s spots. 
Ellington’s achievement at turntables was big news in the black press. “Ellington May Crack Disk 
Jockey Barrier,” crowed the Pittsburgh Courier. “In such an eventuality the piano genius will be 
the first Negro son to crack the heretofore ‘lily white’ field which is not so strict even in the 
South. . . . New York’s radio front has so far managed to steer clear of Negroes in either minor 
or important channels.”73 This excitement was not misplaced; after all, an Ebony magazine 
article, stimulated by Ellington’s venture, enumerated the complete list of just sixteen black 
disk jockeys in the entire United States, out of three thousand total, in 1947.74  
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Ellington succeeded in bringing his own elegant turns of phrasing to the task. A 1948 issue of 
Radio Mirror includes an article in which he refers to himself as a “record rotator.” The article 
also gives a good description of the show’s content as well as celebrates Ellington’s unique DJ 
patter:  
 
The turntable style of the newest star in the disc-jockey firmament is as 
rare as his musical style. Trained as an artist [n.b. this nugget of Ellington 
biography has proven quite durable], Ellington’s between-record 
comments reflect the imagery which lends the Duke’s musicianship its 
captivating quality. 
 
The Ellington Glossary pervades the show. Gleanings from recent record-
sessions turn up such Ellingtonisms as “lady of pastel tones” (Jo Stafford); 
“the man with the sequin-studded trumpet” (Harry James); “serpentine 
and opalesque quality” (Sarah Vaughn); “singer of gossamer moods” (Mel 
Torme); and “caresses a song with satin and gives it back-porch intimacy” 
(Vic Damone). On the other hand he frequently salts his introductions 
with such phrases as “real gone” and “super-Leviathanic.” When Duke 
rates something particularly high, it has “score,” or he may occasionally 
ascribe a “pear ice-cream” quality to a record he likes—a reflection of the 
fact that the Duke loves food of the gourmet class.75 
 
The article may have been a little condescending about the jazzman’s lingo, but this facet was 
itself as much part of an organized media campaign as Mills’s, and later the William Morris 
Agency’s, had been.  
Ellington soon had his own semi-regular column in Radio Mirror in 1948 where he, with the aid 
of whomever was writing it, would drop little gems about fellow celebrities. (Radio Mirror was a 
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general-interest, celebrity-driven monthly magazine with network radio listings, abundant color 
illustrations, and advertisements and features that seemed to be aimed at women radio 
listeners, particularly homemakers.) It was the kind of column Larry King later had for many 
years in USA Today. Ellington had missed a number of engagements in the summer of 1948 and 
had undergone minor surgery. He thanked his stand-ins in his column, “First off, I’m happy to 
be back at work after an operation at Manhattan Hospital. Thanks, too, to Tex Benecke and the 
others who subbed for me on my disc-jockey show over WMCA, WSBC, WWDC, KVOC and all 
the others.”76 The column, “Facing the Music,” was clearly a means of promoting the radio 
program.  
It is not clear just when The Duke Ellington Show ended, perhaps it only lasted until April 1949. 
As television ascended, newspaper radio coverage declined. The networks converted all their 
radio hits to television including Dragnet, Gunsmoke, and even Amos ’n’ Andy (which could no 
longer hide white actors behind blackface voices). CBS News’s Hear It Now became See It Now, 
and the Candid Microphone became Candid Camera. Daytime serials got a reboot—shows like 
The Guiding Light rolled back their convoluted storylines to the beginning. Radio was becoming 
a key medium for spinning records and coverage of sporting events. John Lewis (Husing’s 
biographer) says that by 1954 the bulk of the celebrity musician disc jockeys “went back to live 
performances.”77 Even less is remembered about the demise of The Duke Ellington Show than 
of its very existence. It seems to have run its course by April 1949, which coincides with 
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Ellington’s first television appearance on Adventures in Jazz over CBS on 29 April 1969.78 Of 
course, Ellington’s own career rebounded after the 1956 Newport Jazz Festival. 
Duke Ellington may be the most researched figure in jazz history. Why is there so little mention 
of the DJ experience in Ellington literature? Certainly, the duration of sixteen months should 
not disqualify the engagement from consideration. Ellington had much shorter runs from 
residencies in New York and Chicago that have been examined and reexamined in detail. 
Admittedly, not much of his own music was featured during his program, and Ellington was first 
and foremost a musician and composer. But his time behind the microphone is worthy of 
further study, if only to try to determine how the “record rotator” blended his own broad 
musical tastes with the dictates of a popular music program or to recover the interviews he 
conducted with the likes of Frank Sinatra, Nat Cole, Stan Kenton, and Mel Tormé. If nothing 
else, Ellington’s disc jockey stint illustrates his participation in the broader entertainment 
industry, where today there may be a tendency to view him as exclusively a jazz musician. 
Conclusion 
From the perspective of radio, looking at Ellington as a radio bandleader, radio celebrity, and 
radio DJ reveals a technology- and media-savvy strategy of career promotion--one that well 
exceeds luck and serendipity--and the involvement of specific individuals who had radio 
ambitions. Some of those ambitions involved personal fame and glory, others progressive race 
politics. Ellington did not just happen to appear on WDT radio in 1923—Vaughn De Leath was a 
pioneering female radio performer and executive who had an unusual appreciation and 
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empathy for black music. De Leath turned to two hustling young black men, Floyd Snelson and 
Roland Irving, to put on a historic all-Negro broadcast. There did not just happen to be a wire in 
the Cotton Club, as Ellington himself sometimes disingenuously implied. Rather, Ted Husing was 
a fan and ambitious announcer who knew the success of Ellington broadcasts over WHN from 
the Kentucky Club, and saw an opportunity to bring a hit to talent-starved CBS. And Irving Mills 
and Ellington developed a game plan that first created the king of “jungle music” and then left 
that behind in favor of “Harlem’s Aristocrat of Jazz,” a composer and intellectual all without 
crossing into the black artist’s dangerous territory of behaving inappropriately. 
Whereas most black bandleaders were consigned to the “hot” jazz category, Ellington was 
positioned as a unique and individual artist. Among black jazz musicians audible radio persona 
was not perceived as ethnically black. Ellington’s genius and acclaim, in concert with marketing 
plan, enabled Ellington to function as a celebrity on radio, separate from his orchestra, and 
sometimes as a non-performing guest. His high but not uncritiqued standing with African 
American audiences resulted in further opportunities when the federal government was faced 
with mobilizing the disaffected black community during World War II.  
When network radio was born, jazz, and in particular big band jazz, was among the most 
popular music in the United States. By the 1930s the music industry had refined its marketing, 
with the result that swing was largely driving the music business. The codification of swing 
enabled white bands to seize the main stage to the general disadvantage of black bands. 
Ellington’s media strategy was an important part of distinguishing himself from other black 
musicians, thus contributing to his longevity as a successful artist. Radio, and later television, 
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lost interest in jazz as the century progressed but Ellington, by virtue of his handling of the 
media, and of course his immanent musicality, had become and remained a transcendent 




Chapter 4. Jazz with Ads: Radio and Genre 
There were times during the '60s when jazz had … 
well, how can I put this?...an elitist appeal. Now, it 
is becoming a popular music again and we like to 
feel that KBCA played some part in keeping it 
going…the artists have broadened their appeal. 
Sure, they're accused of compromising, but this 
isn't a compromise. The jazz artist recognizes that 
his music can now influence a greater number of 
people.  
—Saul Levine, founder of KBCA radio 
Radio's history to date in the United States, then, 
can be roughly divided into the network era and 
the format era, each characterized by its own 
forms of organization and programming. We focus 
on the period of transition between these areas. 
Transitional periods, which feature competitive 
approaches to media organization and practices, 
and whose social and cultural consequences are 
varied and unpredictable, may more clearly test 
the lessons of history than the stable periods they 
precede or follow. 
—Eric Rothenbuhler and Tom McCourt 
Almost from its inception, radio has used popular music to build large audiences.  However, 
there exists an elliptically reciprocal relationship between radio airplay and popularity. In most 
cases, radio airplay has created the conditions for popularity; far less often has the reverse 
been true, simply because while alternative paths have always existed, broadcasting is the most 
efficient way of reaching a mass audience.1  
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While music and cultural studies have implicitly acknowledged radio’s importance in the mass 
culture domain— for example, the elevation of lowbrow cultural products despite the 
institutional power of elite culture—little attention has been devoted to the power of radio to 
shape and define musical genres. Besides facilitating the popularity of particular recordings and 
musicians, radio has played a significant role in the very formation of the jazz genre. This genre-
defining work happens in radio because radio practices are the result of negotiated practices 
between actors with differing stakes, ideologies, and motivations. In turn, the actors and 
practices create or contribute to tangible artifacts, among them the shared understanding of 
jazz as a genre. 
In this chapter, I concentrate on a brief period between 1957 and 1980 during which jazz was 
used as a format and station identity in commercial radio.  In those years (though a few stations 
hung on later, in a few cases for decades), in the context of rapidly shifting radio industry 
business models and generational changes in musical tastes, a relatively small number of 
stations attempted to define themselves as jazz radio stations. A great many more stations had 
successful and popular jazz programs, usually hosted by knowledgeable and hip deejays, that 
aired perhaps in the evening, weekends, or overnight. While these jazz deejays had loyal 
audiences in broadcasting markets all over the United States, this chapter will largely be 
concerned with the all-jazz stations.  There are two main reasons for this.  First, unlike stations 
that present one or two jazz programs per week, the all-jazz station replicates, to a limited 
extent, the omnibus or variety format model--but within the many styles of jazz. Such stations 
are trying to bring together a listening audience comprised of fans of different musical genres 
that lay claim to the genre label jazz. Second, in making a commitment to an all-jazz identity, a 
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radio station must, of necessity, focus its management and sales functions on the varied strands 
of jazz, bringing significant extra-musical practices that are nonetheless integral to broadcasting 
into contact with jazz music. 
At present, jazz radio is overwhelmingly heard on non-commercial stations, where artistic, 
educational, cultural, or political missions sometimes temper the desire for a mass audience.  
For the better part of a century, up to 1980, commercial radio stations, jukeboxes, and 
phonograph records constituted the dominant pathways linking the producers of jazz with the 
jazz audience.  The sales of records were largely attributable to an awareness of artist and 
product provided by radio, magazines, and newspapers. This commercial radio enterprise 
welcomed music industry forces that provided a counterbalance to the connoisseurial 
tendencies of the enthusiast that sought to distance jazz from more commercial related music 
forms and hybridizing crossover trends. From the earliest hot jazz clubs to today’s blogs, there 
have always been advocates “pulling coats” about who the “real” jazz artists are, as opposed to 
crossover performers merely employing jazz conventions.  
Commercial radio’s presentations of jazz have rarely been overly concerned with notions of 
authenticity. Rather, even while jazz has been considered the purview of “jazz buffs,” its 
commercial presentations have been concerned with widening its appeal. While non-
commercial radio is certainly concerned with audience size and demographics, its business 
model takes advantage of the absence of the short-term pressure of advertising sales to 
encourage a different relationship with audiences. The advent of non-commercial radio’s near-
exclusive hold on jazz broadcasting has re-formulated the genre in a much more narrow sense. 
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On most non-commercial stations, the word “jazz” suffices to connote “jazz” as a genre; the 
1970s descriptors of jazz purity, “mainstream” or “straight-ahead,” are no longer needed. 
Jazz and its Discourses 
There are many participants and participant-positions in the discourse around jazz, including 
critics, marketers, journalists, scholars, musicians, listeners, and fans. The radio programmer 
takes on an amorphous role that includes elements of all of the above. Along with the classical 
music host, the jazz deejay is often presented on-air as an expert whose presentation of the 
music is replete with biographical and discographical details. Yet the radio programmer (and 
“programmers” here could be deejays if allowed to choose their own music, or if not, the 
person who creates the playlist) is literally positioned between the producers and consumers of 
music, able to function as insider, fan, and gatekeeper all at once. While it is often assumed 
that the primary artifact of this process is the production of music itself, one trace of the 
cultural work performed by the industry that produces music and those who mediate its 
presentation is genre, and the iterative reflection of genre application in radio formats. For 
example, musicians may tailor their output to fit within or to straddle genre boundaries—
getting a track played on one of the “hipper” smooth jazz programs might expose a CD to a 
larger audience—while record companies look to fill out their artist roster in and across genre 
categories so as to minimize risk against shifting audience tastes. On this perspective, genre 
appears as the result of negotiated practices between actors with different cultural stakes and, 
in turn, genre—now recognized as a set of practices—becomes an actor to be recognized in its 
own right.  
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While it may be clear that musicians create and perform music, that fans consume music by 
listening to the radio, attending performances, or purchasing recordings, and that marketers 
sell and distribute musical goods, it may be less clear what scholars and critics do. Becker aptly 
describes the role of critics in Art Worlds.   
Critics apply aesthetic systems to specific art works and arrive at 
judgments of their worth and explications of what gives them that worth. 
Those judgments produce reputations for works and artists. Distributors 
take reputations into account when they decide what to support 
emotionally and financially, and that affects the resources available to 
artists to continue their work.2  
In this concise passage, the cultural work performed by music critics is made clear, whereas the 
aesthetic systems Becker invokes are largely the collective work of a given culture, though 
scholars and critics may play an outsized role in their formation. Music critics influence music 
presenters, academics, record companies, retailers, and radio stations, to name a few, and 
certainly critical "buzz" can lead to important bookings, festival appearances, residencies, 
record deals, record sales, airplay, and ultimately to a survivable livelihood for the musician 
When music scholars concern themselves with living and active musical subjects, a strong 
element of criticism becomes a part of their work as well, such as selecting or nominating 
artists for prestigious awards or prizes or incorporating their works in curated collections.  Both 
critics and scholars can become enmeshed, willingly or unwillingly, in marketing when engaged 
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in writing liner notes, compilation booklets, or curating a performance series. In general, the 
scholar operates on a less immediate timeframe than the music critic, but is nonetheless a 
major contributor to the kinds of aesthetic systems Becker identifies. By taking on the roles of 
historian, theorist, and aesthetician, the scholar studies, but also creates, "the premises and 
arguments people use to justify classifying things and activities as "beautiful,' 'artistic,' 'art,' 'not 
art,' 'good art,' 'bad art,' and so on. They construct systems with which to make and justify both 
the classifications and specific instances of their application,"3 including canons and genre.  
In practice, radio programmers create, copy, and modify formats, while the music industry 
reinforces or resists them according to their own needs, and the music and media press accepts 
or disdains them. Sometimes though, formats can be only described after the fact, such as 
when an innovative radio station’s programming practices are copied by another station. While 
radio formats and musical genres can share many attributes, they differ in construction, use, 
specificity, purpose, maintenance, and authorship. 
Nearly every introductory course on jazz, every conversation or evangelical conversion between 
jazz devotee and novice, every explanation of what we [musicians or advocates] do that is 
recited to a new acquaintance includes an engagement with the question “What is jazz?” in the 
sense of “what is included in jazz.”  Realization of this lack of precision is not new, nor restricted 
to any one era. The authors of The Etude, the music education magazine that existed from 1883 
to 1957, published an unsigned article entitled “The Jazz Problem” in 1924. While generally 
alarmist about both the dangers of jazz to young minds, the magazine’s writer proclaimed that 
“the melodic and rhythmic inventive skill of many of the composers of Jazz, such men as Berlin, 




Confrey, Gershwin, and Cohan is extraordinary.”4 Of course none of these Broadway and Tin 
Pan Alley songwriters would be considered jazz musicians today, much less by knowledgeable 
fans of the time. 
The prominent jazz writer and journalist Leonard Feather began a 1975 state-of-the-jazz-
industry article for Billboard by declaring that "a writer commented that it is becoming more 
and more difficult to determine what is and what is not jazz," an admission that was clearly 
related to the range of musical styles being marketed as jazz during this period.5  A February 
1988 Ebony magazine article entitled “Are Blacks Giving Away Jazz?” citing “predominantly 
White audiences, the inadequate airplay on Black radio stations, the low record sales compared 
to other forms for music, and the general underexposure to jazz, particularly among younger 
Blacks….” as issues. Taking the emerging smooth jazz trend to task, the article continued, “Jazz 
is rarely given equal time on Black-oriented radio stations. There are also stations that confuse 
the issue by erroneously labeling pop instrumentals as jazz.”6   
One cannot avoid the fact that “jazz” is a slippery term whose boundaries have shifted over 
time. Sometimes the domain of jazz has been broadened via the annexation of related labels—
swing, big bands, soul jazz, fusion, smooth jazz—and sometimes those labels have been erased, 
while retaining the annexed styles, in a kind of jazz Anschluss. What the term jazz is includes, 
and by negation excludes, has been fluid and deeply dependent on meanings shaped by the 
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listening and consuming audience, scholars, journalists, promoters, record companies, and 
broadcasters.  
Continuing a trend begun in the prior decade, by the 1960s jazz was in a heretofore unimagined 
commercial contraction. Jazz radio airplay was in decline due to several factors, including 
competition by other music forms. Soul and R&B [which had embedded in their sonic DNA 
plenty of jazz, by the way] attracted young black listeners, rock and folk music the young white 
ones.  Other issues included the increasing proliferation of radio formats designed to build and 
sell loyal audiences, focusing narrowly on musical types and associated demographics that 
often had generational, gendered, or racial implications concerning audience. While all those 
factors were important, perhaps the genre term “jazz,” with its racial and social connotations 
and its peculiarly aficionado-driven conservative listener culture, contained the seeds of its own 
demise as a viable commercial radio offering.  
Modes and means of classification. 
Whereas musicologists, with their ideologies visible to varying degrees, employ classifications 
schemes to delineate stylistic changes music publishers, record companies, and radio 
broadcasters—all operating under models of modernity, mass production, and specialization—
use category labels to facilitate sales and marketing.7  Michel Foucault and social scientists 
Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star theorize classification, which I claim to be a more general 
case of genre, as being an essentially discursive activity.8  Foucault identifies the discursive 
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Technology (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999). 
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process of classifying, as opposed to the resulting discursive texts that attempt to specify the 
objects classified, as the object worthy of study. For Foucault, this discursive process largely 
disappears into the fabric of culture, blending in so as to appear to be the natural way we think 
about the world, or write history. When we lose sight of processes of discursive formation, 
certain power relationships have been built-in, but as the power shifts in society, so do the 
discursive formations.  
Bowker and Star also view the work of classification as largely "invisible" and often 
"underpaid,"—underpaid in the sense that so much social and economic activity is facilitated by 
stable meanings produced by the work of classification. Viewing Foucault as a "point of 
departure,” They look to lift the cover off these natural-seeming and embedded classification 
processes. 
First, we seek to understand the role of invisibility in the work that 
classification does in ordering human interaction.  We want to 
understand how these categories are made and kept invisible, and in 
some cases, we want to challenge the silences surrounding them. In this 
sense, our job here is to find tools for seeing the invisible, much as Emile 
Durkheim passionately sought to convince his audience of the material 
force of the social fact—to see that society was not just an idea—more 
than 100 years ago.9 
The party least satisfied with the label representing them may be a musician-creator who not 
only recognizes the commercial implications of being placed in a restrictive category, often 
without any recourse, but who may also understand their created works to span descriptive 
categories and be the product of inspiration from diverse styles and influences. As musicologist 
                                                     
9 Bowker and Star, 5. 
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Marcia Citron has written, "the exclusionist property of genre is critical to understanding its 
cultural power."10  
Where the music seller—record stores in the past—literally uses category bins to help 
consumers find products similar to their previous purchases, the radio station uses formats to 
build audience loyalty. Radio formats are a complex mode of classification.  A music-based 
radio format typically exceeds the function of a genre—indeed they can span many musical 
styles—by including the manner in which programming is presented and announced. A number 
of related musical styles can coexist in a radio format, so long as a perceived relationship 
between styles holds, no matter how tenuously.    
Genre 
Examining the cultural work of creating, enforcing, and maintaining genres reveals much about 
relationships and practices in the world of jazz radio. Non-commercial broadcasters dominate 
the current jazz radio universe, but between the 1950s and the late 1970s this universe was 
rapidly contracting and accelerating towards the current status quo. Coincidentally or not, this 
period coincides with a number of new directions in jazz, including the avant-garde, third 
stream, modal jazz, soul jazz, jazz-fusion, and other movements. Tensions emerged during this 
period between the curatorial impulse to protect jazz traditions by anointing jazz as America’s 
classical music, the expansionist impulse to find novel approaches to jazz audience building, and 
the experimental impulse to create new and interesting music.  
                                                     
10 Marcia J. Citron, Gender and the Musical Canon (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 125.  
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Radio is seen at this time as a potential ally by all three, but the professionals who ran 
commercial radio stations were largely, but not exclusively, responding to the former two 
impulses. While the musical preferences of the knowledgeable jazz DJ most likely mirrored the 
enthusiasts' desire to respect the traditions, they may have faced management pressure to air 
music in the more commercial styles. Genre is one of the sites of contention in the unceasing 
struggle to define jazz, and in the main, the struggle is over the music’s borders rather than its 
center. Everyone is in agreement that Sonny Stitt or Oscar Peterson play jazz, but does it 
include Anthony Braxton and Sun Ra? Ray Charles and Les McCann? Weather Report, Return to 
Forever, Kenny G., and Grover Washington, Jr.? 
Popular music studies have been concerned with the cultural work of genre for some time.  
Anahid Kassabian points out that the term genre itself was first articulated by Aristotle with 
respect to literary texts and notes that genre groups works with “common characteristics.”11 
She goes on to summarize some of the important operations of genre. 
Across the media, genre has, of course, become a central organizing 
principle of both production and consumption; as John Hartley puts it: 
“genres are agents of ideological closure—they limit the meaning 
potential of a given text, and they limit the commercial risk of the 
producer corporations.” In this sense, genres might be understood to 
discipline reception.  
                                                     
11 Anahid Kassabian, "Ubisub: Ubiquitous Listening and Networked Subjectivity," ECHO: A music-centered journal 3, 
no. 2 (2001). 
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The notion of disciplining reception, in both modes—limiting meaning and limiting producer 
risk, has powerful implications to a wide range of thought about popular music.  Benjamin and 
Adorno view this power of mass culture, in which genre plays a critical role, as potential threats 
to democracy and free thought. The reception discipline function of genre reveals the interests 
of the producers of cultural products. Thought of in reverse, the operation of disciplining 
reception would serve to limit the commercial risk of producer corporations by organizing a 
soft-landing for new products. Kassabian's survey continues and engages the cultural work of 
genre. 
 The most widely cited definition of genre in popular music studies, Franco Fabbri’s 1982 essay 
“A Theory of Musical Genres,” sees genre as a complex of style or musical features, 
performance space, and performance and fan/listener behavior—less a discipline than a field 
of activity. Robert Walser’s discussion in Running with the Devil expands in this direction, 
combining Jameson’s text-based discussion with Bakhtin's “horizon of expectations:" Genres 
are never sui generis; they are developed, sustained, and re-formed by people, who bring a 
variety of histories and interests to their encounters with generic texts. Fabbri admirably looks 
beyond the musical text, and gives full value to performative aspects of music that necessarily 
include the listener. Finally, Kassabian acknowledges the social and interactive nature of genre 
and genre maintenance. 
Writing about applying genre theory to television studies, Jason Mittel suggests five 
principles—applicable here as well—that should be observed in scholarship.12 (1) "Genre 
analyses should account for the particular attributes of the medium." I adapt this somewhat to 
                                                     
12 Jason Mittell, "A Cultural Approach to Television Genre Theory," Cinema Journal 40, no. 3 (2001). 
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apply to the central purpose of this chapter--namely to recognize the power of radio play as a 
significant role in shaping the borders of the jazz genre. (2) "Genre studies should negotiate 
between specificity and generality."  Keeping analytical attention on inter-industry practices, as 
well as institutions and important figures, hopefully serves to negotiate between the general 
status of jazz on the radio and the particularities of individual radio acts and special moments.  
(3) “Genre histories should be written using discursive genealogies”--that is, by close reading of 
the language and writing around jazz radio programming.  (4) "Genres should be understood in 
cultural practice."  (5) "Genres should be situated within larger systems of cultural hierarchies 
and power relations."  The last two principles suggest the range of actors and practices and 
operations that constitute genre and the reach of its cultural work.  
According to Bowker and Star, classification schemes—which we are supposing musical genres 
to be representative of—are said to ideally meet three requirements, although in practice these 
are only idealizations. The first is that there should be consistent and unique classifying 
principles. While classifying music strictly in terms of unit sales or by instrumentation would 
result in very accurate and clear classification criteria, and such a scheme can be understood to 
have some value, it would be nearly useless to our understanding of genre. Somewhat tongue-
in-cheek, Quincy Jones answers the question “What is jazz?” with the answer “Any record that 
sells under 20,000 copies. Once it sells over that, it is no longer a jazz record.”13 In fact, the 
classifying principles of musical genre are most unclear. Is music grouped according to 
“genealogical” reasoning, i.e., Miles Davis played jazz and Marcus Miller played bass with Davis, 
                                                     




therefore Miller plays jazz; or attributes of musical analysis—swing, improvisation, blues 
influence?  The former is largely how jazz musicians are vetted, by authenticating associations, 
while the latter is recognizable as the nearly hopeless attempt to define jazz (or any music) 
solely by musical features. 
Bowker and Star’s second idealized requirement is that the classification scheme should result 
in unique and mutually exclusive sorting bins. In terms of musical genres, if a performance is 
rock, it can’t be jazz, or hip-hop. Of course in practice musical genres overlap, but any reading 
of jazz writing reveals there is some belief in this orthogonality—a real jazz record can’t be 
mistaken for country music, can it? Therefore, musical genres aspire to meet the second 
condition and sometimes the keepers of the genres believe that there is in fact a unique bin for 
every type of music. Musical crossovers are glaring cases that violate the second condition; a 
Ray Charles country song could be in heavy rotation on Top 40, MOR, Soul, and Country 
stations at the same time.  
Finally an ideal classification must be complete; there can be nothing left unclassified. New 
music must either fit a category, or a new category must be created to account for it.  An ideal 
system of musical genres would aim to accomplish this consistency with the disciplinary 
objectives of creating a complete musical taxonomy and of having descriptive language and 
analytical tools capable of dealing with all music.  
Of course real classification systems are not ideal, and, even though genre names are often in 
the foreground, genre as classification system is not sufficient to the purposes of radio. Instead, 




Radio formats are important industry tools. Commercial and non-commercial radio differ 
dramatically in their missions, but formats are important in both sectors. Though there are 
exceptions, such as stations run by individuals or groups for whom profit is secondary, by and 
large commercial radio broadcasters are out to make money. Stations earn income by selling 
advertising based on rating points. The purpose of radio programming at commercial stations is 
to attract such an audience. However, the entire situation is complicated by a number of 
factors. Spot-sellers and spot-buyers rely on rating data. Some types of audiences can be harder 
to measure than others--for example teenagers. In addition, a spot-buyer, depending on the 
specific product in question, may prefer some specific demographic mix of age, gender, income, 
and ethnicity, and the spot-seller may have a preference concerning certain types of advertisers 
for reason of market strategy.  
Formats are crucial to attracting a consistent audience to the station’s programming. As Hartley 
identified genre's role in disciplining reception, formats provide consistency and predictability 
for the radio audience.14 But as well, "formatting ensures that a station is clearly distinguishable 
from the other stations."15 Although initially describing a format as "a style or genre or system" 
and thus seemingly equating the two, Rothenbuhler describes formats as "not dictated by 
musical concerns, but by business concerns…invented as mechanisms to manage audiences."16 
Indeed he is quite correct in noting that music formats "define the boundaries of the types of 
                                                     
14 Rothenbuhler,  83; Ahlkvist, "Programming Philosophies and the Rationalization of Music Radio." 
15 Jody Berland, "Radio Space and Industrial Time: Music Formats, Local Narratives and Technological Mediation," 
Popular Music 9, no. 2 (1990): 181. 
16 Rothenbuhler. 82-83. 
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music that a station will play and the general guidelines for presentation of that music."17 For 
example, a classical music station will ordinarily leave a few seconds of "dead air" between the 
musical selection and its associated announcement as a matter of presentation style. Certainly 
adjacent musical selections would not be crossfaded into each other as on pop music station. 
Indeed, radio formats can completely describe not merely the program content, but also its 
presentation as a "complex set of rules" which include the "style and range of music selections, 
size and origin of [the] playlist, quotas for musical repetition, numbers of current and past hits 
and their usual sequence," and the style of announcing and advertising that is inserted between 
selections.18  Another thing to consider about formats is that stations may use them to create a 
unique niche in the marketplace, or to compete for a desirable audience segment.  A group 
owner may even use the same format in the same market in order to maximize advertising 
sales in the market and to preclude the introduction of a third competitor.19 A station will 
abandon a format unique in the market for one that duplicates other stations if it is perceived 
that new format will result in higher profits.20  
Jazz radio in the Omnibus Programming Era. 
Prior to the late 1960s there were very few real radio formats and few stations looked to serve 
specialized or underserved audiences. The network-dominated era of radio broadcasting took 
hold in the late 1920s with the business model of delivering the largest possible audiences 
(mass audiences) to national advertisers. Expensive and glossily produced scripted network 
                                                     
17 Ibid. 
18 Berland, "Radio Space and Industrial Time: Music Formats, Local Narratives and Technological Mediation," 181. 
19 The WCBS/WINS strategy is comparable to when the Bell System introduced separate business and consumer 
editions of the Yellow Pages. Any company selling to both sectors had to consider buying ads in each book.  
20 Theodore L. Glasser, "Competition and Diversity among Radio Formats: Legal and Structural Issues," Journal of 
Broadcasting 28, no. 2 (1984): 128. 
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radio programs such as “The Lone Ranger,” “Gunsmoke,” and “Amos and Andy,” soon shoved 
high art programming such as “Symphony of the Air,” and even CBS’s “Mercury Theatre of the 
Air” (Orson Welles, War of the Worlds) to the margins with their dominating audience ratings.21 
Non-network stations countered around the margins of the networks with similar but less 
expensive programs, sports broadcasts, and, very significantly, music—in the form of both 
records and live broadcasts. Of course regional tastes mattered, and religious programming was 
more often heard in rural and southern areas of the United States as was country (“hillbilly”), 
western, and religious music. Early on, a few innovative entrepreneurs recognized the business 
potential in programming to the ethnic Other. In early twentieth century America, the Others 
were largely non-English speaking first generation immigrants and African Americans 
(regardless of generation).  Radio formats were so late in their introduction that Broadcasting 
Yearbook, the major industry reference publication, did not publish lists of radio stations by 
format until the 1973 edition, along with lists of foreign language broadcasting —Navajo, 
Portuguese, Ute, Serbian, Chippewa (15 minutes per week on KBUN)— followed immediately 
by the lists of stations engaged in Negro and Country and Western programming.22  
In the markets where these Other audiences existed, shrewd individuals, usually members of 
those same under-represented communities, arranged to buy blocks of airtime at wholesale 
rates from less successful radio stations with which they either produced programming or sold 
to others to produce. William Barlow recounts the experience of Jack Cooper, who was working 
in Washington, DC where he ran the local office of the Chicago Defender. There he had his first 
                                                     
21 Gomery, 38-54. Sally Bedell Smith, In All His Glory: The Life of William S. Paley, the Legendary Tycoon and His 
Brilliant Circle (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990). 
22 Broadcasting & Cable Yearbook. (New Providence, N.J.: R.R. Bowker, 1973), D-39. 
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experiences with radio, writing and acting in Negro dialect comedy skits on WCAP in 1925. His 
experiences in radio allowed him to recognize an opportunity in Chicago when he returned. In 
1929 he created "The All-Negro Hour" on WSBC, one of those fringe radio stations leasing 
blocks of time to the marginal Other. (In 1932, Cooper went on to be one of the first to revive 
the practice of playing records rather than live, in-studio music, a practice largely discontinued 
because of high ASCAP fees. Later radio broadcasters would circumvent ASCAP with their own 
performing rights organization, BMI.)23 Negro-appeal radio, the forerunners of black formatted 
radio stations first appeared in cities like Memphis, Atlanta, Chicago, and Washington DC using 
this model.  
Formats for the mainstream, presumably white, audience did not appear until the demise of 
mass-market radio in the 1950s due to the presence of television. In just a half-decade, 
competition from network television had halved network radio's advertising revenue, from 
$131 million in 1950 to $64 million in 1955.24  Radio countered by concentrating not on national 
accounts, but on local advertising revenue, which rose moderately over the same period. 
Innovative radio executives such as Todd Storz and Bill Stewart began to implement 
programming strategies that relied on research that showed that loyal audiences could be built 
by playing the most popular records in high rotation.25 The success of Storz's stations in Omaha 
and Kansas City in the early 1950s led to widening adoption of the Top 40 format by decade's 
end. Besides attracting a loyal listenership the format, standardizing the program content 
diminished differences between different radio shows on the same station, paving the way for 
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25 Ibid., 151. 
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spot sales across all time periods and lessening the dependence on sponsors tied to particular 
shows.  
Prior to this period there were only a few non-normative, non-general interest program 
formats—religious, black or Negro appeal, country and western, foreign language, and classical 
music. Most stations had a mix of different types of music, news, sports, and comedy. Even 
without formats, listeners knew which stations devoted some airtime to the emerging rock and 
roll, and which ones would only play Perry Como and Percy Faith. At this point, Top 40 was 
merely a format of presentation—the range of music spanned by those forty records was still 
quite wide, but gradually came to be dominated by youth-oriented music, as those songs were 
deemed the most popular based on local and national sales data. "In the beginning, what 
became Top 40 had little to do with teens and pop music. It was simply disc jockeys following a 
playlist, doing what would be called "formula radio."26 
Top 40 was the first, but by the late 1950s-60s formatted radio stations were becoming the 
norm.  These programming and sales innovations were a clear success. As expected network 
radio sales were dead, but local ad billings were nearly $600 million by 1960.27 Eventually 
however, Top 40 did result in generational rupture. As Ben Fong-Torres notes, the radio format 
of his youth was designed to "draw adults as well as teenagers, but on the surface, it was a 
hyped-up soundtrack for that other cold war of the fifties and early sixties: the one between 
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adults and kids."28 As a result, an important principle of radio formats was demonstrated—
formats can groom the mass audience into demographically exploitable subgroups.  
After Top 40 separated the young from the old, the counter-format Middle of the Road (MOR) 
developed for a slightly older clientele. The success of Top 40 led to literally dozens of formats 
in the next decades, including adult contemporary, beautiful music, show tunes, bluegrass, 
CHR/Top-40, classic rock, classical, country, gospel, children’s radio, jazz, comedy, all-news, all 
business news, all sports, oldies, religious, AOR, urban contemporary, and talk.29  As can be 
seen from this partial list, radio formats can be totally artificial constructions that defy simple 
categorization, but instead speak directly to desired audience characteristics.  
The fulltime jazz station was a temporal anomaly. The format came into existence just in time 
for its underlying musical foundation, jazz, to be perceived as outdated and commercially 
unsustainable. Instead the vast majority of jazz was aired by deejays hosting jazz shows on 
stations all over the nation. The only way to recover the history of this phase of jazz 
broadcasting is on a case-by-case basis. 
The Free-Standing Jazz Deejay 
How did jazz fit into the old (pre-Top 40) commercial radio picture? In the old practice, there 
were only variety or omnibus radio stations. Deejay Symphony Sid Torin, immortalized by a 
number of jazz tunes including Lester Young’s "Jumpin' With Symphony Sid," was a typical case. 
He hosted "After School Swing Session" on Bronx radio station WBNX in 1937, playing gospel 
and race records, in addition to those of major jazz figures such as Duke Ellington and Ella 
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29 "Broadcasting & Cable Yearbook," D-737.  
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Fitzgerald.30 Just as jazz had been part of the programming mix in the 1920s and 30s—often as 
live remotes from famous nightclubs and later via records— so it continued until the hegemony 
of tightly formatted radio squeezed out all but the most popular jazz deejays. For the most part, 
these jazz deejays functioned almost as independent contractors who were free to program 
their shows as they saw fit, keeping in mind that in this era “personality” deejays enjoyed 
considerably more freedom than those today. Looked at another way, these independent 
contractor jazz deejays often operated largely outside the direct supervision of station 
management--including program and music directors. As radio stations increasingly left jazz in 
the hands of these specialists, their independent contractor status becomes significant, as it 
implies that the deejays’ relationships with the music industry were subject to less 
management intervention than others on the same station. Jazz record labels knew these jazz 
DJs and their musical tastes, and worked to get their product, sometimes at or beyond the 
margins of those tastes, aired by these deejays who had an immediate and direct relationship 
with their listeners. 
A good example was the career of Felix Grant in Washington, DC. Grant had a show on MOR 
formatted WMAL, a pioneering AM radio station with a long affiliation with ABC and its 
predecessor, the NBC Blue network. In 1993 Grant told the Washington Post that when he 
started in 1954 “jazz was as popular on college campuses as rock and rap are today.”31 Despite 
perennial struggles with management--“for most of his career, Grant was battling station 
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managers suspicious of both his music and his popular appeal—he lasted on commercial WMAL 
until 1984.  As Grant recalled: 
‘I had played as much jazz as possible at WWDC—I just loved the 
inventiveness of it—but WMAL was a good bit different,’ he remembers. 
His new employer carried the Metropolitan Opera and some other fairly 
highbrow programs such as ‘Town Meeting of the Air,’ but the station 
managers were leery of jazz, thinking it either too cerebral or too ethnic 
for the broad audiences they were trying to attract. Grant realized, 
however, that most managers knew almost nothing about music. ‘I dealt 
with them in the beginning by never using the word “jazz.” …They sold a 
lot of spots and the station was happy.’ 
Grant’s remarks touch on one of the major fault lines of jazz reception in this era: its divided 
perception as either too cerebral or too primitive, either too artistic in ambition, or, if just 
swinging good fun, too black. In addition, he notes the ironic lack of musical expertise by the 
management of an enterprise quite dependent on music for its success, which is illustrative of 
the degree to which the jazz (or any music) radio enterprise, constructs practices between 
participants with divergent goals and rewards. 
Grant maintained a large and loyal following that perplexed station and ABC network 
executives for years. When he was finally forced out, by having his loyal audience relationship 
disrupted by frequent preemptions for sports broadcasts, Grant followed a path parallel to that 
of jazz itself: he went to non-commercial WDCU-FM operated in the community-radio model by 
the University of the District of Columbia. 
Another example of the jazz deejay on an otherwise non-jazz station was Harry Abraham, heard 
all over the Eastern United States during his shorter tenure on clear channel—AM stations 
allowed to broadcast at night with high power, typically 50,000 watts, on a frequency that 
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either they alone use, or share with lesser stations that must not interfere with the dominant 
station— WHAM in Rochester, New York.32  Abraham’s “The Best of All Possible Worlds” ran six 
nights per week, midnight to five AM on a station otherwise programmed as MOR. Abraham 
outlined his programming philosophy in a letter responding to an out-of-state fan who was 
himself a college radio station jazz deejay. In the letter Abraham identified his consideration of 
audience, artists, his own tastes, and first and foremost, his non-jazz fans: 
Forget, for the moment, all the people who are jazz buffs, for they will 
listen as long as you don't offend them. Who else might be listening? 
What can you play to keep them tuned, get them back next time, and 
recommend you to their friends?...WHAM is commercial radio and even 
though I'm outside of the norm of their broadcasting, I wouldn't be here 
if I offended their regular listeners. Without playing commercial music, I 
manage to garner 50 percent shares with 6 to 8 stations in the market on 
all night. 33   
This letter dates from the mid-1970s, a time when jazz is increasingly found on non-commercial 
radio. It is revealing of this trend that Abraham is already equating jazz with non-commercial or 
describing jazz with crossover appeal as “commercial.” It is also revealing the degree to which 
he is thinking strategically, worried about keeping his inherited non-jazz fan audience, even 
growing it, while maintaining his core one. Abraham claimed to draw half of the overnight 
listeners in an eight-station market, which certainly flew in the face of the “unpopularity” of 
jazz.  
                                                     
32 AM radio signals can travel hundreds, even thousands of miles at night via a phenomenon known as ionospheric 
skip where medium wave radio waves headed skyward encounter an ionized region above the earth’s atmosphere 
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33 Letter from Harry Abraham to Paul Baker obtained from website 
http://www.jazzhouse.org/nlib/index.php3?read=baker1, accessed 9 December 2009. 
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Abraham was open about his commitment to featuring the current work of artists. He felt that 
one of the “burdens” of being a jazz broadcaster was providing exposure to “the cats that need 
it most.” Abraham was aware that he was part of an art world, perhaps more sensitive to the 
needs of the artists than to those of the industry, but clearly desiring to avoid a purely 
curatorial approach to programming. He felt the need to play music that represented the 
current work of the musicians--that is, if he liked their music. Abraham counseled aspiring 
broadcasters to trust their own taste and remain open to the music. 
Play something you dislike intensely and you'll lose your entire audience. 
If they don't believe that you like it, they can't justify listening to it, 
either. So it's up to you to broaden your tastes as widely as possible. 
There is no artist whose records I've received that haven't had some 
exposure on my program. But some artists require a lot more digging to 
come up with something decent. And sometimes, quite unexpectedly, 
you find your own tastes turning around.34 
Abraham strikes a blow against a research-driven programming model, or one driven by 
industry song-plugging. His approach was to trust his own tastes in music, but also to be 
cognizant of audience tastes, which as an overnight deejay, could vary by the hour. 
As the only jazz programmers on their respective stations, Grant and Abraham both free to act 
in accord with a familiar trope in jazz discourse, that of the connoisseur. It was white 
connoisseurs in the US, France and England that first gave jazz respectability beyond black 




society. Today, as the major record labels have all but abandoned jazz, jazz connoisseurs make 
up a large majority of those programming jazz music on noncommercial radio. Ironically, the 
only time jazz has been out of the hands of connoisseurs is when it was popular enough to 
reach a mass audience and make mass money. The all-jazz commercial era examined in this 
chapter is the final chorus of that era.  
The All-Jazz experiment comes…and goes. 
The commercial radio jazz deejay, now a kind of emeritus figure, is still on the radio here and 
there, usually late at night, overnight, or on a fringe weekend shift, often on stations whose 
main offerings appeal to older listeners. But beginning in the late 1950s, a handful of 
commercial radio stations adopted all-jazz or mostly all-jazz formats, though today it is not at all 
clear what range of music was included. By and large, these stations were located in the largest 
American radio markets—Los Angeles, Philadelphia, New York, San Francisco, Chicago, 
Detroit—but were also found in Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Richmond, and Miami. And 
for a time they coexisted with the emerging non-commercial jazz stations, which were likely to 
turn up in any market with educational or community-based broadcasters. Eventually the 
commercial format disappeared, the last of them hanging on into the twenty-first century, not 
so much for lack of listeners, but almost certainly for a lack of advertisers.  
FM Radio 
Several factors were present in the emergence of the all-jazz format in the late 1950s. Foremost 
was the opportunity created by the emergence of FM radio.  Although Edwin Armstrong had 
demonstrated the superior fidelity and noise immunity of frequency modulation as early as 
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1933, its widespread adoption was hindered by material mobilization related to the Second 
World War and by the intra-industry war waged by the existing, AM-based radio business.35 
Because radio stations are licensed and the frequency spectrum limited by treaties, political 
agreements, and technical factors, the behavior of the corporate-dominated radio industry 
then and now can best be modeled as one of monopoly or oligopoly. In such economic sectors 
the deployment of innovative technology, even that which could otherwise lead to competitive 
advantage, has often been held back for financial concerns such as maximizing return-on-
investment, or for strategic concerns, such as throttling emerging competitors. FM radio, and to 
an even greater extent, television represented a dual threat to the very well established AM-
based radio business. One threat was the opportunity for new licensees to enter the radio 
business as competitors, and another was the locating and investing new capital to implement 
the new technologies.  
Media scholar and attorney Timothy Wu and innovation theorist Clayton Christensen classify 
important technological innovations as either sustaining or disruptive.36  Sustaining innovations 
improve an existing industry’s offerings without threatening its existence—the Dolby™ process 
meant consumers could make better sounding cassette tapes—while disruptive technologies 
threaten the very industry, as with the advent of mp3 digital files that were seen as threatening 
both the record industry and cassette tape manufacture.  However, in order to respond in an 
imperial manner to disruptive innovation—the imperial responses include cooption, 
annexation, embargo, and extermination—the dominant industry must be in a consolidated 
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position of power, as was the radio business in terms of political influence over its regulating 
body (the FCC), the legislative process, and other economic measures. For example, RCA and 
other leading network broadcasters succeeded in delaying FM radio’s advances by having it 
relocated from its pre-war allocation of 42-50 MHz to 88-108 MHz in 1945, a move that made 
obsolete FM receivers sold up to that point.37  
Eventually, the most important factor in the rise of FM to pre-eminence as a music medium was 
its inherent fidelity. A kind of synergy emerged between the then expensive home high-fidelity 
(hi-fi) audio equipment, jazz fandom, and the “newness” of FM radio, which unlike AM was 
capable of broadcasting in stereo.  In Making Easy Listening, Timothy Anderson identifies the 
role World War II and gender played in this marriage between technology and cultural 
consumption.38 Large numbers of soldiers, primarily male, were exposed to such new 
technologies as voice-band radios using a variety of modulation schemes, intricate intercom 
systems, indicator panels and annunciators, radar, sonar, and early computing machines 
embedded in diverse applications ranging from bomb sites to direction-finding equipment. The 
returning veteran’s new skills and fascination with electronics found voice in ham radio, home 
audio, and television projects, as demonstrated by the magazines Popular Electronics and 
Popular Mechanics, Heathkit™ home electronic projects, and the Lafayette and Radio Shack 
retail electronic hobby stores.39 Moreover, technology itself had played a key role in winning 
the war and had earned a high place in the cultural hierarchy, unlike the almost universal 
                                                     
37 Walker, 47. 
38 Tim J. Anderson, Making Easy Listening: Material Culture and Postwar American Recording, Commerce and Mass 
Culture Series (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2006). 
39 The creation of the World Trade Center site in lower Manhattan demolished New York City’s “radio row” of 
hobby oriented stores in the late 1960s. J and R Electronics is one of the few survivors of that period. 
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association with war’s horrors earned by industrialization and mechanization in the First World 
War.  
Finally, not all jazz, as we have already seen, was found on FM radio. AM radio would continue 
to play an important role in jazz broadcasting for another decade or so. FM licenses, however, 
were becoming more and more available. The political process loosened its grip by beginning to 
license FM stations in large numbers, and agitation by consumer advocates led to new 
regulations that restricted the powerhouse stations’ defensive practice of duplicating AM 
programming on FM stations within a given market. In short, FM stations came on stream, and 
there was a lacuna of programming.  
Many of these pioneers of FM broadcasting had new ideas about radio. At first glance the FM 
band around 1960 broke down into old and new broadcasters. The old were in two large 
camps. The first included the already entrenched commercial broadcasters who simply 
duplicated their Top 40, MOR (Middle of the road), or "Beautiful Music" AM programming.  The 
second camp was composed of educationally-affiliated non-commercial stations that broadcast 
mostly classical music, public affairs, and lectures. The new broadcasters, by and large, had a 
new vision of countercultural programming to serve underserved audiences or to provide 
access to the airwaves for those without such access. The Pacifica Foundation was one of the 
earliest to operate radio stations on these principles. The new broadcasters also included those 
broadcasters who saw a wide range of musical styles not getting airplay—including folk, blues, 
rock, world (before the term was coined)—and many believed this music shouldn't be so 
heavily formatted. Stations using the free-form radio format (almost a non-format) and other 
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alternative approaches were launched on both the commercial (92-108 MHz) and non-
commercial (88-92 MHz) portions of the band.  Some of this reform radio fervor also found 
voice on tired old AM radio--generally not on the profitable frequencies, but on the low-power 
or limited service hour allocations.40 This is the radio environment in which all-jazz radio was 
tried.41 
All-Jazz Pioneers 
It is far from clear as to which was the first radio station to program jazz full-time (or nearly full-
time). The picture is further clouded by stations claiming to be the oldest all-jazz stations; as 
other stations abandoned the format, the title of “oldest” could change hands. Nevertheless, 
the all-jazz radio station era’s pioneers began operation between 1955 and 1960.  
Radio programming and innovation is highly imitative. Because radio has a finite service range, 
ideas from one market could be implemented in others without direct competition. While intra-
market competition can lead to bitter rivalries between stations, inter-market competition is 
minimal—restricted perhaps to human resources—and the widespread adoption of a format 
has benefits for all, especially in creating a proven advertising market for it.42  
                                                     
40 Because of the peculiar propagation characteristics of AM radio, particularly at night, by international treaty the 
world's nations divided up the AM radio band and established and allocated different classes of AM assignments. 
Clear channel stations (class I) could be heard over at least 50% of the mainland U.S. at night, while the most 
restricted stations (class IV) operated at low power, had to aim their signals into a narrow service area, and cease 
broadcasting at dusk. Clearly the latter stations were less valuable, and from among this group were found most 
black-oriented stations.  
41 For a discussion of the rise in FM licenses see Gomery, 281-282. For a thorough discussion of radio programming 
reform, counter-culture and Pacifica radio the following see the following. Walker; Fisher; Lasar. 
42 For example, companies looking to advertise their products nationally do not purchase ads in individual markets 
themselves; instead, local stations have national “reps” who handle nationwide ad purchases. 
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The San Francisco Bay area's KJAZ-FM dates its all-jazz era to 1 August 1959.43 They 
programmed jazz eighteen or more hours a day until August 1994. From the outset they 
portrayed their audience as selective and desirable and clearly sought to have their sales pitch 
resonate with the jazz fan among the ad buyers as well, asserting that their listeners were 
"aware," or "in jazz parlance…hip."  
 
Figure 2 Excerpt from "The KJAZ Story." 
                                                     
43 Source: a color scan of a brochure aimed at potential KJAZZ advertisers (undated). 
http://www.timhodges.net/SPIRIT/  Accessed 11 October 2011.  
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Their sales brochure, "the KJAZ story," while touting the station as the place to be for jazz 
illustrates the technologically determinist pattern of FM broadcasting before the maturity of 
the medium. 
There are over a dozen FM classical music stations in northern California 
that the FM listener can choose from. The big network stations provide 
excellent newscasts and commentary through their FM outlets, and there 
are about 20 FM stations offering popular and light classical music for 
"background" listening. 
But there is only one FM station programming jazz every hour of the 
broadcast day. 
When the FM listener wants to hear jazz, he must turn to KJAZ, northern 
California's first and only fulltime station. 
 
This passage pretty well sums up the early underutilization of FM by the radio industry. Because 
of its superior hi-fi characteristics, the medium was thought suitable for classical, light classical 
and so-called beautiful music. Meanwhile, the unimaginative AM-FM duplication of network 
stations and other established broadcasters undervalued the business potential of FM. Finally, 
KJAZ was careful to restrict its claims to the northern California market, perhaps because a 
parallel initiative was already underway down south. 
Southern California's KNOB began operation with a jazz format on 25 August 1957 in Long 
Beach, though the station only gradually increased its hours of operation to twenty-four hours 
as the station increased power and moved from 97.9 to 103.1 MHz a year later.44  In 1961, 
feeling pressure from, of all things, an overheated classical music market, KBCA became an 
active jazz competitor of KNOB in Los Angeles, eventually outlasting it. KBCA won the jazz battle 
with KNOB, but perhaps only in a Pyrrhic sense. KNOB dropped all-jazz in 1966 in favor of an 
                                                     
44  Broadcasting, 2 Sep 1957, 96 and 24 Mar 1958, 98.  
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“adult request” music format—clearly placing itself in opposition to Top 40—and reportedly 
experienced a 500% revenue gain.45  Remarkably, KNOB’s bright jazz future was trumpeted in a 
1965 Billboard story that, while boasting of a 13% ad revenue increase, also quoted the station 
president, who lamented, “many advertisers don’t think jazz is dignified.”46  KBCA would 
eventually change its call letters to KKGO, adopt a country music format in 1979 and shift jazz 
programming at the time to KKGO-AM, only to finally drop jazz on AM on 14 September 1990 
also for lack of advertising revenue. The story of KBCA/KKGO/KKGO-AM is an ironic one. In 1959 
jazz was too marginal for AM radio. By 1979, AM was marginal enough for jazz. 
In 1956 Philadelphia’s WHAT-FM broadcast Sid Mark’s overnight jazz program before resuming 
the AM-FM simulcast in the morning. The surprising popularity of Mark’s show encouraged the 
station’s owners, the siblings Dolly and William Banks, to launch an all-jazz format on WHAT-FM 
in 1958.47  The format would last until 1975, when as WWDB it became the nation’s first FM 
talk radio station; Sid Mark remained a fixture with a weekend Frank Sinatra program. A 1966 
Billboard story delineated the jazz station’s offerings. Its weekday line-up appears to have 




                                                     
45  Broadcasting, 31 July 1967, 104. 
46  Billboard, 27 March 1965, 57. 
47 http://www.phillyradioarchives.com/ Accessed 1 July 2011. It was also reported that jazz programming on WHAT 
increased from 15-18 hours in 1959. Broadcasting 9 March 1959, 130. 
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The last full time jazz pioneer was black-appeal AM station WBEE, licensed to the city of Harvey, 
Illinois in 1955 with the goal of reaching Chicago's black South Side. WBEE began as a 250w 
daytime-only operation broadcasting at 1570 kHz. Its first owner, O. Wayne Rollins, took 
advantage of the television-induced drop in radio station prices to purchase inexpensive 
broadcast properties on which to advertise his brother John’s automotive businesses. In some 
cases Rollins aimed the stations at the black-appeal market,48 along with three other black-
appeal stations: WGEE (Indianapolis), WNJR (Newark, New Jersey), and WRAP (Norfolk, 
Virginia). Rollins Broadcasting, Sonderling, Rounsaville, Speidel, and United Broadcasting would 
constitute the big five "soul radio" chains that led an industry of over 300 black appeal radio 
stations, out of which only nine were black owned by 1969. Black appeal programming was no 
civic service, though the owners often took that pose; it was strictly a profitable business 
                                                     
48 Lewis B. Cullman, Can't Take It with You: The Art of Making and Giving Money (Hoboken, N.J.: John Wiley & Sons, 
2004), 17.  1956 Broadcasting Yearbook, 115. 
WHAT-FM Philadelphia 1966 Programming Lineup 
George Lyle 6-9 am light jazz 
Stu Chase 9-12 piano sounds 
Joel Dorn 12-4 modern sounds 
Sid Mark 4-10 modern big bands, vocalists, 
trios 
Joel Dorn 10-12 “hard school of honkers and 
expressionists” 
Vince Garrett 12-6 am a bit of all 
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strategy with low entry costs compared to more desirable radio properties. KDKO (Denver) 
owner David Segal crudely recalled to journalist Marc Fisher:  
Going black was the two dirtiest words in the business. Radio is a fucking 
money machine. I wasn't in it to win black friends. Our rates were a lot 
lower than on the white stations, but we made money. Enough so I'm 
sitting on my ass in Rancho Mirage.49   
White owned black appeal radio was seen at best as filling a need, and at worst as exploitative 
and parasitic. In the wake of the turbulent 1960s, the lack of black radio ownership became a 
public policy issue. Among the deficiencies identified by a study of black radio, besides the lack 
of nationwide black news services and black executives, was programming "based almost 
entirely on 'Rhythm-n-Blues' or 'rock' music, with little or no emphasis on black performances in 
jazz, 'pop,' folk, or other music modes."50 However, in the late 1980s Charles Sherrell II 
purchased WBEE, where he had already served thirteen years as it General Manager/Vice 
President—making it a black-owned station. Throughout its existence, even with increased 
daytime power of 1 kW, WBEE's weak signal severely restricted its reach. 
Your Father’s Jazz Stations and Black Progressive Radio 
With the handful of pioneer stations in place, emulation of the all-jazz format was inevitable, 
yet the format was never adopted on a truly widespread basis. As new stations implemented 
jazz formats, others, disappointed with the resulting ratings and sales, abandoned it. For the 
most part, stations turned to jazz in varying degrees to counter-program the now dominant and 
                                                     
49 Fisher, 204. 
50 Fred Ferretti, "The White Captivity of Black Radio," Columbia Journalism Review 9, no. 2 (1970): 35-36.  
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youthful Top 40 variants. White MOR stations attempting to enlarge their adult audience could 
extend their music styles toward jazz from artists like Frank Sinatra, Nat Cole, Mel Torme and 
Ray Charles. Black-programmed stations could program jazz as an extension of their R&B and 
Soul offerings. For example, Billboard's top twenty R&B albums of 18 June 1966 included Jimmy 
Smith (4), Wes Montgomery (12), Nancy Wilson (13), Groove Holmes (17), and Ray Bryant (18), 
although the relatively strong showing of soul jazz on the album chart may be distorted by the 
industry emphasis on singles rather than LPs during this era.51  It was already understood that 
black-oriented stations had significant crossover appeal to white fans of black music styles. For 
both white and black radio stations, jazz music and the jazz idiom would not have been out of 
place on the radio, even on pop music stations. The idiomatic jazz could be heard in 
commercials, jingles, and themes—supplied by jazz-trained arrangers and session musicians—
that blended well with the featured music, from a big band backing Frank Sinatra to James 
Brown’s Famous Flames. On black radio stations, where Jimmy Smith, Lee Morgan, and Lou 
Donaldson could still have the occasional hit record, soul jazz music was often used as the 
underscore for live and recorded commercials, giving the DJs a chance to play the jazz they 
loved outside of their occasional jazz program. 
 During the 1960s, all-jazz commercial radio came to —and left—Bridgeport, Connecticut 
(WJZZ), Minneapolis-St. Paul (WAYL), Cleveland, Boston (WUPY), Pittsburgh (WAZZ-FM) Kansas 
City (KPRS-FM), Miami (WMBM)—one of the Rounsaville Negro appeal stations, and to 
Cincinnati via a durable station floating in the Ohio River (WNOP) off Florence, Kentucky. In 
1967 all-jazz radio arrived in New York City at WLIB-FM and jazz radio competition came to 
                                                     
51 Billboard, 18 June 1966, 29.  
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Chicago (WSDM-FM).  Significantly fulltime jazz programming was also adopted at several AM 
stations, though almost always on stations with service limitations similar to those described 
for WBEE— lower power, directional antenna patterns, and restricted hours—all to protect 
more dominant stations.  Although some of these stations described their format as "jazz" to 
trade publications and ad representatives, to today's listeners the mix of styles presented side-
by-side on these stations would appear far afield of jazz. In this regard, these black-oriented AM 
stations are not so much adopting a jazz format as, for various reasons, emphasizing jazz to 
create an identity with listeners or advertisers, however successful. For example in Billboard's 
largely mysterious "rapid response ratings" of 23 January 1965 for the St. Louis radio market, 
deejays from KATZ and KXLW dominated the jazz ranking.52  Elsewhere in that issue KATZ is 
described as a R&B-Religious-Jazz station, and KXLW as R&B-Gospel, yet both stations had jazz 
shows. More details are available in a 1967 issue. KADI-FM (96.5) had entered the St. Louis 
market with an all-jazz format and their deejays subsequent dominated the rapid response 
ratings, yet KATZ was still a significant factor even as their programming was more clearly 
delineated in this report as R&B (90%), Jazz (only 8%), and Religious (2%).  
By the 1970s, FM radio was no longer the lesser medium. Increasingly, it was the choice of 
young people for listening to music. Progressive and free-form FM formats were bringing in 
listeners in search of a better and less clichéd music radio experience. FM had been the site of 
radio's most adventurous music programming with stations that featured free-form and album 
oriented rock, created by broadcast rebels reacting to the homogenized radio of their time. 
                                                     
52 Billboard, 23 January 1965, 36.  The magazine described the "rapid response ratings" thusly; "not a popularity 
poll, the ratings are strictly on the comparative ability of the stations and air personalities to influence their 
listeners to purchase the singles and albums played on the air." 
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However, there had been many advances in audience research since the introduction of Top 40 
and radio was in the process of re-segregating via increasingly targeted formats. In the 
commercial part of the FM radio band, the revenue potential of FM was now too valuable to 
waste on music as marginal as jazz and classical music, which had originally roosted there solely 
because of the inherent fidelity of FM, its underutilization, and the willingness of hi-fi buffs to 
seek out FM stations by purchasing FM receivers.  
Black appeal radio had long been dominated by the white-owned "soul" chains, except for a 
handful of black-owned radio stations. In the wake of the civil rights movement and the findings 
of the Kerner Commission, increased momentum towards black representation as broadcast 
owners resulted in several interesting developments in black radio. Beginning in 1971, and 
lasting only a few years, an influential period of innovative programming took place at a few 
black owned commercial radio stations including WBLS (New York) and WHUR (Washington, 
DC) that was to have long-term effects on black radio programming. In New York City, black 
media entrepreneurs, led by the politically connected Percy Sutton (former Manhattan Borough 
President and the personal attorney of Malcolm X) purchased WLIB AM/FM from white owner 
Harry Novick, while Washington's Howard University received WTOP-FM as a charitable gift 
from the Washington Post.53  
WLIB-FM had been featuring a free-form jazz format since 1967 or earlier. In a hopeful article 
published in Billboard in 1966 entitled "Jazz Sales Spurting in New York—Thanks to Airplay by 
                                                     
53 Barlow, Voice Over: The Making of Black Radio, 233. Two factors lead to the WTOP-FM gift. First, the station was 
the underused stepchild of very successful WTOP –AM, one of the nation's first all-news stations. Second, the 
Washington Post was coming under scrutiny by new regulations that limited cross-ownership of media properties 
within a single market. That was then. Now there are no such limits and group owners such as Clear Channel radio 
own more than a dozen stations in certain markets. 
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WLIB-FM," the Novick-era station was lauded for is jazz programming that featured generous 
helpings of such soul jazz stalwarts as Groove Holmes, Willis "Gator" Jackson, and "Brother" 
Jack McDuff. An approving record industry executive cooed "things we call jazz today that sell 
big are much more pop-oriented. Jazz has come back to the people. It's too early to judge what 
total effect the station will have on sales, but in my opinion the station is certainly helping."54 
While the article stresses the soul jazz formula, it also includes quotes from WLIB-FM program 
director Billy Taylor, whose presence at the station, along with his successor, veteran jazz 
broadcaster Del Shields, is enough to indicate that a wide range of jazz styles, including less 
commercial forms, were present on WLIB playlists.  
With new black ownership, WBLS (renamed from WLIB-FM) created an identity as "The Total 
Black Experience." Program director Frankie Crocker reined in the Shields-era black political 
activism and taste for the avant-garde. Ironically, Novick’s apparent deferral to his black 
program directors resulted in more overt political content at WBLS than under Inner City’s 
ownership, although most of the public affairs content was moved by the latter to WLIB-AM. 
Crocker's playlists, according to Barlow, "featured the best-selling jazz artists of the day, such as 
Grover Washington, Jr., and Weather Report" along with "Aretha Franklin, Stevie Wonder, 
Marvin Gaye, and Isaac Hayes," and the latest disco tracks."55 Eventually WBLS's programming, 
with the inclusion of "white artists who ranked high on the pop charts and whose sound was 
                                                     
54 Claude Hall, "Jazz Sales Spurting in New York—Thanks to Airplay by WLIB-FM," Billboard, 23 April 1966, 24.  
55 Barlow, Voice Over: The Making of Black Radio, 234. 
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compatible with the current black popular music," led directly to the durable urban 
contemporary format, a clever creation to attract white listeners while retaining black ones.56   
In Washington, DC meanwhile, unprecedented directions in programming were taking place at 
WHUR (the former WTOP-FM) beginning in August 1971.57 The station was originally conceived 
of being a part of a larger media training laboratory with high student participation.  Under the 
direction of Phil Watson, a veteran black media activist with experience at the Pacifica network, 
WHUR implemented “360 Degrees: The Black Experience in Sound.” Musically, the “360 
Degrees” concept was free-form and eclectic:  
…jazz, music, blues, R&B, gospel, soul, and reggae were all regularly 
featured—and often mixed together. The DJs, who initially controlled 
their own playlists, gravitated toward the new free-form style of 
programming popular in progressive FM circles. They combined the 
avant-garde jazz of John Coltrane and Sun Ra with the deep blues of 
Muddy Waters and Howling Wolf; the politically charged reggae of Bob 
Marley and Jimmy Cliff with the urban soul of Marvin Gaye and Curtis 
Mayfield, and the civil rights songs of the SNCC Freedom Singers and the 
Staple Singers with the militant street poetry of the Last Poets and Gil 
Scott-Heron.58 
Though widely lauded—“WHUR: A Refreshing Voice in the Vanguard of Black Media,” crowed a 
January 1973 Washington Post story—it is no real surprise that this progressive programming 
approach did not last. The station ran afoul of political infighting; Howard’s President James 
Cheek was a moderate black Republican who desired closer ties with the Nixon administration 
both personally and to protect the university's significant federal funding. And the station was 
costing the school a lot of money while not generating much by way of advertising revenues—
                                                     
56 Ibid., 235. 
57 Fisher, 205. 
58 Barlow, Voice Over: The Making of Black Radio, 237. 
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even though it inherited a commercial frequency from The Post, at 96.3 MHz. Under constant 
top-down pressure to operate in a more businesslike manner, the politically conscious 
programming began to be scaled back. The “experimental stuff” on the station was discouraged 
to make room for “the more melodic jazz” and a “more contemporary sound—Al Jarreau and 
Herbie Hancock, as well as some more popular hits—The O’Jays and that sort.” Said music 
director Jesse Fax of these changes, “It didn’t go over well with some of the staff, but I knew 
that FM would eventually use whatever music philosophies had worked on AM."59  With these 
changes WHUR experienced dramatically higher ratings and “billed over $1 million in 
advertising for the first time in its history.”60 WHUR eventually became a perennially top-rated 
station in the Washington, DC market. 
As Fax observed, the AM experienced had shown that for making money, an eclectic music 
programming strategy could not match a more narrowly focused one that concentrated on 
building a loyal audience and claiming advertising revenues. Despite the political and cultural 
inclination of the stations ownership and management, jazz was on the way out of the most 
progressive of black radio formats in Washington DC, New York, and in Inner City’s Philadelphia 
station WDAS-FM—so what chance could it have at more mercantile operations?  
Although this period of highly idealized and ideological programming of stations was brief, 
before yielding to bottom-line concerns, its programming reflected the ideological and 
aspirational positioning of black music, integrating jazz with other styles as it had seldom before 
been in commercial broadcasting. Black progressive radio, or at least its descendants, had not 
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yet finished impacting the genre boundaries of jazz. One of the most successful sub-formats to 
emerge from Urban Contemporary was a programming concept begun on WHUR in 1977 called 
“The Quiet Storm.” Named after a Smokey Robinson hit, this widely copied late evening 
program, which featured low-key deejay announcements, romantic R&B ballads, and quiet 
grooving instrumentals, served as a precursor to the last commercial jazz format, smooth jazz. 
Controversial as to whether it is really jazz at all, smooth jazz is the only jazz format regularly 
heard on commercial radio today.  While smooth jazz formats achieved somewhat of a racial 
audience crossover that Quiet Storm formats did not, the number of stations using it peaked in 
the 1990s. Today, smooth jazz is no longer available over the air in New York City.  
Jazz Radio Goes Non-Commercial 
The cause célèbre of American jazz radio in the 1970s, seen as emblematic of the fortunes of 
jazz as a whole, was the slow-motion demise of WRVR-FM in New York City. WRVR began 
operation on New Year's Day 1961 as a non-commercial educational and cultural radio station. 
It was a participant in the core group of educational stations that eventually formed National 
Public Radio, though ultimately it didn’t join the network. It is somewhat ironic, then, that 
WRVR became a commercial full-time jazz station just as this concept was beginning to take 
hold across the country only on non-commercial radio. That the Riverside Church, WRVR's 
owner, was in possession of a frequency (106.7) that permitted commercial operation was the 
source of tremendous temptation due to the license's greater market value.61  As a result in 
                                                     
61 Many non-profit institutions managed to hold commercial band FM frequency assignments because at the time 
of their acquisition, FM stations were not very valuable. Over the years many of these stations have been either 
been sold by cash-strapped owners (New York City's WNYC, although the foundation that bought WNYC from the 
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1974 WRVR was sold to Sonderling Broadcasting, one of the leading white owned "soul" chains. 
Sonderling already owned New York’s WWRL, an old-school AM black-appeal station that 
lacked an FM station to counter the newly formed, black-owned Inner City Broadcasting's WLIB-
AM/FM combination. It is noteworthy that the primary commercial jazz radio competition in 
New York had been WLIB-FM (which became WBLS-FM). Sonderling became involved in a 
drawn out battle with community groups dedicated to preserving WRVR's jazz format. This mid 
to late 1970s campaign was richly steeped in the emerging discourse of jazz as “America's 
Classical Music.” On several occasions deals preserving the jazz format were announced, but all 
the deals fell apart when Sonderling's holdings were acquired by Viacom, which made the 
abrupt and unannounced change to country music. The end came on-air on 8 September 1980, 
around 10 a.m. according to several recollections, when Charles Mingus' "Good-bye Pork Pie 
Hat" was followed by Waylon Jennings "Are You Ready for the Country."62 
                                                                                                                                                                           
city later bought commercial WQXR from the New York Times) or decided to operate them commercially (Howard 
University's WHUR, which was a divestment gift to the university from the Washington Post). 




Figure 3 WRVR Billboard ad linking format to genre 
WRVR had programmed some jazz from the very beginning, with Ed Beach's daily "Just Jazz" 
show as one of its fixtures. Over the years, with a change from non-commercial to commercial, 
listeners, began to notice differences in what "jazz" meant on WRVR. Blogger Will Layman, 
writing an appreciation of the 1970s' diversity of jazz styles, recalled, 
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happily... I had WRVR to ‘hep’ me to what was great from the past.  But 
as the '70s progressed, RVR wanted to make money and played plenty of 
what it hoped was hipper, hookier jazz.  Eventually, that would mean that 
they played the beginnings of 'smooth jazz,' but for a long time RVR's 
bread and butter was the down home soul jazz that thrived in the '60s 
and, yup, the '70s63   
On the site WRVRLives.org, a fan commented, "[T]he station moved from playing plenty of 
hard-hitting jazz, to losing its edge more and more as it approached its own death in late 1980." 
Another recalled "the station provided you with new and old. You could here (sp.) Duke and 
Louis on some shows, and Chick and Herbie on others. Jazz-rock fusion wouldn't have got the 
boost in 1970's without stations like WRVR." Both of these comments, to varying degrees, 
reflect the greater battle over jazz authenticity and the rights to the jazz descriptor in the 
1970s.  
The commercial format did bring a wide range of music into contact. On one of the few WRVR 
airchecks in circulation, the Ramsey Lewis--Earth, Wind and Fire collaboration "Sun Goddess" 
was followed, separated by commercials, by Louis Armstrong. On another occasion a Patti 
Austin record led immediately into a commercial promoting an appearance of the adventurous 
Sam Rivers quartet—with Joe Daley, Barry Altschul, and Dave Holland—at the midtown club 
Storyville, a name evocative of traditional (Dixieland) jazz. But that contact was not always 
appreciated by jazz stalwarts. 
Feather's 1975 article on the jazz crossover phenomena attempts to take a largely neutral tone, 
recognizing both the validity of soul, rock, and classical music as expressive music forms while 
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respecting the inclinations of Billboard's largely non-jazz readership. Feather asks how to 
categorize this crossover music and its entitlement to be described as jazz, even as radio 
stations such as WRVR explicitly linked jazz and their crossover-rich format.64 But throughout 
the article, Feather uses language representative of the jazz purist point of view. He describes 
the founders of Blue Note Records as "traditionalist-oriented purists," whose artists produced 
"hit after hit…without any crossover motives and usually with no intention beyond that of 
expressing himself musically as honestly as he could…a classic case of artistic validity that was 
translated, over the years, into steady sales."65 Herbie Hancock's pre-crossover music was 
"lyrical," "rhythmically subtle and harmonically oblique." Producer Creed Taylor, Feather 
explained, blended "legitimate, tasteful jazz" with elements from other styles, without losing 
"much musical validity." Crossover jazz musicians armed with expertise in other styles were no 
longer restricted to "a pure, undiluted swinging form of jazz of the kind with which the word 
was once exclusively identified"—even though it is clear the word was seldom identified so 
clearly. Feather doubly invokes the notion of purity in this phrase, first explicitly linking jazz 
with purity, second with the act of dilution by other music styles. More diplomatically, Feather 
defended the other boundary of jazz in describing ABC/Impulse's output as "avant garde and 
spiritually ethereal music, much of it composed and played by artists with a prior jazz 
reputation," calling into question their current jazz credentials.  
Together with the record industry, radio in the 1960s and 1970s was broadening the public's 
understanding of jazz—that is, playing a role in genre definition—by welcoming this music 
                                                     
64 Leonard Feather, "Crossover Albums," Billboard, 8 February 1975, 25-30. 
65 Feather,  25. 
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under the banner jazz.  Feather's writing can be seen as part of a discursive process of genre re-
formation that is resisting the broadening of the term. 
Both record company executives and jazz club owners lamented the demise of WRVR.  Where 
and how they would find comparable advertising opportunities and reach their customers 
without the station? The Village Gate's venerable Art D'Lugoff told Billboard "this is going to 
hurt. I don't know if we can keep booking jazz acts when we can't reach the public," while CBS 
Records Vernon Slaughter complained "we were one of the main advertisers on the station. We 
were set to run thirty-six spots for Ramsey Lewis….We'll have to give more attention to print 
and urge other radio stations to play jazz." Joe Fields of Muse Records and Quincy McCoy of 
Fantasy/Prestige/Milestone/Stax both made comments to the effect that future jazz releases 
would need to contain more crossover product to ensure airplay on non-jazz stations. Fields no 
doubt spoke for many when he added, "It's incredible to me that a city like New York, the 
center of jazz, cannot have a jazz station. It winds up that the big corporations beat us. Thank 
God for National Public Radio."  
The failure of WRVR and the razor thin operating margins experienced by the few remaining 
jazz broadcasters were just one more piece of evidence, along with declining record sales, that 
jazz was not commercially sustainable on a broad scale. In 1973, for the first time, Broadcasting 
and Cable Yearbook began listing radio stations by format. The initial list of thirty-six who 
reported their operations as jazz is misleading and unreliable (WHAT and KJAZ are absent, 
though known to still be fulltime jazz operations in 1972) and includes stations programming as 
little as two hours of jazz per week. By next year's issue, commercial and non-commercial 
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stations are clearly distinguished, and by 1975 the publication had separate lists for the 
principal format and "special programming" presented fewer than twenty hours per week. 
From the data, the number of jazz stations seems to be increasing, but it must be noted that 
Broadcasting and Cable's format lists are not unique, a station can be multiply listed (for 
example WRVR-FM is listed under both the jazz and public affairs formats) and that twenty 
hours per week can be achieved with just three hours per day of programming. The table below 
is therefore most useful in illustrating not the absolute number of stations programming jazz, 
but how non-commercial station came to proportionately dominate jazz programming. 
Table 9 The Rise of Noncommercial Jazz Radio Stations 
Reporting Year Commercial Jazz Stations Non-Commercial Jazz Stations 
1974 15 18 
1975 22 36 
1978 40 73 
1981 59 128 
(Source: Broadcasting and Cable Yearbook, 1974, 1975, 1978, and 1981) 
NPR, public radio stations, and non-commercial radio in general became the reasons why in fact 
the opposite of Fields and McCoy's predictions came to pass. Rather than create more 
crossover content to compete on commercial radio, jazz found a non-commercial sanctuary, 
particularly on the exploding public radio sector stations that had sufficiently ambitious budgets 
as to be “CPB-qualified,” meaning their governance and financial structures meet the 
requirements set by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting for modest government support. 
The nearly exponential increase of non–commercial radio stations playing at least some jazz, 
many of them affiliated with institutions of higher education and other educational and cultural 
institutions, coincided with the rise of the so-called “new jazz studies,” a similar explosive 
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growth in jazz education in the applied side of music studies, and such institutionalizing 
gestures as the creation of the NEA Jazz Masters award (1982); the passage of H.R. 57 
proclaiming jazz “a rare and valuable national American treasure to which we should devote 
our attention, support and resources to make certain it is preserved, understood and 
promulgated”; and the founding of the Smithsonian Jazz Masterworks Orchestra (1990) and the 
Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall bands (1996). In short, a confluence of movements, actions, 
and resources allowed a jazz refuge in an infrastructure far more isolated from market 
pressures than in times past. The result is an broadcast environment under the banner of 'jazz' 
that supports art music—classically styled music and to a much lesser extent experimental 
music—but that largely rejects styles with elements of contemporary popular music; that music 
must find a place in smooth jazz or dance music formats. 
Jazz in between the Popular and the Elite 
The short-lived all-jazz commercial station era witnessed the completion of jazz's transition to 
highbrow music. In the mid-1950s, jazz still had enough market power for a few entrepreneurs 
to imagine that they could make a go of it on radio with just jazz. However, they surely 
considered jazz to be much broader than the post-bebop styles that dominate non-commercial 
radio jazz today. As jazz struggled to remain relevant, not only in a record-buying market with 
Motown and the Beatles, but also in a radio industry rapidly slicing itself up into formats, it was 
simultaneously stretching out in multiple directions—adventurous free jazz, coalition building 
jazz rock fusion, and down home soul jazz with a groove. At the end of the commercial era, the 
non-commercial sanctuary has largely been interested in the jazz's classic styles and new music 




Radio, despite attempts to keep remain competitive via technical additions such as AM stereo 
(1988), HD radio, and digital radio broadcasting, and through constant tinkering with formats 
and promotion, has become a legacy enterprise. Yet, as I described it in the introduction to this 
dissertation, the radio paradigm has elements that are bound to persist because they serve 
useful, valuable, and desirable purposes for parties on all sides. So too, does the continuing 
study of jazz and radio, in both historical and contemporary settings, offer useful and valuable 
insights into the underlying structures and forces in society, jazz, the music industry, media 
organizations, and with the music’s listeners. I would like to briefly outline some directions 
future work on jazz and radio might take. 
Radio itself is difficult enough to study because of its temporal nature, the paucity of archived 
content, and the sheer volume of programming that has been created, and this difficulty is 
compounded by the market-by-market geographical diversity of broadcasting activity. Given 
that, comprehensive study of the radio audience is even more difficult. The radio audience is 
even more dispersed, demographically mixed, and is listening while engaging in a wide range of 
activities in and out of the home. Yet some level of detailed study of the audience, or perhaps 
at least a group of listeners, would greatly contribute to our understanding of jazz in the life of 
“the people.”  
Extending the study of jazz radio in the direction of the radio audience might provide an end-
run around several socio-economic limitations to jazz participation. A great deal of the music is 
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performed in venues with major economic barriers to regular attendance—jazz clubs with 
expensive cover, food, and drink policies—and in settings that are unappealing to a large 
number of potential attendees—late night hours, and urban or downtown locations. These 
factors limit the participation of the poor and working class, single women, the very young or 
old, the infirm, and even those who consider such locations as sinful or shady.1 In other words, 
radio has demonstrably democratized access to the music, and research on the jazz radio 
audience can profit from this pool of listeners, which is larger and more diverse than those 
attending live performances. Indeed, uncoupling the listening to music from the social function 
of “going out” to hear it could possibly be a major benefit of this research and would be 
consistent with my project of deflecting jazz research from the iconic musical figures and major 
performers and towards other art world participants. 
At the same time, there is much that can be discerned from a close look at the music itself and 
the processes producing it. The current noncommercial radio practice is to publish playlists 
(mostly via automated logging) on station websites. This bounty of data is both overwhelming 
and promising in scale, and is awaiting the effective application of efficient methods for its 
study. Radio research has always been dependent on charts and playlists—that often combine 
airplay and record sales according to mysterious algorithms—provided by parties with a variety 
of motives to manipulate data. A closer look at this data could be most revealing—for example, 
it might reveal differentials between major, independent, and artist-owned labels in getting 
airplay. 
                                                     
1 At a recent performance of mine, I sought out and spoke to an attractive young woman who appeared to be 
alone at the jazz club. As this was unusual I asked her about it her solo attendance. “I’m trying to get out and hear 
good music,” she said. I might actually have done her a favor by talking to her as opposed to some of the more 
predatory musicians in this band! 
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Playlists are also often available for Internet-only streams. Jazz radio research needs to 
continue to study the evolving relationships between new media and the music. Because jazz 
has a small share of the total economic activity of the music business, however defined, 
relatively little money is invested in its promotion. However, until the critical assets of new 
media are brought under effective control by entertainment corporations, the application of 
small amounts of promotional money in the right places can possibly achieve outsized results, 
thus creating a window of opportunity for creative music. Jazz radio research should try to 
understand these developments and can do so by 1) observing new media trends, 2) 
interviewing resourceful musicians who are involved in self-promotion using new media, and 3) 
observing audience participation and interaction with musicians around new media. 
There is also value in the further study of jazz and radio in historical contexts. For example, it 
appears that between 1960 and 1975 jazz could be found on radio stations with MOR (middle 
of the road) or Black Appeal formats, either slipped in by jazz-loving DJs (not yet under the 
tyranny of strict playlists) or on those stations weekly or nightly jazz shows. Just as Black Appeal 
radio stations attracted white listeners who were fans of soul and R&B, these jazz programs had 
crossover appeal and were considered crucial by record company promotion personnel in the 
success of jazz releases. Additional research on the activities of these promoters, their musical 
artists, the DJs, and the record buying audience might reveal considerable complexity in U.S. 
cultural life and racial interactions, and in the process reach far beyond jazz. 
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Appendix A—Mission Statements 
Mission statement of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) 
In 2011 CPB filed an IRS Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax) with the 
following information provided as a response to Part III, 1 "Briefly describe the organization's 
mission." 
Support of Public Broadcasting. CPB's mission is to facilitate development 
of, and ensure universal access to, non-commercial, high-quality 
programming and telecommunications services in conjunction with non-
commercial educational telecommunications licensees across the United 
States. 
Mission statement of National Public Radio (NPR) 
In 2011 NPR filed an IRS Form 990 (Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax) with the 
following information provided as a response to Part III, 1 "Briefly describe the organization's 
mission." 
The mission of NPR is to work in partnership with member stations to 
create a more informed public—one challenged and invigorated by a 
deeper understanding and appreciation of events, ideas and cultures. To 
accomplish our mission, we produce, acquire, and distribute 
programming that meets the highest standards of public service in 
journalism and cultural expression; we represent our members in matters 
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of their mutual interest, and we provide satellite interconnection for the 
entire public radio system. 
NPR has also posted a vision statement and goals on its website.1 
NPR's Vision 
This vision statement describes our aspirations for NPR's future. 
 NPR, with its network of independent member stations, is America's pre-
eminent news institution. 
 We strive to inform our democracy and culture by bringing important 
stories, insight and delight to audiences everywhere. 
 NPR innovates and leads; we discover and develop new talent and ideas. 
 We seek out new audiences and search for ways to be more essential, 
using every available platform of communication - across the nation and 
around the world. 
NPR's Goals 
These high-level goals direct the efforts of NPR management and staff.  
 Make NPR the most relevant, trusted and consumed news source in the 
U.S. 
 Expand the reach and relevance of NPR and member stations to current 
and new audiences. 
 Unlock the potential of the national and local public media system. 
 Reflect best practices, whatever the activity or field. 
 Adapt our business model to sustain the present and secure the future. 
 
                                                     
1 "our mission, vision, and goals," http://www.npr.org/about/aboutnpr/mission.html, accessed 4 January 2013. 
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Mission Statement of the Pacifica Foundation (from Guidestar.org) 
(a) To establish a Foundation organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes no 
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any member of the Foundation. [*] 
(b) To establish and operate for educational purposes, in such manner that the facilities 
involved shall be as nearly self-sustaining as possible, one or more radio broadcasting stations 
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission and subject in their operation to the 
regulatory actions of the Commission under the Communications Act of 1934, As Amended. 
(c) In radio broadcasting operations to encourage and provide outlets for the creative skills and 
energies of the community; to conduct classes and workshops in the writing and producing of 
drama; to establish awards and scholarships for creative writing; to offer performance facilities 
to amateur instrumentalists, choral groups, orchestral groups and music students; and to 
promote and aid other creative activities which will serve the cultural welfare of the 
community. 
(d) In radio broadcasting operations to engage in any activity that shall contribute to a lasting 
understanding between nations and between the individuals of all nations, races, creeds and 
colors; to gather and disseminate information on the causes of conflict between any and all of 
such groups; and through any and all means compatible with the purposes of this corporation 
to promote the study of political and economic problems and of the causes of religious, 
philosophical and racial antagonisms. 
(e) In radio broadcasting operations to promote the full distribution of public information; to 
obtain access to sources of news not commonly brought together in the same medium; and to 
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employ such varied sources in the public presentation of accurate, objective, comprehensive 
news on all matters vitally affecting the community.2 
Table 10 Sample Mission Statements of Noncommercial Radio Stations 
Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
WKCR USR WKCR-FM, Columbia University’s non-commercial 
student-run radio station, is dedicated to presenting a 
spectrum of alternative programming—traditional and 
art music, spoken arts, and original journalism. 
WDNA CUN Our mission is to provide quality public-centric music, 
arts, and cultural programming to the residents of South 
Florida and beyond. In an ever-changing radio landscape, 
WDNA remains committed to America's Classical Music, 
alternative voices, and the marriage of entertainment 
with enrichment. 
WPFW CPF The purpose of WPFW-FM Pacifica is to provide outlets 
for the creative skills and energies of the community, to 
contribute to a lasting understanding between individuals 
of all nations, races, creeds and colors, and to promote 
the full distribution of public information. Programming 
on WPFW will principally be a mix of jazz, Third World 
                                                     
2 Source: non-profit filings, Guidestar.org, http://www.guidestar.org/ReportOrganization.aspx?ein=94-1347046 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
music, news and public affairs. The airwaves at 89.3 will 
be an accessible media outlet for Blacks, Hispanics, 
cultural groups, women, seniors, youth and other ethnic 
and non-traditional groups. WPFW programming will 
make the concept of community radio real by providing 
the local majority population with important and relevant 
education, information and entertainment. Through its 
programming the station will act as a networking agent 
for the community at large. WPFW's air will be 
commercial free and in conformance with Pacifica 
Foundation resolutions prohibiting commercial under- 
writing of programming. Programming will lend itself to 
an on-air listener participation, will strive to exemplify 
journalistic integrity, and will work toward being 
engaging and intellectually stimulating. Jazz, a major 
American art form which grows from the African-
American experience, will be the major music 
programming. WPFW will act as archivist, educator, and 
entertainer on behalf of this under served national 
cultural resource. WPFW is dedicated to programming 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
which reflects progressive social change and democracy. 
The station will continue and further a global, humanistic, 
and futuristic approach to news, public affairs, the 
creative arts and cultural programming. Internally WPFW 
will work to upgrade the quality of work at all levels.  Our 
continued use of and high regard for volunteers will 
provide an opportunity for individual skill development in 
radio broadcast techniques, and broadcast management. 
Volunteer opportunities will be available in most areas of 
program administration.  
WRFG CUN WRFG provides a voice for those who have been 
traditionally denied access to the broadcast media and 
the involvement of a broad base of community elements 
to guarantee that access. In the utilization of the 
Foundation's facilities and in its programs the following 
communities will receive first priority: 
1. Those who continue to be denied free and open access 
to the broadcast media, 
2. Those who suffer oppression or exploitation based 
upon class, race, sex, age or creed or sexual orientation. 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
WWOZ PNU WWOZ, since its inception, has always been committed 
to providing exposure to local musicians who play the 
genres heard in New Orleans. WWOZ broadcasts all 
forms of jazz, blues, rhythm and blues, brass band, 
gospel, cajun, zydeco, Caribbean, Latin, Brazilian, African, 
bluegrass, and Irish, among others. 
KCSM PSU Funded by community support, we craft extraordinary 
jazz programming, delivering the music and its related 
history to inspire and enlighten jazz listeners and artists 
worldwide. 
KKJZ PSU KKJZ 88.1 and Global Jazz are committed to the 
promotion and preservation of the rich cultural heritages 
of Jazz and Blues through engaging, inspiring and 
informative programming that satisfies the most 
dedicated music aficionados, while attracting newcomers 
of all ages. 
WCLK USV "The Jazzvoice of the City" Jazz 91.9 WCLK is dedicated to 
developing and providing professional quality multimedia 
and broadcast services that uplift, educate and inform 
the Atlanta community and worldwide audience.  To 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
increase awareness of the significance of Jazz music as an 
American art form and, to guide and train 
communications students in all aspects of the multimedia 
and radio professions. 
WBUR PNU Through a dynamic exchange of ideas, WBUR serves and 
engages the local community as a source of news and 
information, providing insight and cultural context that 
unites a diverse, complex and changing world. 
WFCR PNU New England Public Radio delivers exceptional NPR and 
local news, information, music, and cultural programming 
on air and online.  
WGLT PSU WGLT, in partnership with Illinois State University, offers 
diverse programming on multiple platforms for a growing 
audience. 
"The station's primary function is to provide 
noncommercial education audio programming to the 
citizens of Central Illinois." and " Since 1992, WGLT's 
format has consisted primarily of "news, blues and all 




Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
KZUM CUN The mission of KZUM is to educate and build community 
through broadcast media, with diverse and independent 
voices that enrich the perspectives of our audiences The 
station’s mission gives voice to quality music, news and 
thoughtful discussion on local, national and world news 
while reaching an ever-widening audience with a more 
vibrant, artistic, diverse and quality programming 
schedule. Thanks for stopping by our website and come 
again! 
KCCK PSU KCCK is a non-commercial, educational FM radio station 
operated by Kirkwood Community College. KCCK enriches 
the cultural environment of the Cedar Rapids and Iowa 
City Communities through a variety of on-air programs 
and community outreach activities. Many of these 
programs center on the promotion and preservation of 
jazz, America's only indigenous musical art form.  
KCCK is Iowa's only jazz radio station. In addition to high-
quality programs, KCCK takes jazz to the community 
through free concerts like Jazz Under the Stars and 
educational programs like Schoolhouse Jazz, Corridor Jazz 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
Project and Middle School Jazz Band Camp.  
KMHD PSU Community-supported radio station KMHD has been a 
staple of the Portland jazz scene for the last 25 years 
showcasing the best of jazz and blues. Licensed to Mt. 
Hood Community College in Gresham and operated by 
Oregon Public Broadcasting, KMHD champions jazz 
performances and education to ensure that this uniquely 
American art form continues to thrive in our region. 
KSJS USV As operators of a non-commercial educational FM 
broadcasting station, KSJS, we promise to provide an 
opportunity for all San Jose State students and selected 
volunteers from all major areas to participate in the 
hands-on experience of operating an FM broadcast radio 
station. Some areas include Public Relations, Art Design, 
Marketing, and Multimedia Web Design. KSJS is a 
learning institute, willing to train and teach the 
participants the effective tools of communication, team 
cooperation, and management. As a learning institution, 
KSJS understands that mistakes may occur and will 
acknowledge these moments as a learning tool for 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
improvement. In addition KSJS fulfills its federal mandate 
to meet the public’s interest of the community. These 
communities include, San Jose State University, the city 
of San Jose, the greater Santa Clara County, and beyond. 
KTSU USV KTSU’s mission as a major component of outreach for 
Texas Southern University is to provide the Houston 
community with programming that features the richness 
and depth of our cultural heritage through the 
presentation of jazz and other formats, such as Oldies, 
Blues, Gospel and Hip-Hop.  KTSU also provides its 
listeners with well-balanced coverage of current news 
events that educates and entertains and produces local 
programs that meet the needs of public service for a 
well-informed community.  In addition, the station 
provides programs from Public Radio International and 
National Public Radio and serves as a training ground for 
students enrolled in TSU’s School of Communications. 
WNYC PNU New York Public Radio's mission is "to make the mind more 
curious, the heart more tolerant and the spirit more joyful 
through excellent radio programming." 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
WBGO PNU WBGO is a publicly-supported, cultural institution that 
champions jazz and presents news to a worldwide 
audience through radio, other technologies and events.  
Organizational values that guide WBGO in accomplishing 
its mission are:  
 A belief in the vibrancy and continuance of jazz as a 
cultural art form 
 Educational outreach is an important part of the 
station's programming 
 A diverse, open workplace that supports the 
development and enhancement of the staff's 
talents and skills 
 Listeners, members and the general public deserve 






To be Canada’s pre-eminent Jazz station and an essential 
broadcaster of Jazz music in all its various forms, 
enriching the cultural, educational and community 
experience of our listening audience 
Mission: 
to bring the world of jazz to our listeners; 
to showcase Canadian jazz talent; 
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Call Sign Non-commercial 
type 
Mission Statement Text 
to partner with and support those who teach, train and 
develop talent and students of the genre 








Appendix B—CMJ and JazzWeek Charts for mid December 2012 
Example CMJ Jazz Chart  













Example JazzWeek Chart  
Table 12 JazzWeek Chart of 10 December 2012 
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